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Abstract

ARCS is a software package for antenna- and RCS-measurements, written by March Microwave,
Nuenen. It is in use at the antenna laboratory of the Electromagnetism and Circuit Theory group
at the Department of Electrical Engineering of EUT. The software is currently being revised and
ported to a PC.
For storage of its data, mostly numeric functions depending on one or more parameters, ARCS
currently uses an efficient and fast file format based on the Fortran I/O system. Since this format
poses some limitations on the types of functions tha t can be stored, and because no central file
handling routines exist for the current format, a new file format was designed and a handling
library implemented.
The handling library for the new file format generates the structure of data files, given the description of the functions to be stored in terms of function values and parameters, and allows access
to functions stored in a file like access to functions stored in an in-memory array, The thesis itself
describes the implementation of the library. The appendix contains a complete user's reference
manual for it. The library can be used by any C or Fortran program under HPlUX that needs to
store numerical functions,
For graphics output the ARCS software uses relatively simple full-screen graphics (e.g. on a DEC
VT240 terminal), When porting ARCS to a PC, using the OS/2 operating system as a target,
an equivalent for these graphics has to be available. The native method for doing graphics under
OS/2 is using the Presentation Manager (PM), an MS-Windows and XII/Motif-like Graphics User
Interface, Unfortunately, the complexity of PM programming is overkill for the simple graphics
needed by ARCS. Therefore a full-screen graphics library was sought.
The second part of this thesis describes the implementation of an experimental full-screen OS/2
graphics library, based on several public domain programs for MS-DOS and OS/2. The performance of the library was tested by comparing it to the commercially available GSS*CGI Graphics
Development Toolkit. Based on both libraries, two graphics programs of the ARCS package were
ported to OS/2. The appendix contains a user's reference manual for the experimental library that
can be used for any program needing simple full-screen graphics under OS/2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 General description of antenna and ReS-measurements
ARCS is an antenna and RCS-measurement system developed by March Microwave, Nuenen.
It is in use at the antenna laboratory of the Electromagnetism and Circuit Theory group at
the Department of Electrical Engineering of EUT. Measurements are carried out on a Compact
Antenna Test Range (CATR), i.e. an anechoic chamber in which a parabolic reflector system is
installed that can generate the flat wave fronts characteristic for the far field of an antenna at a
relatively short distance from the reflector system. Figure 1.1 shows the layout of such a CATR.
1: Feed antenna
(two for RCS
-measurements)

4

/

f/

o

2: Sub reflector l
3: Main reflector l
4: Antenna or object
on positioner

.I

5: Absorbing walls

5

Figure 1.1: Layout of a CATR

1.1.1 Antenna measurements

When performing antenna measurements, a feed is installed at the focus of the reflector system.
In the part of the chamber where the far field of this feed is generated, the antenna under test is
mounted on a positioner system, allowing rotations under 1 or 2 axes (azimuth, elevation). The
feed is connected to a frequency syntheziser, which is controlled by a network analyzer (mostly
HP8510 or HP8530). The signal received by the antenna under test is fed back to the network
analyzer.
Both the network analyzer and the positioner system are connected to a computer by an IEEE488 instrumentation bus, allowing automatic measurement of antenna characteristics like response
1. A March reflector system consists of two reflectors, both parabolically shaped in one axis and flat in the other,
yielding the same result as a single parabolic reflector.
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Figure 1.2: Equipment used in a CATR
(both amplitude and phase) versus frequency and/or response versus angle (azimuth and/or elevation). Figure 1.2 shows the setup of the equipment used in the CATR. In case of an antenna
measurement, one of the feeds is the antenna under test.
1.1.2 ReS measurements

''''hen carrying out Radar Cross Section measurements, the device under test (target) is mounted
on the positioner system. In the focus of the reflector system both a sending and a receiving feed are
mounted, allowing one to measure the reflection of the target (both amplitude and phase) versus
frequency and position (azimuth and/or elevation). By means of inverse synthetic aperture radar
techniques (ISAR) an RCS image can be calculated from the measured data, giving information
on the visibility and detectability of objects with radar, both in cross range and down range.
Figure 1.3 gives an example of the RCS image obtained by scanning a scale model of a B747. 2

Figure 1.3: RCS image of a B747

1.2

The ARCS software package

The ARCS software package consists of several programs for data acquisition and manipulation:
2.
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The actual 8747 shape in the contour part on the left was added later on...

•
•
•
•
•
•

ARCS: The acquisition and calibration program, controls both antenna- and RCSmeasurements.
Image: Calculates the RCS image by applying a 2-dimensional Fourier transformation on
the measured data.
Imgate: A so called software gate that can remove the response from a measurement belonging to a certain area of the image.
Menu2d: 2 dimensional display program.
Menu3d: 3 dimensional display program.
Filmath: File mathematics, e.g. for adding or subtracting data files.

All these programs are written in Fortran and can run on a MicroVax under VMS, using a DEC
VT240 terminal or HPGL plotter for graphics output, or on a HP9000/series 300 workstation
under HPlUX, using the HP Starbase graphics library for output.

1.2.1 A new version of ARCS

The current version of ARCS is based on the ideas that used to exist on user interfaces about ten
to five years ago. Since then, many of these views have changed into current standards like IBM's
SAA and the design and style guides of user interfaces like Windows and Motif. Therefore, about
a year ago, plans were made to rewrite major portions of the ARCS software package. Mr. Derks
[Der91] designed an XlI/Motif based system to replace the menus of the current ARCS version.
:Mr. Geraets [Ger91] designed a new graphics library for XlI/Motif.
The current version of the file format used by ARCS is heavily based on the Fortran I/O system.
Although it is efficient and fast, it shows limitations in the field of integrity checks and expandability. Therefore a new file format has to be designed and a handling library implemented. This
is the first part of my graduation project. The primary target for the new file handling library is
HP/UX, since the other parts for a new version of ARCS were also designed for this platform.

1.2.2 Porting the current version of ARCS to OS/2

In some situations, using an HP9000/300 workstation or MicroVax is overkill. Therefore plans
were made to port the ARCS software to a personal computer. Doing this was tried before, using
DOS as the target operating system, but because of the lack of multitasking capabilities under
DOS and the limited amount of available memory only Menu2d and Menu3d were ported to DOS.
OS/2 however, does not have the limitations mentioned above. Because of its good multitasking
capabilities, networking possibilities and system stability, OS/2 was chosen as the target operating
system for the PC port of ARCS.
Porting ARCS to a new operating system involves rewriting the graphics and the IEEE-488 handling. Good IEEE-488 support was available from National Instruments, so rewriting the IEEEhandling should pose no problems. Graphics programming under OS/2, however, does.
The standard method of providing graphics support for a program under OS/2 is using the Presentation Manager (PM). This event-driven environment however has almost an equally steep
learning curve as the X windows system, used by Mr. Derks and Mr. Geraets, so for the relatively
simple graphics in the current version of ARCS using PM would be overkill. Therefore it was
decided to use full-screen graphics under OS/2 for the port of the current version of ARCS.
Unfortunately the full-screen graphics library of I\licrosoft Fortran cannot be used under OS/2,
so a different solution had to be found. This is the second part of my graduation project.
13

1.3

Summary of the graduation project

•
•

Design a new file format and associated file handling routines for ARCS
Seek a solution for doing full-screen graphics under OS/2.

In the following chapters the design, implementation and testing of a new file handling library for
HP lUX and a graphics library for OS/2 will be described. In this description, more emphasis is
placed on the method used to design and implement the libraries than on describing the libraries
for the application programmer. For the latter purpose, separate reference manuals can be found
in appendix A and B.
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Chapter 2
Brief description of the current ARCS file format

2.1

Introduction

Before defining a new file format, let's examine the current ARCS file format. A (too) complete
description can be found in [mar88). This chapter only gives a brief summary. A data set consists
of two files: the report file, a plain text file describing the data, and a binary file containing raw
data, the way Fortran likes them best.
A data set can contain several functions, each depending on a maximum of 5 parameters. The first
4 parameters can be non-equidistantly distributed along their axes, but this is not supported by
the current ARCS software. The fifth parameter is always equidistantly distributed. The first four
parameters are equal for all sequences of measurements in the file, whereas the fifth parameter
differs per function.

2.2

The report file

The report file is a text file that describes the structure of the binary data file. The report file is
divided into at least 4 pages, delimited by Form Feed characters. Only the fourth page contains
data essential to understanding the structure of the binary file. The other pages contain additional
data, collected and used by several ARCS programs.
The fourth page consists of a header, the names of the functions and a description of their arguments. The header consists of the name of the binary file, the time at which the file was created,
a line of comments, the magic number Level of I/O Records (see description of the binary file),
the number of measurements and the number of functions.
With the names of the functions, optionally minimum and maximum values can be recorded,
together with the parameters at which these extremes are reached. Of the first four arguments,
the name, the minimum, the maximum, the dimension of the argument, the number of points,
the distribution (equidistant, parallel or general) and the precision (single/double) are recorded.
Of the sequence of fifth arguments, start and stop value, dimension, number of points, type
(real/complex/amplitude+phase) and dimension of the function are recorded.
Figure 2.1 shows the report file for the data displayed in figure 1.3. ''''e can see that only two
parameters are used. They represent down-range, orthogonally to the plane wave front, and crossrange, parallel to the plane wave front.
As we will see in the next section, level of records 1 means that for every down-range, all values
belonging to a sweep of the cross-range are stored into a single I/O record of the binary file.
15

<Form Feed>
<Form Feed>
<Form Feed>
ORGAIIZATIOI OF: demo.I"A
CREATIOI, 5-0CT-89
12:39:21
B747 BORESIGHT
LEVEL OF RECORDS: 1
1 SEQUEICES OF 1 FUICTIOIS
HH

0.82517169E-01
0.90312424E-05

UIUSED
UIUSED
DOI/I-RAIGE
CROSS-RAIGE

O.OOOOooOooOE+OO
O.OOOOooOooOE+OO
-0.5002005696
-0.5002005696
O.OOOOooOooOE+OO

0
0

0
0

25
55

40
8

O.OOOOOOooOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOooOOE+OO
0.5002005696
m
0.5002005696
m
O.OOOOOOooOOE+OO

0
0
0
0
65 EQUI
65 EQUI

o

C"PLX 8m

Figure 2.1: Report file for RCS image of B747

2.3

The binary file

The binary file consists of raw numeric data in the internal representation of the machine on which
the file was created (and which is NOT recorded in the report file ... ), completely designed for the
record oriented file I/O of Fortran.
The data consists of function values for equidistant distributed axes, with, if necessary, at parallelly
distributed axes the value stored at the end of each record or added as extra record. The way the
function values are distributed over records is determined by the number Level of I/O Records:
level
5
4
3
2
1

o
-1

description
All data are stored into a single record
Each function is stored into a separate record
For every first parameter, the data is stored into a separate record
For every second parameter, the data is stored into a separate record
For every third parameter, the data is stored into a separate record
For every fourth parameter, the data is stored into a separate record
For every measurement, for every fifth parameter, the data are stored
into a separate record
Table 2.1: Level of I/O records

For further explanation, see [mar88]. Here, only the main characteristics of the current ARCS file
format are summarized:
•
•
•
•
•
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The data describing a data set is divided into two files: a binary data file and a text oriented
report file
Several functions can be stored into the same file, as long as they depend on the same set
of five parameters
Several measurements can be stored into the same file, as long as the first four parameters
are equal for subsequent measurements
Parameters can be nonequidistantly distributed, but the current ARCS software only uses
equidistantly distributed parameters. For this situation, storage is efficient and fast.
The whole file format was optimized for use with Fortran

Chapter 3
A new file format for ARCS

3.1

Introduction

While keeping all the good properties of the current ARCS file format, we want to get rid of all
limitations associated with it, so our design goals are:
•
•
•

Unlimited number of axes per function
fl1eans of storage for all kinds of data, whilst providing easier access for 'simple' data sets
Data integrity, so no separate report and data files

whilst keeping the efficiency and speed of the current file format.
The new file format is inspired by a file system, where several things can be stored, a directory
lists all things and also tells us what all entries mean.
The files consists of a header (of which the directory is a part), followed by zero or more data
blocks. The header must show if the file is usable on a specific machine.

3.2

Header

The header serves to identify the files and consists of the following items:
magic number: This serves two purposes. First of all it identifies all March files by a unique
number (the current file format only checks for March files by the file name extension ... ).
Second its byte order shows if the binary file can be read directly or has to be translated
(big endian/little endian)l.
version number: Gives the version number of the file format specification that was used for
creating this data file. When this field is implemented as bitfield of capabilities, the current
software may be able to interpret future versions of the file format in a sensible way.
file type: Shows the contents of the file (e.g. data, calibration). Implement as bitfield.
date and time: In seconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970 (according to Unix time()
function).
classification: ASCII string
title: ASCII string
name operator: ASCII string
organization: ASCII string
The remainder of the header is reserved, so that it ends on a 512 byte or lk boundary. Directly
after the header, we put a directory of the blocks in the file. The space for this directory is fixed,
so we must provide some way to extend the directory with separate blocks. The directory consists
of entries containing the following fields:
1.

Motorola or Intel byte storage order.
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opcode: Shows the type of block. (Partially) implement as bitfield, so older software will be able
to use parts of a newer file format with unknown blocks in a sensible way.
index: The byte offset (Unix: lseek() value) of the block into the file
length: Length of the total block
The blocks are divided into two categories: actual numeric data and additional data. Additional
data may comprise items like a history(tree) in which all operations on the original data, which
led to this file, are recorded. The most important part however is played by the actual numeric
data.

3.3

Data

\Ve want to store sets of functions, depending on several subsets of parameters, as efficient as
possible. To determine our thoughts, let's look at a complex but realistic example: measurement
of a dual axis frequency scan with frequency list mode and storage of the real angle value at each
node of the maze represented by both axes. VI'e repeat the measurement several times and store
the results into a single file.
In this case, we can make the following observations:
•

•

•

•
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The axis positions seem to be 'generally distributed' (non-equidistant), but if we look closer,
we see that they are actually equidistant when we consider the difference between measured
angle and preset angle to be a function of this preset, equidistant angle: the angle error.
The advantage of this interpretation is that the processing software can choose whether or
not to use the actual angle.
The frequency list is a 'parallel' distribution: we'll have to store the frequency list, but only
once for the entire measurement, instead of for each node of the maze (axis 1, axis2, seqno).
A similar situation arises with the angles: The error value for axis 1 is probably the same for
all values of axis 2, and both values are probably equal for consecutive sequence numbers,
since we probably only move one axis at a time and perform all measurements at a single
node of the maze before moving to the next node.
In general, we can distinguish between so called dependent parameters (or function results) and independent parameters (or function parameters). Not all dependent parameters
depend on the same subset of independent parameters. In our example:
Independent parameters:
preset angle for axis 1: equidistant, so only store start/stop and number of values
(a1) .
preset angle for axis 2: equidistant, so only store start/stop and number of values
(a2).
frequency list: number of values. frequencies in separate array (f).
sequence number: discrete; start/stop/number (n).
Dependent parameters:
Dependent on:
Name of array:
measured angle for axis 1:
a1
gal
measured angle for axis 2:
a1,a2
ga2
a1 ,a2 ,f,n
gr
measured response:
gal can be stored into a I-dimensional array, ga2 into a 2-dimensional and gr into a
4-dimensional. If we would measure the actual frequency as well, it could be stored
into the gr array as well.
We observe that the originally n-dimensional array can be partitioned into several smaller
ones, provided that we take the relations between the parameters into consequence. (This
is a generalization of the partitioning scheme in the current ARCS file format.) We have to
store:
of the independent parameters:
* type: dependent / independent parameter

*
*
*
*

number: sequence number of parameter
name: string
unit: string
datatype 2
of the dependent parameters:
* type
* number
* name
* unit
* datatype 2
* in which array it resides
* the offset into that array
The dependencies are not stored per variable, but per array, since all dependent parameters
in the same array are dependent on the same set of independent parameters. So it suffices
to store only the array number with the dependent parameters.
Of the arrays we store:
type
number
of which parameters it depends on (including order, for the correct determination of
indices)
the total size of a single entry (not easy to determine from the data stored with the
dependent parameters)
These data are all stored into a data header block. The actual numeric data is stored into
a single block per array.

•

•

3.4

Design of a preliminary file format

Based on the ideas presented above we can design a preliminary file format. Figure 3.1 and 3.2
show the structure of the new file format. 3 As mentioned before, a file consists of a header followed
by several blocks. All blocks start with a blockheader, which repeats the information stored on
the block in the directory, located in the file header.
Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the file header and directory extension blocks. 4 Both contain a
block of 42 directory entries.s
Figure 3.2 shows the layout of the data header block that describes the structure of the numeric
data stored in the file. The data header block consists of a block header, followed by entries for
either independent parameters, dependent parameters or array descriptions. The entry type field
distinguishes between these three cases. Figure 3.3 shows the data type definitions used for some
of the fields in the data header entries. The type lfumVal deserves further attention. It allows us
to store all possible numeric data types in a single storage space of 16 bytes and is used for the
start, stop, min and max fields of data header entries, as well as many of the file handling routines
to be described later.
Most of the fields are self-explanatory. The equidistant field of the independent parameter description, however, deserves special attention. When an independent parameter is equidistantly
distributed, this flag is nonzero, and all values of the parameter are completely determined by its
start and stop value. stored as NurnVal. If the flag is zero though, the values of the param~ter are
stored into a separate array data block whose number is listed in the field 'global array'.
2.
3.
4.
5.

datatype is byte, word, int, float, double, complex or double complex
Actually, these figures pertain to the final version of the format instead of to the preliminary version.
The fields "dirty" and "#entries" will be dealt with later, since they were not part of the preliminary file format.
In the preliminary version, entry 42 was not reserved.
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magic number

/

version number
file type
date and time
classification
title
operator

file header

0
0
0
0

organization
dirty

data header
IL

1

I

I

directory
extension

1\

I

#entries

reserved

_________________________________

V

r-2
r-3
r--

r--

41
I-42

r---.

IL

array data
blockheader

~I

opcode
operand
index
length
directory of blocks
reserved for dirext
reserved

JI

opcode
operand
length
opcode
operand

user data

index
length
directory of blocks
IL

reserved for dirext
reserved

Figure 3.1: New file format: header and directory extensions
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JI

I

opcode

blockheader

operand

length
entrytype
id

file header
independent

I

I

0

unit

0

datatype

parameter

data header

name

discrete

equidistant

start

stop

number

global array

reserved
- - - - - - - -------- - -

I
~

id
directory extension
dependent
I

name

0

unit

0

datatype

I

extremes

parameter
array data
I

10-

min

max

local array

array offset
reserved

_____________

---------

local array id
I

I

global array id
entry length

user data

array
description

array size
#inputs

- ------

I

reserved

1

indep. id

2

coeffici ent

I ... I

rwl

dependencies

Figure 3.2: New file format: data header block
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typedef short int16;
typedef long int32;
typedef unsigned char int8;
typedef char string[80] ;
/* Definitions for the Fortran data types complex*8 and complex*16: */
typedef struct {
/* size: 8 bytes */
float
re, im;
}
complex;
typedef struct {
/* size: 16 bytes */
double
re, im;
}
dblcmplx;
/* Definition for the generic numerical storage type: */
typedef union n {
/* Size: 16 bytes */
int8
b'
int16
s;
int32
i;
float
f;
double
d'
complex
c'
dblcmplx
q;
}
lumVal;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

type
type
type
type
type
type
type

1 */
2 */
3 */
4 */
5 */
6 */
7 */

Figure 3.3: Type definitions for the new file format
This introduces array data blocks that are not coupled to array descriptions, thus leading to a
difference in numbering between the arrays as assigned to the dependent parameters and the array
numbers stored in the block headers of array data blocks. Therefore, an array description lists both
the local array number (as assigned to the dependent parameters residing in that array) and the
global array number, i.e. the operand of the 'array' opcode in the block header of an array data
block.
(For a complete description of the file format, see the file reference manual in appendix A.)
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Chapter 4
File handling routines: specification

4.1

Introduction

The primary purpose of our new file format is to provide easy storage of arbitrary data functions.
Given the properties of the parameters (data of all independent parameters, of all dependent
parameters and all dependencies), the library must be able to partition the dependent parameters
into arrays without further intervention from the application or application programmer. In this
respect the new file format differs from the current one. The handling library determines the
structure of the binary file on its own, opposed to designing the binary file by hand and explicitly
coding all I/O operations on it when writing an application with the current file format.
After providing the data on all parameters and dependencies to the file handling routines, the
application must be able to access elements of the file like elements of an in-memory array, i.e. by
providing a reference to the dependent parameter and the values of all independent parameters.
To access data elements in the file like array elements, the file must be initialized just like an array,
i.e. space for all data elements must be allocated before they can be written or read.
Since our files consist of a file header, followed by 0 or more blocks (both numeric data and extra
data), also operations for manipulating the header and extra data blocks are necessary.
In summary, we want the following file operations to be available (as a minimum set):
•
•
•
•

create / write / read file header
create empty data representation, i.e. a data header block and space for all data blocks
(both correctly registered into the file directory)
write / read data elements
add / write / read extra data blocks

These operations result in the following stages, in which a valid data file can exist:
•
•
•

•

doesn't exist
only consists of file header (so smalIest possible file is lk large)
data header block and associated data blocks available. (Note that if we would only store
equidistantly distributed independent parameters, no data blocks would be available. Such
a file would be pretty useless, but is nevertheless a valid data file.)
extra data blocks available

The order in which the last two items are added to a file is not specified.

4.2

Creating a data file

By providing the name of the file to be created, and the values for all fields in the file header,
except the time, magic number and version number, we must be able to create an empty data file
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containing only the file header. The time should be obtained by a system call. The magic number
and version number are parameters specified by the file format and should not be changeable by
the application program.
Provisions must be made to enable the application to read back the values from the file header in
a convenient way.

4.3

Creating the empty data representation

The file routines have to gather information on independent parameters (i.e. function inputs),
dependent parameters (i.e. function results) and their dependencies. Since we cannot write the
data header block until the data on all parameters is complete, some extra calls to start and stop
registration of parameters to the file handling routines must be provided.
When registering independent parameters, the application must provide the name and unit of the
parameter, the data type, whether it is discrete (e.g. a sequence number) or continuous (and may
therefore be interpolated), whether its distribution is equidistant or nonequidistant, its start and
stop values, the number of values, and in case of a nonequidistant parameter, a list of values. In
return, the file handling library must return some form of identifier, by which the independent
parameter can be referenced to.
"'hen registering dependent parameters, the application must provide the name, unit and data
type as with independent parameters, and a list of identifiers of independent parameters on which
this dependent parameter depends. Let's define that the order in which the independent parameters
are listed with a dependent parameter determines the order of indices: The last parameter listed is
the most varying in the multidimensional addressing. The file handling library returns an identifier
by which the dependent parameter can be referenced to when reading or writing data elements
from it.
Provisions must be made to enable the application to read back these values from an existing data
file in a way similar to the method of registration.

4.4

Reading and writing data elements

When specifying the identifier of a dependent parameter, and indices for all independent parameters, the application must be able to reference a data element for reading or writing. For now, no
optimization of any kind will take place to tune the performance, since this task will be performed
by tuning the file system part of the operating system (e.g. disk cache).

4.5

Extra data blocks

An application must be able to read and write additional data blocks, as long as their opcode is
not in use for blocks 'owned' by the file handling library. The file handling library must perform all
directory operations and other file I/O. The application must only provide the opcode, sequence
number and data.
For now, no provisions will be made for deleting normal or extra data blocks from the file.
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Chapter 5
File handling routines: implementation

5.1

Introduction

This chapter describes some specific stages in the continuous process of stepwise refinement that
led from the (draft) specification to the first revision of the sources that could actually create files
and read/write numeric data. Along the way, the (draft) specification had to be slightly adjusted
because of hardware limitations and software engineering considerations.

5.2

File handling routines; initial description

Let's refine the definitions, given in the specification, by giving an (initial) calling convention and
task description of the functions.

5.2.1 Create file

Operation consists of:
•
•

•

create empty file
write file header, consisting of:
magic number, 8 bytes: constant value for library
version number, 4 bytes: constant value for library
type, 4 bytes: parameter
date and time: 4 bytes: via system call
classification, string: parameter
title, string: parameter
name operator, string: parameter
organization, string: parameter
write empty directory

Inputs of the function:
•
•
•
•
•
•

file type: byte
file name: string
classification: string
title: string
name operator: string
organization: string

The output of the function is a file descriptor.
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Syntax
FILE *CreateFile(type.name,title.class.operator,organization)
int8 type;
char *name. *title. *class. *operator. *organization;

5.2.2 Collect data on independent and dependent parameters.
The idea behind the file handling is that the application can access elements of a file like elements
of an array. The application does not have to worry about the partition of the dependent parameters into arrays; this task is accomplished by the file handling library. (Details on the automatic
partition into arrays will be dealt with later.)
In order to do this, all parameters must be registered to the file handling library. The library must
be notified of the events 'register start' and 'register complete':
Initialize: Create internal data structure to store data on parameters. Function:
StartRegister() .
Complete: Set boolean 'data_complete', after which a function can be called to write the 'skeleton' to a file. Function: StopRegisterO.

5.2.3 Write 'skeleton' to file.
The operation consists of:
•
•
•

Determine division of parameters into arrays. This is done on-the-fly during the registration
of the dependent parameters.
\Vrite dataheader to file, consisting of descriptions of independent parameters, dependent
parameters and array elements.
Write empty data blocks to file.

The input for the function is the file descriptor of the file to which the 'skeleton' has to be written
to. This file has to be 'empty', i.e. newly created by the function CreateFile. The function has no
output.

Syntax
void WriteSkeleton(fd)
FILE *fd;

5.2.4 Register independent parameter.
The input to the function consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name of the parameter: string
unit of the parameter: string
data type of the parameter: 1 byte
discrete I continuous: 1 byte
equidistant I Jist: 1 byte
start: 4 bytes
stop: 4 bytes
number: 4 bytes
pointer to array with list values

The output is an identifier of the independent parameter: 1 byte (>0)
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Syntax
int8 Registerlndependent(narne,unit.type.discrete.equi,start,stop.number,vals)
char *name,unit;
int8 type,discrete,equi;
HumVal start ,stop;
int32 number;
HumVal *vals;

5.2.5 Register dependent parameter.
Inputs:
•
•
•
•
•

name of the parameter: string
unit of the parameter: string
data type of the parameter: 1 byte
pointer to an array containing identifiers of the
independent parameters, terminated by the identifier O.

The output is an identifier of the dependent parameter

Syntax
int8 RegisterDependent(narne.unit,type,dependencies)
char *narne,unit;
int8 type;
int8 *dependencies;

5.2.6 Write an array element.
Inputs:
•
•
•
•
•

identifier of the dependent parameter to be written
value of the dependent parameter to be written
identifiers of the independent parameters:
pointer to array containing identifiers, terminated by O.
values of the independent parameters: pointer to array containing values, in the same order
as the identifier array.

For now the function has no output.

Syntax
void WriteParam(id,val,idarr,valarr)
int8 id;
liumVal val;
int8 *idarr;
HumVal *valarr;

5.2.7 Read an array element.
Inputs:
•
•

identifier of the dependent parameter to be read
identifiers of the independent parameters: pointer to array containing identifiers, terminated
by O.
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•

values of the independent parameters: pointer to array containing values, in the same order
as the identifier array.

The output is the value of the dependent parameter.

Syntax
NumVal ReadParam(id.idarr.valarr)
int8 id;
int8 *idarr;
NwnVal *valarr;

5.3

The partitioning of dependent parameters into arrays.

5.3.1 Introduction

Now let's look into a solution for automatic partitioning of dependent parameters into arrays. The
task description is quite simple: Order all dependent parameters so that parameters depending on
the same set of independent parameters are grouped into a single array.
This ordering can be performed either after registration of all parameters, or on-the-fly during
registration. The latter approach eliminates a separate sorting step when using an implicit insertion
sort method. When looking closely at the problem description, one can perceive a similarity with
operations on dictionaries of words. Since operations on dictionaries are quite common, good
standard solutions exist. The following Abstract Data Type (ADT), i.e. a combination of data
structure definition and processing functions, is based on this similarity.
5.3.2 Abstract Data Type for the storage of independent parameters, dependent
parameters and array descriptions.

In files, sets of dependent parameters, depending on the same set of independent parameters, are
stored in a single array. This ADT stores the data on independent and dependent parameters and
constructs the arrays on the fly while registering dependent parameters.
This ADT is based on the standard ADT 'trie', which is usually used to construct dictionaries. A
trie is a tree in which data is stored on the nodes from the root to the leaves. Equal prefixes of the
data share the same part of the tree. See [AHU85] (or any other text book on data structures) for
more details.
Our purpose is to store the sets of independent parameters, on which the dependent parameters
depend, in such a way that identical sets are grouped together automatically. We store the sets
like words in a trie. The order in which the independent parameters are stored with a dependent
parameter is determined by the order in which they are handed to the file library by the application
software.
Figure 5.1 gives an example of using a trie structure for sorting dependencies. It lists five dependent
parameters and their dependencies, along with the trie that show their sorted order. The square
nodes represent end markers for dependency lists. Each one of these square nodes corresponds to
an array.
5.3.3 First approach.

The trie is a tree in which each node can have several children. It is sufficient to store the children
of a node in a normal linked list, which contains all siblings. Each node must contain a pointer
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1: 1-2-4-3

2:
3:
4:
5:

1-2-3-4
1-2-3-7
1-2-3-7-9
1-2-4-3

1
1,5

2

+
3

4

Figure 5.1: Trie ADT: an example
to its sibling, a pointer to its first child and the identifier of an independent parameter. Since all
identifiers are greater than zero, we can use the identifier value zero to denote the end of a set. In
that case, the child pointer can be used to point to a linked list of dependent parameters which
share this set and consequently are in the same array.

5.3.4 Analysis.

To write out the data header we need all information as passed to us by registration of
(in)dependent parameters. Besides that we need a list of arrays, and which independent parameters they depend on, as well as for each dependent parameter the identifier of the array it resides
in, and the offset in that array. So far, for dependent parameters, we only stored their dependency
on independent parameters. However, we also need to store the other information.
We have the choice of storing that information in a separate data structure, from which It IS
extracted later on by means of the identifier of the parameter, or to use a pointer to this information
in our trie instead of the identifier, which enables us to look up coherent information directly. I
chose the latter approach, which facilitates the calculation of the offsets in the arrays for the
dependent parameters.
After the registration is complete, all dependencies can be obtained by a simple Depth First
Search, which gives us the sets for each array. However, s'ince the array information will probably
be needed more often, it is more convenient to store the array information in a separate linked list,
which is constructed from the trie on-the-fly. By using the linked list of dependent parameters,
stored after the end marker in the trie as part of the array data structure, the array information is
automatically updated as long as new dependent parameters are added to the same set. We only
have to add a new element to the linked list of arrays when adding a new subtree to the trie. The
information of independent parameters, on which the array depends, is added as linked list to the
array element.

5.3.5 Operations on the data structure.

All data on independent and dependent parameters will be stored in simple linked lists in canonical
order. To keep the linked list from reversing this order, data will be appended to the end of the list
instead of to the beginning. To facilitate this task, we will keep a pointer to the last element of the
linked list. Since we won't do much searching through the list it is not necessary to make it doubly
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linked. The data in these linked lists will remain in memory until another call to StartRegister
is issued. The same goes for the linked list of array descriptions. Since the trie is only used for
partitioning the set of dependent parameters into arrays, it is not necessary to use double linkage
in the trie. The part of the trie containing the trie up to the end-markers may be deleted after
calling StopRegister .
Figure 5.2 shows the abstract data structure and how its parts interact. (It is based on the example
from figure 5.1.) From the main trie, each node points to a record of the linked list of independent
parameters. The end nodes, in which this pointer is NULL, have a pointer to the array record
as their next pointer (instead of a child-pointer). The array elements are stored in a linked list.
Each array element points to a list of dependent parameters that are dependent on the same set
of independent parameters. This set is the path from the root of the trie to the pointer to the
array element. Both linked lists, pointed to by an array element, are short versions of the linked
lists of dependent and independent parameters: they only store a pointer to the record containing
all information.
As mentioned before, all linked lists are referenced by a pointer to their first element and a pointer
to their last element, with the exception of the linked lists, referenced by array elements. The
operations on all linked lists used here are basic and could be implemented almost mechanically.
The same goes for the operations on the trie. Except for some design changes, they will not be
described here, since the sources of the library, combined with a book like [AHU85], are almost
self-documenting.

5.4

Intermezzo: software tools

Before describing the actual work on the implementation, let's look at some tools that can make
the life of a programmer a little easier ...

5.4.1 ANSI prototypes
The C-compiler of the HP9000 Series 300 workstations under HP- UX 7.0 does not support ANSIC, so prototype checking is not available and all functions have to be declared old-style. To keep
our program portable, while using enhanced error checking through prototypes where available,
both program and header files must contain both old-style and ANSI declarations. In program
files, function declarations can be doubled by using an #ifdef, e.g.:
#ifdef ANSI
void bla(int blal, char *bla2, int (*func)(const void *, const void *))
#else
void bla(blal. bla2. func)
int blal;
char *bla2;
int (*func)O;
#endif
The definition in the header files can be simplified, however, by using the following construct:
#ifdef ANSI
# define PROTO(a) a
#else
# define PROTO(a) ()
#endif

void bla PROTO«int blal. char *bla2. int (*func)(const void *, const void *)));
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u
u
u
u
u
u

*

*

id (int8)
name (string)
unit (string)
datatype (byte)
discrete (byte)
equi (byte)
start (NumVal)
stop (NumVal)
number (int32)
array with list values
next

Depend
id (int8)
name (string)
unit (string)
datatype (byte)
array
offset
next
id (int8)
name (string)
unit (string)
datatype (byte)
array
offset
next

id (int8)
name (string)
unit (string)
*
u
datatype (byte)
u
discrete (byte)
u
equi (byte)
u
start (NumVal)
u
stop (NumVal)
u
number (int32)
*
array with list values
next
*
Figure 5.2: Abstract Data Structure for partition of dependent parameters
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int bla2 PROTO( ... );

The definition of a PROTO macro is only needed once in every header file and can be used with all
functions defined in it. Using these constructs provides additional checking whenever the compiler
supports it.

5.4.2 Debugging malloc

A number of so called 'debugging malloc' packages are available. I used the one from Marcus J.
Ranum (mjr@decuac.dec.com), which is activated by including an extra header file, mnemosyne. h.
This header file redefines malloc, realloc and free to call functions from the mnemosyne library
with file and line number information included.
These mnemosyne library substitutes keep track of all allocations and frees, and write these to a
set of debugging files: mnem.dat, a binary file and mnem. syms, a text file in which all occurrences
of mallocs and frees in the code are listed per file, together with the number of bytes allocated
and freed at these places in the file. Straight errors in memory allocations are sent to stderr. On
completion of the program, you can run mnemalyse to analyze mnem. dat. It shows if blocks were
allocated but never freed, thus helping you in tracking down memory leaks.
5.4.3 Revision Control System

When working on a large project, it is desirable to keep track of all changes in the code and being
able to retrieve older versions of the code without having t.o copy every new version to a separate
directory or disk. Of the several packages available for this task, I chose RCS (by Walter Tichy),
because it comes with HP- UX and is available under many other platforms, including DOS and
OS/2.
All the sources show ReS headers and logs. RCS is suitable for all kinds of ASCII files, including
L\TEX sources like t.hat of t.his report.
5.4.4 GNU Indent

When editing C-sources, it is not always practical to pay at.tention to the layout when still working
on a piece of code. Simply using tabs for indentation is the only practical solution. For readability,
however, this does not always yield the best possible style. Therefore I chose to use indent for
automatic formatting l of the sources. It is highly configurable. Your personal indentation style
can be stored in a profile file. Table 5.1 shows my .indent.pro as an example.

5.5

Hardware limitations

No operating system and/or compiler is perfect, so if we want to write a library that can be used
under at least Unix, DOS and OS/2, we'll have to take some flaws of these environments into
consideration.

5.5.1 Alignment

Both DOS (Microsoft C) and HP9000/300 can only store structure elements in memory at word
boundaries. In-memory padding is used to achieve this. If we want to be able t.o write structures
1.
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UnfortWlately indent cannot invent meaningful comments for the source...

mnemonIC
-nbap
-nbad
-nbbb
-nbc
-br
-c33
-cd33
-cdb
-ce
-ci4

-cli4
-d4
-di16
-nfe1

-i4
-ip4
-175

-nIp
-npcs
-npsl
-sc
-nsob
-nfca

description
Don't force blank lines after procedure bodies
Don't force blank lines after declarations
Don't force blank lines after block comments
Don't force a newline after a comma in a declaration
Put braces on line with if, etc
Put comments to the right of the code in column 33
Put comments to the right of declarations in column 33
Put comment delimiters on blank lines
Cuddle else and preceding I}'
Continuation indent of 4 spaces
Case label indent of 4 spaces
Set indentation of comments not to the right of code to 4 spaces
Put variables in column 16
Don't format comments in the first column
Set indentation level to 4 spaces
Indent parameter types in old-style function definitions by 4 spaces
Set maximum line length to 75
Don't line up continued lines at parentheses
Don't put a space after the function in function calls
Put the type of a procedure on the same line as its name
Put the '.' character at the left of comments
Don't swallow optional blank lines
Don't format any comments
Table 5.1: Sample .indent.pro

directly to disk (in their entirety), we have to make sure that all structure elements are word
aligned if we want the header files to both define in-memory and on-disk structures.
In our case, all int8 fields have to be replaced by int16 fields in tiletorrn.h, and reserved fields
resized accordingly. Since no structures from adtparrn. h are written directly to disk, they don't
have to be adjusted.

5.5.2 Machine and compiler dependencies
Our primary target is HP9000/300 running HP- UX 7.0. Since the C-compiler doesn't support
ANSI-C, we have to revert to another platform for additional prototype checking. I chose a public
domain port of GNU CC by D.J. Delorie for DOS (DJGPP) as ANSI checking platform. Since
DJGPP comes with its own DOS extender for 80386 and up, it does not suffer from the memory limitations usually found with other DOS compilers. DJGPP is still under development and
therefore not really suitable for developing commercial applications.
For both DOS and OS/2, Microsoft C is the obvious choice when looking for a C compiler that
is suitable for producing commercially usable code. It is ANSI compliant, but its error checking
is not as good as that of DJGPP. This compiler has two serious flaws. First of all, a DOS-related
problem. In all memory models, memory can only be allocated in chunks not larger than 64k.
The second problem is almost a plain bug: The floating point library is not linked in unless actual
floating point arithmetic is performed. Using variables of types :float or double in the code does
not suffice. Trying to display them using printt, which does its argument evaluation at rtm time,
causes the program to be terminated with a critical error.
Most functions of the file handling library can be called from a test application, try til. c, that
can react on single keypresses for menu choices. Reading single keys (without having to append
a carriage return) varies among the different operating systems and compilers. Microsoft C has a
function getch to accomplish this. I chose to imitate this function on the other platforms. Under
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HP-UX (and Unix System V in general) this is done by putting the terminal into canonical input
mode and performing a read. Under DJ G PP a function getkey, similar to getch, is available.

5.6

Design considerations

This section describes some of the ideas that lay behind the first version of the source of the
handling library.
5.6.1 Error checking

A library has to be stable, Therefore it has to do all kinds of error checking. In the (ANSI) standard
C libraries, a number of ways to do error checking are in use. To provide a uniform calling interface,
I chose to implement the same method of error checking for all file handling library functions.
The return of error results can be implemented in several ways:
•
•
•

Setting a global errno and/or providing an error() function
Adding an extra error code parameter to the function
Using the return value of a function as error code

I chose the last approach, because the error code is the first thing to check for after return from
a function, \Yhen defining all error codes to have negative values, returning an error code can
be combined with returning e,g. a (positive) identifier value for a parameter. The functions that
originally returned a pointer, can be changed so that the application must provide a pointer to a
location where the pointer to be returned can be stored, All error codes are defined in fileform.h.
5.6.2 Reentrancy

A library must be reentrant, i.e. it must be possible for several instances of the dataset to be
active at the same time. This means the library cannot use global or static variables, but must use
structures managed by alloc and free. To select a particular instance, the application must pass a
handle to that instance, mostly a pointer, to every function of the library called.
In our case, making the library reentrant caused the introduction of the following structures:
Params: Pointers for adtparm. h: linked lists of independent parameters, dependent parameters,
arrays and trie.
FileParam: Pointers for fileform.h: pointer arrays for independent parameters, dependent parameters, arrays and linked lists of dependent parameters per array.
MarchFile: Abstract data type for 1\1arch data file: FILE descriptor, file header, FileParam and
pointer to block containing data referenced from FileParam arrays.
Only types Params and MarchFile are used by the application to reference data structures owned
by the library for respectively registered parameters and open files.
5.6.3 Use of reserved fields in in-memory copy of data

To avoid memory leaks by unmatched malloc/free pairs, I chose the approach of allocating a single
large memory block for storing the entire data header block. A pointer to the beginning of this
block is stored into the MarchFile structure, so CloseFile can free it in a simple manner. The
arrays in the FileParam structure contain pointers into this single block. These pointers are set
by the function ReadSkeleton, which parses the data header block.
In the data header block, a number of cases can occur where it is necessary to store additional data,
e.g. the list of values with an independent, nonequidistant parameter. In this case, I chose to use
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a part of the reserved space to contain a pointer to a data block. This pointer is only meaningful
in an in-memory copy of the data header block and must be zero when stored into a file. (The
data block is stored in an arrayblock, but has no array number. Therefore, two numbering schemes
are in use within a single data file: global, i.e. the operand with an OPCOARRAY opcode, and
local, i.e. within a data header block. In the array descriptions of this data header block, the link
between local and global numbers is made.)
It is often convenient to have the relationship dependent/independent parameter available, without
an extra indirection via an array number. Therefore, a pointer to the array description for the
array in which the dependent parameter is stored, is located in the in-memory copy of a dependent
parameter.
To optimize file operations, provisions can be made to read/write entire array entries (or even
entire arrays). In these cases it is necessary to know which dependent parameters belong to the
same array. Therefore I chose to create a linked list of dependent parameters belonging to the
same array, for each array present in the data file. FileParam contains pointers to head and tail of
these linked lists. In the datarests for dependent parameters, two pointers are stored, pointing to
the next element in the linked list and the first element, of the list. This allows for easy navigation
through the linked lists.

5.6.4 Directory extension blocks
Adding a block to a data file can cause the available directory space in main directory and existing
directory extension blocks to overflow. In this case, a new directory extension block must be added.
The directory information for the new block can then be added to the directory structure. This
task is performed by the function AddBlock.
Since searching through several directory extension blocks when looking for an entry can be tedious,
I chose to duplicate the information, contained in all directory extension blocks, into a flat array,
whose size is not limited to 42 entries. This so-called flat representation is created by the function
MakeFlatRep.

The directory extension blocks are kept in memory as a linked list. Some of the reserved fields of
the FileHeader structure serve as pointers to maintain this list on the in-memory copy. The part
of the FileHeader structure from the field 'unused' is similar to a DirExtBlock entry. Therefore, a
pointer to 'unused' can be used to mark the start of the linked list of directory extension blocks.
The DirExtBlock entry is expanded with 4 reserved bytes, representing the next pointer on the
Ill-memory copy.
To simplify the directory extension block operations, I restricted the use of the OPCODIREXT
opcode to field 41 of a directory: Field 41 of a directory may only be used to point to a
directory extension block. Also, the number of used directory slots is recorded into the file
header.

5.7

File integrity

With some measurements, the data file can be open for a long period of time. If in this period
some kind of error occurs, it is desirable to know if the file is in a consistent state. When reading
data files, it is also desired that we know we're actually dealing with a March data file, instead of
with some or other random binary file. To ensure both kinds of file integrity, a number of checks
were introduced.
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5.7.1 File header check
The function ReadHeader performs several checks to ensure we are dealing with a March data file:
magic number: Only if the magic numbers match, we may have to do with a March data file.
number of entries: If the number of nonempty slots is not equal to the number of used entries
listed in the file, the file is not intact.
field 41: If directory extension opcodes occur in fields other than #41 of a directory, or if field
41 contains an opcode different from OPCODIREXT, the file is not intact.
block headers: Since each block in the file begins with a blockheader, which contains the same
data as the directory entry for that block, the data file is corrupt if the block headers don't
match the directory entries.
file length: If we take the directory entry with the largest index, and add to that index the size
of the block listed in that entry, the result must be equal to the file size. If not, a block was
appended to the file but not added to the directory.
block map: All blocks in the data file must be disjunct. If they aren't, some allocation error
occurred during the creation of the file.
5.7.2 Dirty bit
To check if a file was correctly closed after being written to, I introduced a 'dirty bit'. This field of
the fileheader is set when the first write operation to the file occurs, and is reset as last operation of
the CloseFile function. Note that this dirty bit only applies to 'plain' blocks. Directory operations
are normally performed by AddBlock and don't cause the dirty bit to be changed.
When a file is opened for reading or updating and the dirty bit is set, we know that the file was
not properly closed the last time it was used, so it may be damaged. If all tests, mentioned above,
pass, we return the error code EDIRTY. It is then up to the application to decide what to do with
the file.
5.7.3 Read-only files
If a file is marked read-only by the operating system, writing to the file is impossible, so it cannot
be opened in read/update mode. Provisions were made to open the file in read-only mode in this
case. Attempts to write to the file are caught by the file handling routines.
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Chapter 6
Calling the library from Fortran

6.1

Introduction

Since the current ARCS software is entirely written in Fortran, it is desirable to be able to calI the
new file handling routines, written in C, from Fortran. This article describes the problems that
can occur because of the different calIing conventions of Fortran and C and shows a way to use
the new file handling library from HP-Fortran/9000.

6.2

HP-Fortran and documentation

The HP-UX manual set contains some references and guides describing the use of multiple languages in a single executable program. The Portability Guide [hp90b, page 5-36] addresses calIing
Fortran from C. In his Master's Thesis, [Der91, page 17], Mr. Derks elaborates on this subject.
In Fortran, alI parameters are passed by reference, whereas in C, parameters are passed by value.
In C, strings are O-delimited, whereas in Fortran they aren't. The storage of multidimensional
arrays in Fortran differs from that in C.
[hp90b, page 6-38] addresses calIing C from Fortran, which is what we need to access the new
file handling library from Fortran. The HP-Fortran/9000 specific compiler directive SALIAS is
mentioned, that can be used to explicitly force referencing by value in a Fortran program. This
wilI be discussed later.
In both sections, equivalences of parameter types are given, together with a structure definition
for complex numbers in C. This structure is! the same as the complex and dblcmplx structures
from fileform.h.
The Fortran/9000 reference, [hp90c, page 16-5J, explains that when passing Fortran character
strings to functions or subroutines, the length of the strings is passed as 'hidden parameter'
on the stack, and is therefore accessible from C, if necessary. [hp90c, page 3-49J describes the
SLITERAL_ALIAS compiler directive, which controls symbol case mapping for SALIAS directives
(described in [hp90c, page 3-33]).
The HP-UX Assembler manual [hp90d, page C-8J shows the stack contents for some specific cases
of Fortran and C functions, which can be used as an aid to design the correct SALIAS compiler
directives.
1.

not by accident...
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6.3

Header file

:f ile:forrn. h describes the function prototypes and constant definitions to work with our file handling routines. Of all the structures defined in that file, only Num Val is manipulated directly by the
user and passed to the functions. Let's design an equivalent for this file in Fortran: :file:form. inc.
Because of the VMS-extensions, included in HP-Fortran, structures and unions are available in
Fortran as well. If it weren't for the lack of pointer operations, the entire structure definition could
be translated from C to Fortran.
:file:forrn. inc includes most structure definitions in comments, more or less to explain the
new file format to Fortran-only programmers. Most #de:fine's can be translated to corresponding PARAMETER definitions, which, however, must be preceded with type definitions, because
:file:forrn. inc includes the statement IMPLICIT NONE ...
The prototype definitions, which describe the calling conventions for the C file handling functions, must be translated to corresponding $ALIAS compiler directives, combined with EXTERNAL
definitions.

6.4

The $ALIAS directive

To override the default pass- by-reference calling convention of Fortran, and access the mixedcase names of the functions in our file handling library, the HP-Fortran specific $ALIAS compiler
directive can be used. For HP9000/300 systems, the syntax is defined as follows:
$ALIAS name [=" external-name "] [( {

~~:~

}, ...)]

Where:

name: Name of the function as you want it to appear in Fortran
externaLname: Name of the function as it appears in the C source
And:

%VAL: This parameter must be passed by value
%REF: This parameter must be passed by reference (i.e. the address of the parameter)
The compiler directive $LITERAL_ALIAS ON ensures that no case conversion is applied to instances
of external-name. After defining an alias, the function must be declared external and given the
correct type. With these compiler directives, we can supply calling templates for the functions
from our file handling library.

6.4.1 Open File
In :file:forrn. h, the function is defined as follows:
int OpenFile(char *narne, MarchFile ** :file);
Character strings can be passed by reference in Fortran, but a null-char must be appended explicitly. The second parameter is a pointer to a pointer, i.e. a pointer passed by reference. Fortran
lacks an explicit pointer type, but pointers can be stored in variables of type INTEGER*4. Using
such an integer for holding a pointer value, which has no other meaning than that of a handle in
Fortran, enables us to pass it by reference.
This yields the following declarations for :fileforrn. inc:
$ALIAS OPENFILE
= 'OpenFile'
(%REF.%REF)
EXTERNAL
OPENFILE
INTEGER*4
OPENFILE
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6.4.2 CloseFile
In fileform.h, the function is defined as follows:

int CloseFile(MarchFile * f);
Now the handle must be passed as normal pointer. Since we store the pointer in an integer, it
must be passed by value.
This yields the following declarations for fileform. inc:
SALlAS CLOSEFlLE = 'CloseFile' (%VAL)
EXTERNAL
CLOSEFlLE
lNTEGER*4
CLOSEFlLE

6.4.3 CreateFile
In fileform.h. the function is defined as follows:

int CreateFile(intB type,
char *name,
char *title.
char *class.
char *operator,
char *organisation,
Params * adt.
MarchFile ** file);
The first integer can be passed by value. All strings can be passed by reference, provided the Fortran
program explicitly appends a trailing null-char. The adt pointer in this situation is equivalent to
the parameter with CloseFile, so we pass it by value. The file parameter is stored into an integer,
passed by reference, just like with the OpenFile function.
This yields the following declarations for f ileform. inc:

SALlAS CREATEFlLE
EXTERNAL
lNTEGER*4

=

'CreateFile' (%VAL.%REF.%REF,%REF,%REF.%REF,%VAL.%REF)
CREATEFlLE
CREATEFlLE

6.4.4 Start Register
In fileform.h, the function is defined as follows:

int StartRegister(Params ** adt);
The double indirection can be implemented by passing an integer that holds the pointer value by
reference.
This yields the following declarations for fileform. inc:

SALlAS STARTREGlSTER
EXTERNAL
lNTEGER*4

= 'StartRegister'

(%REF)

STARTREGlSTER
STARTREGlSTER

6.4.5 StopRegister and KillRegister
In fileform.h, the functions are defined as follows:

int StopRegister(Params * adt);
int KillRegister(Params * adt);
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The integer which holds the pointer can be passed by value.
This yields the following declarations for fileform. inc:
$ALIAS STOPREGISTER : 'StopRegister' (%VAL)
$ALIAS KILLREGISTER : 'KillRegister' (%VAL)
EXTERNAL
STOPREGISTER,KILLREGISTER
INTEGER*4
STOPREGISTER,KILLREGISTER

6.4.6 RegisterIndependent
In f ileform. h, the function is defined as follows:
int Registerlndependent(Params * adt,
char *name,
char *unit,
int8 type,
int8 discrete,
int8 equi,
NumVal start,
NumVal stop,
int32 number,
NumVal * vals);
In this case, only the Num Yal array deserves further attention (all other parameter types were
discussed above). If we declare a (single dimensional) Fortran array of Nurn Val records, it can be
passed by reference to obey to the above prototype. (For now, we assume that NumVals can be
passed by value, just like e.g. integers.)
This yields the following declarations for fileform. inc:

$ALIAS REGISTERINDEPENDENT = 'Registerlndependent' (%VAL,%REF.%REF,%VAL.%VAL.%VAL.%VAL.%VAL,%VAL.%REF
EXTERNAL
REGISTERINDEPENDENT
INTEGER*4
REGISTERINDEPENDENT

6.4.7 RegisterDependent
In f ilef orm. h, the function is defined as follows:
int RegisterDependent(Params * adt,
char *name,
char *unit,
int8 type,
int8 extused,
NumVal min.
NumVal max,
int8 * dependencies);
The dependencies array can be passed like the Num Vals array in the previous function.
This yields the following declarations for file:form. inc:
$ALIAS REGISTERDEPENDENT = 'RegisterDependent' (%VAL.%REF.%REF,%VAL.%VAL.%VAL.%VAL.%REF)
EXTERNAL
REGISTERDEPENDENT
INTEGER*4
REG I STERDEPENDENT

6.4.8 WriteParam and ReadParam
In f ileform. h, the functions are defined as follows:
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int WriteParam(MarchFile * t,
int8 id,
ulong * coord,
HumVal * value);
int ReadParam(MarchFile * t,
int8 id.
ulong * coord,
NumVal * value);
The file and id fields can be passed by value. The coordinate array can be passed by reference. Note
that the element type of this array is unsigned long. Fortran however doesn't support unsigned
integers, so we can only use coordinate numbers from 0 to MAX_LONG (2,147,483,647 on a 32-bits
machine) instead of MAX_ULONG (4,294,967,295 on a 32-bits machine) when calling the library
from Fortran. This should pose no actual limitations in practical use.
Using aNum Val pointer enables us to pass pointers to types contained
directly, i.e. passing all these types directly by reference.
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the NumVal union

This yields the following declarations for tiletorm. inc:
$ALlAS WRlTEPARAM
'WriteParam' (YoVAL,YoVAL,YoREF,YoREF)
$ALlAS READPARAM = 'ReadParam' (YoVAL,YoVAL,YoREF,YoREF)
EXTERNAL
WRlTEPARAM,READPARAM
lNTEGER*4
WRlTEPARAM,READPARAM

=

6.5

Additional caveats

When trying to compile and run the initial version of a test program using a tiletorm. inc with
the above contents, the following problems arose.

6.5.1 Passing records by value
HP-Fortran cannot pass records by value, so passing NumVals by value is impossible without some
tricks. I first tried to pass the DBLCMPLX field by value, because its size is sizeof(NumVal), but
HP-Fortran seems to regard complex numbers as records, so when passing them by value, only the
real part is passed. (This is not documented in the manuals!) Changing the calling convention of
the C file handling routines to pass J\TumVals by reference- (i.e. a pointer) would be a more elegant
solution. 2
Therefore I had to add a REAL*16 field to the NumVal structure, which can be passed by value.
So to pass a NumVal by value, we pass the REAL*16 field by value. This works albeit rather
kludgy.

6.5.2 Coordinate offsets
In Fortran, arrays start numbering their offsets at zero, when the start boundary is omitted from
the declaration. Coordinates passed to \Vrite/ReadParam start counting at 0, so we either have
to declare the bounds of the array implicitly or adjust our indices. In our test program, the latter
approach was chosen.
2.

This solution was chosen in the final version of the handling library.
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6.6

A sample Fortran application USIng our C file handling library

The above ideas and methods were incorporated into a small test program, which creates a data
file, writes some data to it and reads them back. The file created by this program can successfully
be manipulated by the 'standard' test program tryfil, showing the interface between Fortran
and C works as expected.

6.7

Conclusions

A HP-UX specific solution for calling C functions from Fortran is presented here. The advantage
of this non-portable approach is a relatively easy Fortran calling interface for the functions at the
expense of having to look for a solution on every supported platform. (In our case, this will be
MS-Fortran for DOS and OS/2.)
Because of the inability of HP-Fortran to pass records by value, a rather kludgy approach had to
be taken to overcome this program. A more elegant solution can be achieved by redefining the
calling conventions of the C file handling routines.
The current file handling routines lack support for reading back the structure of a data file, so our
test application had to remember the identifiers retrieved when registering the parameters before
writing the file. Of course such routines must be added to make the set of file handling routines
complete to a minimal implementation.
This article presents the limitations posed by Fortran on the calling conventions of library routines.
We can keep them in mind when designing new library routines so interfacing them from Fortran
will be possible. 3

3.
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Although the use of Fortran for the de"elopment of new software is considered harmful by the author ...

Chapter 7
Retrieving the file structure (header and parameters)

7.1

Introduction

So far, an application had to access the file library's internal data structures directly if it wanted to
know the layout of a data file. This involves a lot of pointer manipulations, which is not very userfriendly and even impossible when calling the library from Fortran. Therefore, a set of functions
was designed to retrieve these data in a more or less user friendly way.

7.2

Survey of the in-memory data structures for the file handling
library

When the file handling library opens a data file with Createf ile () or DpenFile (), the application
receives a t\1archFile handle. which is a pointer to a data structure (HarchFile) containing the
actual file descriptor and pointers to an in-memory copy of the file header (FileHeader) and to a
structure containing indices into the in-memory copy of the data header block (FileParam). See
f ileform. h for details.
The data header block contains data on independent parameters, dependent parameters and arrays. The FileParam structure contains arrays of pointers to the various elements. If an independent parameter i is present in a data file, the array element indep [iJ points to the place in the
data header block where the data for this parameter can be found. If not, the pointer is NULL.
The same goes for dependent parameters and array descriptions.
For nonequidistant independent parameters, the values, stored in the data file in a separate array
block, are contained in the in-memory copy and pointed to by the vals element of the IndeParam
structure. For ease of referencing, the DeParam structure contains a pointer to the ArrayDesc of
the array in which the parameter will be stored.
Dependent parameters belonging to the same array are chained into a linked list per array. Every
DeParam record contains a pointer to the head of this linked list, head, and a pointer to the next
element, next. Per array, the first and last element of the linked list are pointed to by the pointer
arrays arhead and artail in the FileParam structure.
An application, written in C (or any other language that supports structures and pointers) can
access the structure description of a data file by following the pointers from the MarchFile handle.
This however involves knowledge of the internal data representation of the file handling library by
the application, and is even impossible from languages without support for pointers, like Fortran.
Therefore, a set of convenience functions was designed and implemented to allow an application to
retrieve the structure similar to the way the structure was created when registering the individual
parameters.
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7.3

Findfirst /findnext method

We can regard the data header block of a March data file more or less as a directory of the
associated array (data) blocks. A method for manipulating directory entries, which is common
to many operating systems, is the findfirst/findnext method. With this method, two functions
are available for retrieving an unknown amount of entries. The first function, findfirst, is used by
the application to tell the library which entries to look for. The library returns the first entry (if
available) and a handle, which represents the current seek status for the library.
In general, this handle is of no use to the application, but can be used on subsequent calls to a
findnext function for retrieving all other items that satisfy the seek topic. In the case of directory
handling, the seek expression mostly is a wildcard for file names. When we regard the data header
block as a directory, we can distinguish between three types of entries: independent parameters,
dependent parameters and array descriptions.
Since the partition into arrays is done without 'manual' intervention from the user application, and
the dependencies are registered wi th each dependent parameter (with RegisterDependent), it is
desirable to report the file structure to the user application in terms of independent parameters,
dependent parameters and dependencies. For each of these three items, a findfirst/findnext function
pair can be implemented.
I chose the approach of using findfirst/findnext only to retrieve the identifiers of the independent
and dependent parameters. and use separate functions for retrieving the information of a parameter
by identifier. This makes it possible for the application to choose between retrieving all information
and storing it into a local data structure, or using findfirst/findnext only to obtain the range of
valid identifiers and retrieve further information only if needed. For the same reason, a separate
function was added to retrieve the list of values for a nonequidistant independent parameter.

7.4

Implementation

7.4.1 File header
Of the file header, only the file type and the strings for class, title, operator and organization are
set by the user with CreateFileO. In addition, the file library stores the file creation date in the
file header. Only these parameters can be of interest to the user application when reading back
the file structure. All block directory associated entries are not to be fiddled with by the user and
thus must be kept hidden from him.
Retrieving the fileheader can be accomplished by a function GetFileHeader(), to which the
application must pass pointers to variables in which the retrieved data are to be stored. Also
a Marchfile handle must be passed. Since a valid Marchfile handle can only be obtained from
OpenFile or CreateFile, which both check for the validity of the file header block, only two
return codes are possible: OK or ENULLARG if one of the pointers involved in retrieving the file
header data is zero.
Time formats

The creation time and date of a file is returned as a single unsigned long, representing the time in
seconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January I, 1970. This is one of the standard time representations for
Unix, which can be split up into a time structure containing separate integers for day, month, year,
etc. by the library function localtime. The time represented in this structure can be converted to
human readable form by the function strftime (or its simplified version asctime). The function
ct ime is shorthand for asct ime (localt ime( timer) ). All time associated functions and definitions
can be found in <t ime. h>.
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7.4.2 Independent parameters
To retrieve the data on an independent parameter, given its identifier, the function GetIndep can
be used, to which pointers must be passed to variables that can hold the data on an independent
parameter. This function can return OK, ENULLARG if one of the pointers is zero, ENOMORE (to be
added to f ileform. h) if an invalid identifier is passed, i.e. the associating pointer in the indeps
array of the FileParam structure is NULL, or EUNKTYPE if the data type for start and stop values
is unknown to the current version of the library.
The values of a nonequidistant independent parameter can be retrieved by the function
GetIndepVals. It accepts the identifier, a Marchfile handle and a pointer to aNumVal array
as parameters. It returns OK or ENULLARG if one of the pointers is NULL, or ENOMORE if either the
identifier is invalid or the parameter is equidistant.
Findfirstjfindnext are implemented by the GetFirstIndepjGetNextIndep function pair. Both
accept pointers to variables which can hold the resulting identifier, a seek handle and the Marchfile
handle. The seek handle is generated by findfirst and consecutively updated by findnext. Internal
to the library it represents the offset into the indeps array of the FileParam structure of a
MarchFile. The functions return OK or ENULLARG if one of the pointers is NULL, or ENOMORE if no
more independent parameters are available.
7.4.3 Dependent parameters
For dependent parameters, corresponding functions GetDep, GetFirstDep and GetNextDep are
available that are equivalent to their Indep counterparts.
7.4.4 Dependencies
The dependencies can be retrieved by GetFirstDepIndep and GetNextDepIndep. Both accept
pointers to a variable to hold the identifier of an independent parameter, a seek handle and a
Marchfile handle. In addition, the identifier of the dependent parameter must be passed. Their
return codes are equivalent to the other findfirstjfindnext pairs. The seek handle represents the
offset into the inputs array of the ArrayDesc structure of the array in which the dependent
parameter is stored.

7.5

Calling the new functions from Fortran

The new functions were designed with the limitations of Fortran in mind. Aliases were added
to fileform.inc. Representing a Marchfile handle by an integer and thus passing a pointer to a
Marchfile handle by passing the integer by value is the only nontrivial part of the alias definitions.
Additional attention however must be paid to converting the strings and time values returned by
the functions to usable items in Fortran.
7.5.1 Converting C strings to Fortran strings
In C, strings are delimited by a O-character. In Fortran, their length is implicitly stored. When
filling e.g. a CHARACTER*SO Fortran variable with a C function by passing it by reference, The
O-delimited C-string is stored into it. If we use it from Fortran, all garbage after the delimiting
o is considered to be part of the string by Fortran. To overcome this problem, we can call the
C-function strlen directly from Fortran after declaring it as an external integer function. With
this function we can obtain the exact length of the C string. This length can be used to truncate
the string in the following manner:
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C

CHARACTER*80
STRING
INTEGER
STRINGLENGTH
Declarations for the C function strlen():
INTEGER
STRLEN
EXTERNAL
STRLEN

C

C

Fill STRING by calling a C function

C

C

STRINGLENGTH=STRLEN(STRING)
Truncate string:
STRING=STRING(1:STRINGLENGTH)

The test program ttryf il. f was expanded to include calls to the new functions.
7.5.2 Handling time formats from Fortran
Since ct ime () directly returns a pointer to a string, this function cannot be called from Fortran
because functions returning strings are implemented in Fortran in a different way: The calling
program reserves memory in which the called function can store its result, and pushes the address
of this space and the size of this space as hidden parameters on the stack before calling the function.
'\Ie can however use localtime and strftime, since localtime returns a pointer to a time
structure (which resides in a static variable of the function localtime until the next time it is
called). This pointer can be stored in an INTEGER*4 variable and thus passed from localtime to
strttime.

7.6

Conclusions

Functions for retrieving the file structure were designed and implemented. A test program in
Fortran shows that the functions seems to work as expected. Further testing has to be done,
though. (The same goes for the other file handling routines.)
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Chapter 8
Performance and integrity test using existing software

8.1

Introduction

The best test for a new file handling library is using it from an existing application. This approach
enables one to compare the performance to that of the current ARCS file handling routines. Bert
Schliiper changed two of his utility programs for ARCS to use the new file format: rcs19, a
program to simulate the response of an RCS-measurement for a configuration of point scatterers,
and rcs20, a simplified imaging program. rcs19 writes a new-format data file, which is read by
rcs20. rcs20 creates an old-style ARCS file, which can be further processed by the other ARCS
tools. He also wrote a program which converts a new-format output file of rcs19 to an old-style
ARCS file, so that its output can be compared directly to that of the unmodified rcs19 program.

8.2

Description of the test

The test consists of calculating the response for a set-up with 6 point scatterers, which could be
the response of an actual measurement when looking at the file structure. Figure 8.1 shows the
RCS image of the test.

Figure 8.1: RCS image of performance test input
The test parameters have the following characteristics:
Independent parameters: Aspect angle: real, equidistant axis
Frequency: double precision, equidistant axis
Dependent parameters: Simulation: complex value, depending on both aspect angle and frequency
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Aspect angle: (This function represents the actual angle at which the measurement was
taken and accounts for positioner errors.) real value, depending only on the (desired)
aspect angle.
We have two dependent parameters, each depending on a different set of inputs, so the file will
consist of two array blocks. For the simulation value, the frequency is the most varying axis, i.e.
values for subsequent frequencies are stored in subsequent positions in the file. The number of
frequencies and number of angles are varied according to table 8.1.
test

0
1
2
3
4

start
frequency
(GHz)
8
10
8
8
8

stop
frequency
(GHz)
12
10
12
12
12

number of
frequencies
101
1
201
11
401

start
angle
(degr. )
-20
-20
0
-20
-20

stop
angle
(degr.)
20
20
0
20
20

number of
angles

number of
points

201
201
1
401
11

20301
201
201
4411
4411

Table 8.1: Description of the test parameters
When running res 19 for all 5 tests. we obtain a set of files. Their sizes are listed in table 8.2. We
can see that the file sizes for the new file format are acceptable with respect to those of the old
file format.
The correct operation of the file handling library was verified by comparing the results of running
the modified versions of rcs19 and rcs20 to the results of running the unmodified versions. Also,
the results of the modified rcs19, converted by the 'filconv' program were compared to those of
the unmodified rcs19 program. Using the ARCS program 'filmath', functions can be subtracted.
When displaying the difference in both cases, it turned out to be zero, showing that no errors
occurred when actually using the new file format.
test

0
1
2
3
4

size of
report file
(bytes)
610
610
610
610
610

size of
binary file
(bytes)
162408
1608
1608
35288
35288

total size
of March file
(bytes)
163018
2218
2218
35898
35898

size of
new file
(bytes)
165796
4996
4196
39476
37916

Table 8.2: Resulting file sizes
The time required for writing the files to disk was measured (using the Fortran SECNDS function).
Apparently running on a diskless workstation (over NFS) shows different times from running on
the NFS server itself. This is probably due to the fact that the actual writing to disk is performed
by another process and the write call returns before the data is written.
The results are listed in table 8.3. Cases 0, 3 and 4 are unacceptably slow for the new file format.

8.3

High performance functions

In the cases where the performance of the new file format is unacceptably slow, a lot of individual
calls to WriteParam are made to store consecutive values for the most varying axis in consecutive
locations of the file. Since every call to WriteParam involves calculating the offset into the file and
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test

time for old
file format
via NFS (s)

0
1
2
3
4

OLll
00.47
00.51
00.57
00.56

time for old
file format
direct (s)
05.94
01.36
00.17
05.15
00.20

time for new
file format
via NFS (s)
26.44
00.88
00.52
14.10
05.56

time for new
file format
direct (s)
29.68
00.68
00.42
10.70
06.15

Table 8.3: Timing results for old and new file format
seeking to that position before writing a data item, a lot of unnecessary, relatively slow, tseekO
calls are made. This overhead can be eliminated by designing high performance functions to read
and write multiple data elements with subsequent indices for the most varying axis in a single
function call. In this case, only for the first element the offset into the file has to be determined
and all data can be read and written with a single freadO or fwriteO call, provided only one
dependent parameter is stored in the array block.

n

1

n

i-I

i+l

Figure 8.2: Location of array elements in the data file
Figure 8.2 shows the location of array elements (i.e. function values) in a data file for function
values Vj;::.l..n!( ... ,i,j). The upper part shows the case where! is the only dependent parameter
in the array data block, whereas in the lower part multiple functions reside in the same array data
block.
If multiple dependent parameters are stored into a single array block, the data for the most varying
axis of a single dependent parameter is not stored at consecutive locations in the file, so some form
of skipping has to be done. Some simple timing tests showed that reading the entire array block,
changing the values for a dependent parameter on the in-memory copy and writing back the entire
block is much faster than using fseekO / fwriteO combinations. 1

When opening a data file, the size of the largest array block is determined and a buffer of this size
is allocated for read/modify/write and read/select operations. f ileform. h contains a threshold
for the maximum cache size, MAX CACHE. If the size of the largest array block is larger than this
threshold, the array block is processed in several chunks.
1.

This read-modify-write sequence is common practice in database operations.
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The following high performance functions are available:
int ReadAxis( File .f,
int8 id,
ulong .coord,
ulong start,
ulong stop,
char .values);

.f.

int WriteAxis(File
int8 id,
ulong .coord.
ulong start.
ulong stop,
char .values);

Where:
f: Valid MarchFile handle for datafile
id: Identifier for dependent parameter
coord: Array containing coordinates for all but the last axis. NOTE: The size of this array must
be at least equal to the number of axes, since the last element is used internally by the
functions'
start: Start-index for last coordinate
stop: Stop-index for last coordinate
values: Array with function values

Table 8.4 shows the timing results with 1 function in an array block. The performance is comparable
to that of the old file format. Figure 8.3 combines the data from table 8.3 and 8.4. To test the
read/modify/write operation, a test was designed with 4 dependent parameters in a single array
block. Table 8.5 and figure 8.4 show the timing results. They are worse than expected.
test
0
1
2
3
4

time for high performance
functions over NFS (s)
02.81
00.52
00.30
01.83
00.76

time for high performance
functions: direct (s)
02.46
00.44
00.18
06.11
00.63

Table 8.4: Timing results for the high performance functions
test

0
1
2
3
4

time for old
file format
via NFS (s)
08.89
00.51
00.49
02.44
02.32

time for old
file format
direct (s)
10.48
00.30
00.33
02.28
02.31

time for new
file format
via NFS (s)
22.30
03.49
00.54
11.56
04.20

time for new
file format
direct (s)
26.16
03.37
00.45
04.18
04.18

Table 8.5: Timing results for 4 functions in a single array block

8.4

Conclusions

According to Bert Schliiper, it was relatively easy to adapt the (simple) test programs to using
the new file format, using the fortran test program from the calling conventions chapter as an
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Old format via NFS
Old format direct
New format via NFS
New format direct
High performance NFS
High performance direct
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5

0
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Figure 8.3: Timing comparison of old, new and high performance functions

sees
25
30
20
15
10
5

4 funes, old, NFS 0
4 funes, old, direct
4 funes, high perf, !\'FS +
4 funes, high perf, direct 0

!f+

~

o

o
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150 200 250
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450

Figure 8.4: Timing results for 4 functions in a single array block
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example. The tests show correct operation of the file handling library (as expected ... ). The size
of the new files is about the same as the sum of the sizes of the old report and data files. On small
files, the lk file header and the data header block pose a large overhead, but this is compensated
for by the flexibility of the file format.
The speed performance is the same as for the old file format when writing small amounts of data,
but when performing large amounts of calls to write data points, the speed decreases dramatically.
Adding high performance functions for writing all values for the most varying axis with one call
dramatically improves the performance when writing to a file in which each function resides in a
separate array. In this case, the performance is comparable to that of the old file format.
However, when writing to a file in which more than one function resides in an array block, the
performance drops below that of the old file format. The read/modify/write cycle is slower than
expected in this case. Maybe using system calls for unbuffered 1/0 (openO, readO, vriteO,
lseekO, closeO) instead of buffered stream 1/0 (fopenO, freadO, fwriteO, fseekO,
f close (») might increase the execution speed in this case.
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Chapter 9
User Data Blocks

9.1

Introduction

In addition to plain numeric data, a I\larch data file must be capable of storing any other data. In
the old file format, pages in the report file other than number four were used for this purpose as
long as ASCII data were concerned, and separate binary files for other information like preferences.
In these cases, the page number in the report file or the name of the binary file determined the
kind of information.
In the new file format, user data blocks contain 'raw' data with respect to the file handling library.
It only adds a dataheader and maintains the directory structure. The user provides the rest of the
data block. To preserve data integrity, user data block routines cannot operate on any other data
in the file.

9.2

Global overVIew

To aid in the structuring of user blocks, the 16-bit operand field of the OPCOUSER block type
consists of an 8-bit block type and 8-bit block number. The block numbers are 'global', i.e. the
total number of user data blocks allowed in a file is 256 (range 0-255). The block types range from
1 to 255. Type 0 is a wildcard for all other types, only valid when retrieving block numbers and
sizes with getfirst/getnext.
The following limitations are imposed on user data blocks:
•
•

Blocks can only be added, read back, and modified; not deleted.
Once a block is created, its size is fixed. Reading and modifying a block assume the block
size specified at creation time.

Since the block data functions can only be called after CreateFile, user data blocks reside in
the file after all numeric data. If you want a data file without numeric data, call StartRegister,
immediately followed by StopRegister, CreateFile and KillRegister.

9.3

CreateBlock

This function creates a new user data block by appending it to an open March Data File. It returns
an identifier for the newly created block.
int CreateBlock{File .f,
intS blocktype,
ulong blocksize,
void .block);
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Where:
f: Marchfile handle for datafile
blocktype: Desired block type (> 0)
blocksize: Size of user data block
block: Pointer to user data block

If the return value is less than zero, it contains the error code, otherwise it contains the identifier
for the newly created block.

9.4

ModifyBlock

This functions allows you to overwrite an existing user data block with new data. The block is
referenced by its identifier (from CreateBlock or GetFirstBlock/GetNextBlock).
int ModifyBlock (File *f,
int8 blocknum,
void *block);

Where:
f: Marchfile handle for datafile
blocknum: Identifier for the block to be modified
block: Pointer to new user data block

The function has an error code as return value.

9.5

ReadBlock

This function reads back a user data block, referenced by its identifier.
int ReadBlock (File *f,
int8 blocknum,
void *block);

""here:
f: Marchfile handle for datafile
blocknum: Identifier for the block to be modified
block: Pointer to memory block to receive user data

9.6

GetFirstBlock

This function returns the identifier number and block size of the first user data block, if available.
It initializes a handle, which is to be passed to GetNextBlock. If no user data blocks can be found,
error code ENOMORE is returned.
int GetFirstBlock (int8 *blocknum,
int8 *blocktype,
ulong *blocksize,
int8 *handle;
int8 blockmask;
File *f);

Where:
blockllum: Returned identifier for the first block
blocktype: Returned blocktype
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blocksize: Returned blocksize
handle: Returned handle (to be passed to GetNextBlock)
blockmask: Enter desired block type:
USERALL is a wildcard for all types
or desired specific block type
f: Marchfile handle for datafile

9.7

GetN extBlock

This function returns the id and blocksize of the next user data block with respect to a handle
returned by GetFirstBlock or a previous call to GetNextBlock. If no more user data blocks of the
given (or wildcard) type can be found, ENOMORE is returned.
int GetNextBlock (int8 *blocknum,
int8 *blocktype,
ulong *blocksize,
int8 *handle.
int8 blockmask.
File *f);

Where:
blocknum: Returned identifier for the next block with respect to the entered handle
blocktype: Returned blocktype
blocksize: Returned blocksize
handle: Search handle (initial value returned by GetFirstBlock: to be passed to GetNextBlock
on su bsequent calls)
blockmask: Enter desired block type:
rSERALL is a wildcard for all types
or desired specific block type
f: Marchfile handle for datafile

9.8

Conclusions

With the addition of these functions it is possible to store virtually any data into a March data
file. Drawbacks to the chosen approach are the compulsory presence of a data header block, even
in files not containing any numeric data, and the absence of fixed block types in the header file
of the file handling library, although the latter can be solved by adding a separate header file for
this purpose, which can be filled in by the designer of the application software.
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Chapter 10
Cleaning up the file handling library

10.1 Introduction
The current naming convention and division into files is rather inconvenient. To avoid clashing
of function and structure names with other libraries, a uniform prefix has to be prepended to all
public names. To clarify the library, functions and definitions now residing in f ileform, adtparm
and getdata. should be moved to the files fileform. c, fileform.h and fileform. inc.

10.2 Division into user and kernel functions and data
The functions and structures defined for the file handling library can be divided into two groups:
those that may be called and modified by application programs, and those that may only be used
by the file handling library itself. Let's call the former 'user' functions and the latter 'file kernel'
functions.
Since, although this should be avoided whenever possible, situations can occur where an application
explicitly wants to poke around in kernel data structures or use kernel functions, like in our tryf il
program, some back door must be available to access some kernel functions and data from an
application program. I chose to implement this feature by allowing an application to set a flag
before including the header file, which enables the application to access kernel functions and data.
This allows the library functions to use the same include file as application programs, simply by
setting this flag before including.

10.3 Unique prefix
After some deliberation, I chose the prefix MFL_ (from March Filehandling Library) for user functions and MFLKRNL_ for HeRNeL functions. The flag to include kernel access in an application is
called MFL_KERNEL. All error codes, now called E ... are renamed to MFLERR_ ....

10.4 A single set of files
All functions are moved to f ileform. c, so only its object file needs to be linked with an application
using the file library. C programs should #include "fileform.h" when calling the library, only
using #define MFL_KERNEL before including if kernel access is absolutely necessary.
Fortran programs should INCLUDE •filef orm. inc' after defining $LITERAL_ALIAS ON, before
any program, function or subroutine blocks. Kernel access from Fortran is not provided, since
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HP-Fortran does not support pointers, which are absolutely necessary to manipulate the kernel
data.

10.5 The result
See the file handling reference manual in appendix A for a description of the final version of the
March Filehandling Library.
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Chapter 11
An experimental

as /2

graphics library for ARCS

11.1 Introduction
The Microsoft C and Fortran compiler both support full-screen graphics, but not under OS/2. The
standard method for doing OS/2 graphics, the Presentation l\fanager, is almost as hard to learn
and complex to use as the X windows system, so for the simple graphics needed by the current
version of ARCS this would be overkill.
An alternative would be XVT, as described in [Der91, Appendix E], but since Mr. Derks and Mr.
Geraets already started the work on an X11 version and the current version of ARCS runs under
XII with the aid of Starbase, the only advantage of XVT over native PM programming would be
a simplified interface (but still event-driven).
Fortunately, the so called VIO-interface for doing OS/2 full-screen graphics in OS/2 1.0 is relatively
simple, and although its use is discouraged since the availability of the Presentation Manager, the
interface will still be supported in OS/2 2.0. This made us decide to use the interface for the
graphics of the OS/2 port of the current ARCS version.

11.2 Full-screen graphics under OS/2
The VIO-interface was designed to facilitate porting DOS software to OS/2. Since, unfortunately,
in DOS it is common practice to access the video hardware directly to achieve maximum speed,
the VIO-interface does not more than monitor the access to the video hardware by a locking
mechanism and provide methods to save and restore the screen when switching to another session.
The DOS BIOS INT 10 function to switch the graphics mode is also emulated by a VIO function.
The information on how to do full-screen graphics was obtained from Grafdemo [gra89], a very
simple demonstration showing the essentials of VIO calls. It also includes a very simple character
generator that can be used in graphics modes for text support.
Here is a concise overview of the VIO functions.

11.2.1 Save and redraw thread

To allow switching to and from a session running full-screen graphics, a thread 1 must be created
to monitor switching to and from the session and save or restore the graphics screen contents
accordingly.
1.
thread: An instance of the code sharing both code and data segment, but executing the code at a different
position. Also called: lightweight multitasking
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To set up a thread, stack space must be allocated for it. This can be done by calling
DosAllocSegO to ask OS/2 for a chunk of memory. The thread itself can be created by 'calling
DosCreateThreadO. The prototypes for these functions can be included by #define INCL_BASE
before #include <os2. h>
The save/redraw thread copies raw video bitplanes to and from normal memory. The memory
allocation is done by DosAllocSegO. The key function is VioSavRedraw'JaitO, whose prototype
can be included by #define INCL_SUB before #include <os2.h>. This function blocks until a
save or redraw operation has to be performed, and on return indicates which operation has to be
carried out.

11.2.2 Mode thread
The mode thread monitors graphics mode changes by calling VioMode'Jaito and on return of
this function, which indicates the graphics mode was changed, resets it to the desired mode. This
situation can occur when another application issues a VioPopUp call to display a temporary, text
mode, pop-up screen to require immediate interaction from the user when the application is in
the background. After issuing a VioEndPopUp call, the mode thread of the application in the
foreground at the time of the VioPopUp call is notified of the mode change.

11.2.3 Changing the graphics mode
To change the video mode, first call VioGetMode() to retrieve the current mode settings in a
VIOMODEINFO struct and change some fields to set up the graphics mode. Fields to change include
the number of colors, the number of columns and rows for an equivalent text mode, and the horizontal and vertical graphics resolution. After changing the fields, pass the struct to VioSetMode()
to set the graphics mode.
Tip: saving the struct obtained from VioGetModeO on program entry allows one to switch back
on program exit to the same text mode the session was in before the program started.

11.2.4 Obtaining a pointer to the video memory
To access the video memory of e.g. a VGA card in DOS, one can simply access the memory
at location A000016 by a pointer containing AOOO: 0000, because of the fixed mapping between
segment/offset pairs and memory locations in the real mode of a 80x86 processor.
Under OS/2 however, the processor is running in protected mode, and the segment register is an
index into a descriptor table, rather than the number of offsets of 16 bytes. So, to obtain a pointer
to physical memory address AOOOO, ask OS/2 to create an entry in the local descriptor table for
the process which points to this address by calling VioGetPhysBuf (), which returns a VIOPHYSBUF
struct containing a pointer to the desired physical address.

11.2.5 Obtaining a pointer to the font bitmap
To access the ROM font bitmaps residing either in the AT BIOS or in the BIOS' of the
EGA/VGA card, fill a VIOFONTINFO structure with the desired measurements of the font and
call VioGetFont O. On return, the struct contains a pointer to the font bitmap which can be used
by a character generator operating in graphics mode. When the system is equipped with a VGA
card, font sizes 8x8, 8x14 and 8x16 are available in ROl\1 (corresponding with the video modes
eGA, EGA and VGA).
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11.2.6 Locking and unlocking the screen

Before accessing the video memory or control hardware, the screen must be locked to ensure that
no session switching occurs as long as the screen is manipulated. To obtain a screen lock, call
VioScrLockO. When the screen is locked, the video hardware and memory can be manipulated
directly. To unlock the screen, call VioScrUnlock(). Note that locking and unlocking the screen are
rather time-consuming operations, so try to group as many screen operations as possible together
between a single lock/unlock pair to maximize performance. The screen can be locked for several
seconds, although disabling session switching for a long time is rather user unfriendly 2
11.2.7 I/O Privileges

Introduction
A user application cannot execute I/O instructions, e.g. to control the graphics hardware, directly,
because it runs at the lowest ring (#3) of the 80x86 protection scheme (See [Int90]). To gain access
to input and output instructions, the routines using them must run at a more privileged ring (#2).
After notifying OS/2 of which routines to run at a higher privilege, when an application calls such
a routine, OS/2 copies part of the stack (mostly containing the parameters for the routine) to a
different stack, switches privilege and runs the routine at a higher privilege level. Note that this
routine cannot call any routines at a lower privilege level. It is wise to make the routines running
at a higher privilege level as small and simple as possible. since they have the capability to crash
the entire system due to bugs because they can manipulate the hardware directly.

Enabling I/O Pri\'ileged programs
After a default installation of OS/2, I/O Privileged code is disabled to ensure maximum system
integrity. One must explicitly enable it by adding the line IOPL=YES to config. sys. An alternative
form is to enumerate all 'trusted' I/O privileged programs, so unknown programs cannot crash
the system, e.g. IOPL=DVISCR MENU2D MENU3D.

Microsoft C
When using the inpO or outpO instruction, the compikr takes care of all extras associated with
using I/O privileged code. This is the easiest way, but sillce every inpO or outpO call introduces
a task switch, the resulting code is not very fast.

Barebones Assembly
When linking a program containing I/O Privileged routines written in assembly language, supply
the linker with a definition file listing the segment names of segments containing routines that
contain I/O Privileged routines in the SEGMENTS section. Also, supply an EXPORTS section listing
the entry points of the I/O Privileged routines along with the number of words that its parameters
occupy on the stack. This is the number of words that is copied from the caller's stack to the
routine's stack on a privilege switch.

11.3

Grafix: a PC graphics library by Scott Snyder

Grafix is a simple eGA/EGA graphics library for DOS, which uses the BIOS only for changing the
video mode and doing text output. It provides fast line drawing, region filling, circles and ellipses,
2.

Compare it to the hourglass-terror of Windows 3 ...
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with or without region clipping. In addition to that it contains a halo emulation library to aid in
porting halo applications 3. The documentation is very good (in my opinion) and all sources are
freely available (see [Sny87]).
Because of the similarity between the EGA and VGA graphics modes, adding 640x480 VGA
support to Grafix is trivial. I chose to port Grafix to OS/2 using the routines from Grafdemo. I
removed eGA and EGA support, since VGA support is sufficient for now. Because Grafdemo did
not address how to change the palette colors, I removed all palette-relating functions from the
OS/2 version of Grafix. As a replacement for BIOS text output under DOS I chose to use the
Hershey fonts.

11.4

Hershey fonts (Usenet distribution by James Hurt)

The Hershey fonts are a set of fonts, originally created by Dr. A.V. Hershey while working at
the U.S. National Bureau of Standards. The file format of the Usenet distribution was created
by James Hurt. The fonts may be freely used and converted to any format, except the format
distributed by the U.S. NTIS (National Technical Info Service).
The Hershey fonts are a set of more than 2000 glyph (symbol) descriptions in vector format,
i.e. they are stroke fonts. These glyphs can be grouped into almost 20 fonts and a few hundred
miscellaneous symbols. Because they are stroke fonts, they are fully scalable which makes them
ideally suited for device-independent font support, i.e. the fonts can be used on screens and plotters
with the same quality.
In the new graphics interface for the HP lUX version of ARCS (see [Ger9l)), Mr. Geraets also
used these fonts to provide text support. Unfortunately, OS/2 limits the size of a segment to 64k,
so simply loading all fonts in a single block of memory, like Mr. Geraets did, is not possible in our
case. Therefore, a different solution had to be chosen.

11.5

TPHersh by Dov Grobgeld

11.5.1 Introduction
Dov Grobgeld wrote a Turbo Pascal unit, TPHersh [Gr09l], that uses the Hershey fonts in a way
compati ble with the segmented memory archi lecture of DOS and OS/2. Because of the simplicity
and elegance of his library functions, I chose to port this unit to C and OS/2, using the Grafix
functions for actually drawing the fonts.

11.5.2 Translating the Pascal source to C
Samuel Smith wrote a Turbo Pascal to e translator [Smi88], which automatically translates most
Turbo Pascal programs to readable e code. Using this program on TPHersh produced code that
only needed minor modifications. After adapting the header files and cleaning up the code a bit
more, the resulting e code worked just like the original in Pascal.

11.5.3 Putting the font descriptions inside the program
The original TPHersh loaded the font data from an external file, hersh. hfn, into memory. For
each glyph, this file contained a line listing the glyph number, the number of strokes, followed by
3.
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like the DOS versions of Menu2d and Menu3d ...

an ASCII-encoded representation of all strokes of which the glyph consists. When loading this file
into memory, a chunk of memory was allocated for an array of structures, representing the data for
all glyphs. The structure contained the identifier, the number of strokes and a pointer to another
chunk of memory, which was allocated at load time to contain the strokes of a single glyph.
The size of hersh.hfn was approximately 128k, i.e. 2 * 64k, so splitting it in two and converting
it to a piece of initialized data in the code should be possible. Microsoft C in large model supports
multiple 64k initialized data segments only when using the /Gt8 switch, indicating that any data
objects larger than 8 bytes are to be placed into a separate data segments. Subsequently, the linker
packs the segments when using the /PACKC and /PACKD switch, so that the code for hersh.hfn
occupies a minimum number of fully filled initialized data segments.
To initialize the glyphs, instead of reading them from hersh. hfn, now only the two hershboot
arrays have to be read. Identifier and the number of glyphs are copied to the glyphs array, but
instead of allocating memory for the strokes of a glyph an(\ reading it in, now only a pointer to
the strokes field of the hershboot structure has to be filled in.
The disadvantage of this approach is that every executable is approx. lOOk larger when the font
data are included in it, but this is compensated for by the fact that the data file is no longer
needed and the startup is much quicker.

11.5.4 Optimizing the performance

To avoid unnecessary screen lock/unlock pairs, I changed the glyph display routine to lock the
screen before displaying the glyph and not unlock it until the entire glyph is drawn. The same
goes for all characters of a string with hersheyouttext ().

11.6 Bitmapped fonts
In spite of that, and the use of a coprocessor, Hershey fonts are still rather slow when compared
to the bitmapped fonts originally available in Grafdemo. Therefore, I also added these routines to
the graphics library.
The original bitmap functions truncated the x-position to a multiple of 8 bytes when displaying
a character. I added bitmapped font routines with additional attributes: double height, double
width and 90 degrees rotation that can be positioned at any x-position. They are currently slower
than the normal bitmapped font routines, but can probably be optimized a lot.
To enable setting both foreground and background color with the bitmapped font routines, the
color value passed to them contains an encoded form of both fore- and background color: color
256 * back + fore. If back and fore are equal, the text is xor'ed with the current background, e.g.
to be used by markers.

=

11.7 Putting it all together
The reference manual of the resulting library can be found in appendix B. Some simple test routines
show that the library is not very fast, but still usable. One of its main disadvantages is the fact
that it is halted while the session is put into the background. Drawing to the saved bitplanes
while running in the background and drawing to the screen while in the foreground would be a
solution, but this would mean that the VGA hardware cannot be used at all when drawing in the
background, which would mean a considerable loss of performance.
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The library could be made much faster by encoding all time-critical routines, such as line drawing
and text generation, in assembly language. (See [WiI87].) This, however, still restricts the library
to plain VGA, without any Super-VGA, 8514 or XGA support for higher resolutions than 640x480.
Therefore, we decided to look into a commercially available full-screen graphics library for OS/2.

11.8

The commercial alternative: Graphics Development Toolkit

The GSS*CGI Graphics Development Toolkit by Spectragraphics, a division of Graphics Software
Systems, Inc., is a full-screen graphics library, recommended by IBM (who sold this as an OEM
product) and Microsoft, is a device independent interface between application programs and VDI
device drivers. Versions are available for DOS, OS/2 and Unix, allowing the same programs to be
run on different operating systems.
It consists of a library. which forms the main interface. language bindings for IBM Basic/2, Microsoft Basic, IBl\l C/2, Lattice C. Microsoft C. IBl\l Fortran/2, l\1icrosoft Fortran, Macro Assembler and Pascal, and a set of device drivers. Under OS/2. the following devices are supported:
•

Display devices:
IBM 8514/ A, Low Res (640x480x16 or 640x480x256)
IBl\l 8514/A, High Res (1024x768x16 or 1024x768x256)
IBM CGA, High Res Monochrome (640x200x2)
IBM CGA, Low Res Color (320x200x4)
IBM EGA (320x200x16 or 640x200x16 or 640x350x16)
IBM VGA, Mode 11 (640x480x2)
IBM VGA, Mode 12 (640x480x16)
IB!'.! VGA, Mode 13 (320x200x256)
PM Support Driver

•

Hardcopy devices:
Hewlett Packard Laserjet Printer (75,100,150 or 300dpi)
Hewlett Packard Plotters (2,6 or 8 pens)
IBM Color Graphics Printer (84 or 168dpi; 2.4 or 8 colors)
IBM Graphics Printer (60 or 120dpi)
IBM Proprinter (60 or 120dpi)
IBM Quietwriter III (60. 120 or 240dpi)
HPGL Output Only Plotter
PostScript Printers

•

Graphics input devices:
CGI Logical Mouse
(PM Support Driver)

•

Other devices:
Binary Encoded Metafile (CGM) for OS/2
Character Encoded Metafile (CGM) for OS/2
Clear Text Encoded Metafile (CGM) for OS/2

In our case, we will be using either the VGA Mode 12 or the PM Support Driver as display device.
The latter can be used to run GSS*CGI programs inside a Presentation Manager window. Since
the application can query the characteristics from a device driver, and the device driver can use
device independent coordinate systems, Specifying 'display' device at compile time is enough to
support all display devices, just by setting an environment variable to the desired display driver
at run time.
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11.9 Porting the DOS verSIOn of Menu2d and Menu3d to OS/2
11.9.1 Introduction

A simplified and not quite up to date version of the Menu2d and Menu3d graphics programs is
available under DOS, built with RM Fortran, using Halo '88 for graphics support. To test building
existing ARCS software under OS/2, to gain some experience using the development system,
especially the rather complicated Graphics Development Toolkit, and to compare the Graphics
Development Toolkit to our own experimental OS/2 graphics library, I ported the DOS version
of Menu2d and Menu3d to OS/2 twice, once using my own library and once using the Graphics
Development Toolkit.
11.9.2 Compiling the non-graphic parts
As expected, all routines not dealing with I/O could be compiled with only one correction to be
made to the RM Fortran sources. Under DOS, specifying a file name longer than 8 characters
causes the operating system to truncate the filename to 8 characters. Under OS/2 however, since
its High Performance File System supports longer file names, no truncation is performed. When
asking OS/2 to access a long filename on a FAT file system, which is still restricted to a filename
of 8 characters (and an extension of 3), no truncation takes place, but instead a 'file not found'
or 'file creation error' is issued. Since the sources used some include files with longer names, all
occurrences had to be edited 4 .
11.9.3 Building a Halo emulation

To minimize the changes needed in the RM Fortran sources, I chose to implement a Halo emulation
library for the subset of Halo functions used by Menu2/3d. Since this subset is larger than the
Halo emulation of Grafix, and because we want to use the Graphics Development Toolkit as well as
our Grafix-based library, a separate emulation was written. For a description of some of the basic
ideas behind Halo, see the introduction to the halo emulation library of Grafix in appendix B,
or the original documentation, [haI88]. Since the emulation part of Grafix did not address text
output, lets briefly examine the Halo concepts of it.
Halo supports three kinds of text output:
Dot Text: This type of text output supplies bitmapped characters with several capabilities: scaling in height and width in multiples of the intrinsic height and width, rotating in steps of
90 degrees and positioning of characters at any (x,y) coordinate on the screen.
Fast Text: This type of text is based on the fonts residing in ROM. The width is fixed to 8 pixels.
The height can be scaled in multiples of 8 pixels: No rotation is possible. Positioning is
done by specifying text row and column. As the name implies, they are fast compared to
Dot Text.
Stroke Text: Vector fonts that are freely scalable and rotatable.
The DOS version of Menu2/3d uses the Halo calls listed in table 11.1.
Note that Menu2/3d don't use Stroke Text. The text and line attribute routines are currently not
implemented because they are not very essential to testing the graphics libraries.
11.9.4 Implementation using our experimelltallibrary

To read function, cursor and normal keys, the RM Fortran version used an assembly language
routine to read the scan code of the PC keyboard. Since the scan code consists of either one or two
4.

The alternative would have been installing HPFS
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function
closeg
clr
deflns
ftcolor
ftext
ftinit
ftlocate
ftsize
initgr
lnabs
lnrel
mapwtn
movabs
movrel
movtca
setcol
setdev
setiee
setlns
setlnw
settcl
set text
setvie
setworld
setxor
text
worldoff

description
Close graphics. Causes the screen to return from graphics to text mode.
Clear screen. Clears the entire screen, or the viewport, if defined.
Set default line style. Currently, this is a dummy routine in our emulation
library.
Set fast text foreground and background colors.
Display message in fast text at current fast text cursor position.
Initialize fast text routines.
Position the fast text cursor to row and column.
Set the height and vertical spacing of fast text characters. Currently, this is a
dummy routine in our emulation library.
Initialize graphics. Causes the screen to switch from text to graphics mode.
Draw a line from current graphics cursor position to specified (x,y) coordinate.
Draw a line from the current graphics cursor position to the specified offset
(dx,dy) coordinates.
Convert the specified (x,y) world coordinates to their corresponding normalized
device coordinates.
l\fove the graphics cursor to the specified (x,y) coordinates.
Move the graphics cursor to the specified offset (dx,dy) from the current graphics cursor position.
Move the text cursor to the specified (x,y) coordinate.
Set the current color index.
Load the specified graphics device driver. This is a dummy routine JJ1 our
emulation library.
Set the floating point format used bv the calling language. This is a dummy
routine in our emulation library.
Set the current line style. Currently, this is a dummy routine in our emulation
Ii brar)'.
Set the current line width in pixels. Currently, this is a dummy routine in our
emulation library.
Set the foreground and background colors of dot text.
Sets the dot text attributes to the specified values. Currently, this is a dummy
routine in our emulation library.
Sets the current viewport.
Sets the world coordinates.
Turns exclusive-or mode on or off.
Display message at the current text cursor positions using dot text.
Turns of the current world coordinate system and returns to device coordinates.
Table 11.1: Halo calls used by the DOS version of Menu2/3D
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bytes, depending on the key pressed, its behaviour can be simulated by using the MS C function
getch() to fetch the first byte and use kbhit() to check for a second one.
Fast Text can be emulated by the normal bitmapped text routines, whereas Dot Text can be emulated by the bitmapped routines with enhanced attributes. (Stroke Text could be emulated by the
Hershey routines.) The translation between Halo and 'experimental' calls is rather straightforward.
(See ghaloem.tor and ghaloem.ttn.)
The resulting programs work as expected, albeit rather slow, especially when using marker functions.
11.9.5 Implementation using the Graphics Development Toolkit

To read function, cursor and normal keys, both full screen as well as under PM, the GSS*CGI
function Read Cursor Keys was used in conjunction with a translation from the device-independent
codes to PC scan codes.
Under GSS*CGI, both Fast Text and Dot Text are output by the Graphics Text routines, because
they are the only text routines available in graphics modes. The translation between the other
Halo calls and corresponding sequences ofGSS*CGI calls is straightforward. (See haloem.tor and
haloem. ttn.)
When using the VGA 640x480x16 driver, all programs work as expected. When using the PM
Support driver though, GSS*CGI uses the P~I fonts instead of its own fonts, which causes a
suboptimal selection of font size, especially when using a high resolution (e.g. l024x768x16) PM
driver. Under PM, the fonts used by GSS*CGI are not capable of xor'ing the text, so markers are
unusable from PI\I.
The speed of GSS*CGI is much faster than that of our own library, but only for text output. The
graphics output speed seems to be limited by the speed at which the menu software delivers its
vectors.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

12.1

Results

12.1.1 File format and handling

A new file format for ARCS was designed and a handling library for HPlUX was implemented.
This library can be used both from C as well as from Fortran. To test the correct operation and
performance, two ARCS programs were modified by Bert Schliiper to use the new file format.
These programs showed correct, but very slow operation. Therefore, a set of high performance
functions was added that reaches a speed varying from that of the old file format to that of the
normal routines, depending on the contents of the file.
The file handling routines currently use buffered C file I/O calls. Using unbuffered calls might
speed up the performance considerably since the library uses its own form of buffering, called
read/modify/write. This should be examined before actually using the library. Since this report
describes the various stages of the design and implementation, a user's reference manual describing
the final version of the library was written to document the calling conventions and usage.
12.1.2 OS/2 Full-screen graphics

As a first step to porting ARCS to OS/2, the graphics were taken care of. Since native Presentation
Manager programming, the preferred method for doing OS/2 graphics, is very complex and overkill
for the simple graphic operations needed by ARCS, we chose to do full-screen graphics using the
ancient OS/2 1.0 VIO-calls that are still supported, even under OS/2 2.0.
An experimental full-screen OS/2 graphics library was built based on the DOS 'Grafix' graphics
library by Scott Snyder, the 'TPHersh' Hershey font handling DOS Turbo-Pascal unit by Dov
Grobgeld, the Usenet Hershey font distribution by James Hurt and the 'Grafdemo' OS/2 VIOgraphics demonstration program available on Usenet, author unknown. A user's reference manual
was written for this library, based on the original documentation accompanying the 'Grafix' library.
To test the library and compare it to the commercially available GSS*CGI Graphics Development
Toolkit by Spectragraphics, the DOS version of the Menu2d and Menu3d ARCS graphics display
programs was ported to OS/2. Since the DOS version of Menu2/3d uses the Halo '88 graphics
library, I decided to build a Halo emulation library for the subset of Halo commands used by
Menu2/3d. This emulation library was implemented twice, once using the experimental library
and once using GSS*CGI.
Performance comparisons show that the line drawing routines of the experimental and the
GSS*CGI library are of about the same speed. The character routines of the experimental library,
however, are much slower than those of GSS*CGI. The character generator of the experimental
library can probably be considerably speeded up by rewriting it in assembly language.
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The main advantage of GSS*CGI over the experimental library is the capability of supporting
devices other than the VGA card in 640x480x16 mode. Especially the PM Support driver looks
promising, although the lack of an XOR-mode for characters in this driver limits is usefulness.

12.2

Suggestions for future enhancements

12.2.1 File format and handling
Before the new format can actually be used in the ARCS software, its speed has to be improved,
e.g. by using nonbuffered I/O. The current version only runs under HP lUX. DOS and OS/2
support was dropped because of the 64k segment limit that causes the maximum size of malloced
memory elements to be 64k or less. An OS/2 2.0 32-bit version should be possible because the 64k
limit was dropped (at last...). A VAX/VMS version will not be trivial because of the inability of
VMS to treat a file as a contiguous sequence of bytes, each separately addressable by the fseek()
function.
The main reason why the new file format cannot easily be used by the ARCS software, however,
is the file handling of the Menu2d and Menu3d graphics programs, which is spread all across the
software instead of being concentrated in a couple of well-defined routines. Therefore, I leave this
subject to anyone who dares to delve into the bowels of the Menu2/3d file handling.

12.2.2 OS/2 Full-screen graphics
Provided that the problems with the GSS*CGI PM Support driver can be solved, using GSS*CGI
seems to be the best approach for doing OS/2 graphics. Alternatively, the character generator of
the experimental library can be speeded up.
It is not wise to keep using the DOS versions of !\Ienu2/3d under OS/2, since they are not very up
to date and somewhat crippled in functionality compared to the Regis or Starbase version. One
should try to build a native GSS*CGI layer into the ARCS graphics library at the level at which
currently Regis and Starbase support resides.
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Appendix A
Reference manual for file handling library

A.I

General overVIew

A.I.l Introduction
Before looking at the file handling routines in detail,
let's first examine the ideas behind the library_ They all
stem from the following design criteria:
•

•

•

The library must be able to store numerical
functions, with each function having almost
an infinite number of parameters.
To avoid using complicated storage concepts
and handling methods for storing 'simple'
functions, the complexity of the library usage
must be proportional to the complexity of the
data.
Data integrity must be safeguarded as much
as possible, without sacrificing performance.

The file format was inspired by a file system, where a
distinction is made between the system information on
disk, like directory entries, and user data, like files. In
our case, the system information contains data on the
functions and their parameters, and the user data
consists of either numeric data or raw user data blocks.

In analogy to a file syst.em, one should avoid poking
around using a low-le\'el hex editor unless one is expert
on the file system, in our case the March file format,
and has detailed information on its internals. This
detailed information can be found in section A.9.2.
In normal cases, a file system is accessed through
system calls. The ideas behind the 'system calls' of our
file handling library will now be discussed.

A.I.2

Concepts

Before using a file, its structure must be defined, i.e. all
functions and their arguments must be registered. Since
the file handling library optimizes storage use by
putting multiple functions depending on the same set
of arguments into a single storage space, arguments and
functions are registered separately.
Since arguments are function axes of known data, their
data is independent of any other data, so function
arguments can also be called independent parameters.
On the other hand, function values depend on function
arguments, so function values can be called dependent
parameters. A dependent parameter depends on one or
more independent parameters, i.e. has one or more
dependencies.

When registering an independent parameter, its name,
unit, data type, number of values, start value and stop
value must be declared. An independent parameter can
either be equidistant or nonequidistant. If it is
equidistant, its values are equally spaced between start
and stop value, so start, stop and number detennine all
values. If it is nonequidistant, the values must be
specified explicitly. The library returns an identifier for
the independent parameter after storing its
characteristics. This identifier can range from 1 to 255.
When registering a dependent parameter, its name,
unit and data type must be declared. In addition to
that, the dependencies must be specified. This is done
by filling an array with identifiers of the independent
parameters this dependent parameter depends on, in
the order in which they appear as arguments of the
function. After the last dependency, a 0 is stored in
that array. The library returns an identifier for the
dependent parameter after assigning it to a storage
block in which other functions with the same
dependency list may reside.
This identifier is used for specifying the function when
reading or writing actual numeric data.
\Vhen the structure is defined, one ore more data files
can be created with it. For creation of a file, additional
data must be specified, like the file type, a
classification, a title, the name of the operator and the
name of the organization. After creation of the data
filets), the structure definition can be removed from
memory.
\\'hen opening an existing data file, one must be able
to retrieve the struct.ure definition of the data. In
analogy to a file system, one must be able to retrieve
the directory. In our case the 'directory' consists of a
list of identifiers of independent parameters, a list of
identifiers of dependent parameters, per independent
parameter the declared data and in case of a
nonequidistant parameter its values, and per dependent
parameter the declared data and a list of its
dependencies.
With director)' operations, it is common to have a set
of findfirst/findnext functions. When calling findfirst,
one specifies a list or mask of what to retrieve. On exit,
the first item is returned, as well as a handle. Although
this handle has no apparent meaning to the
application, passing it to findnext retrieves all
subsequent items one at a time, until no more items are
available. This findfirst/findnext mechanism is used to
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retrieve the lists of independent and dependent
identifiers and the list of dependencies per function.

In adclition to numeric data, one must also be able to
store 'raw' user data. In this case the library really acts
like a file system, only provicling identifiers (d. file
names) for the data. User data blocks can be assigned a
type, and their list can be retrieved specifying either an
explicit type or a wildcard for all types.

'define MFL_TYPEDOUBLE
'define MFL_TYPECDMPLEX
'define MFL_TYPEDBLCMPLX

5
6

7

This data structure can hold all numeric data in the
same 16 bytes of memory. It is used for builcling the
array of nonequiclistant values. Since all fields start at
the first byte of the structure, a pointer to a single
NumVal is interchangeable with a pointer to an
intrinsic type.

A.1.3 Data structures
A.1.4 Calling conventions
Since every decent library has to be reentrant, i.e. no
static data are stored in the data space of the library,
all data related to files and their structure must be
dynamically allocated and referenced by pointers,
which are passed to and from the application using the
library. In our case, two pointer types are available:
MFL.Para.ms for the storage of the clirectory structure
when creating a file, and MFL.File for file handles of
open data files. Note that these handles also specify the
structure of an existing data file, so MFLJ'ara.ms is only
used for defining the structure.
The application should not try to use the data
referenced by these pointers. They are only meant to
make the library reentrant and any operations on them
should be carried out by the appropriate library
routines.
There are however other data structures, defined in the
header file of the library, which are to be passed
between an application and the library. They consist of
additional data type definitions for single and double
precision complex numbers, machine independent, size
dependent integer and long definitions, and strings:
data type
int8
int16
int32
ulong
string
complex
dblcmplx

description
a signed integer of 1 byte
a signed integer of 2 bytes
a signed integer of 4 bytes
an unsigned integer of 4 bytes
a pointer to a D-delimited array of 80 characters
a structure of re and im, both floats
a structure of re and im, both doubles

Note that the definitions for complex and dblcmplx
match the Fortran data types COMPLEX-8 and
CDMPLEX-16.
A special data structure is MFL...IumVal:
typedef union n {
/- Size: 16 bytes -/
int8
b' /- type 1 -/
int16
s; /- type 2 -/
int32
i; /- type 3 -/
float
f; /- type 4 -/
d; /- type 5 -/
double
c; /- type 6 -/
complex
dblcmplx
q; /- type 7 -/
}
MFL_IumVal;

Almost all library functions follow the same calling
convention: The integer return value serves as an error
code that reports the result of the function. Since
MFL_DK, zero, denotes successful return from the
function and all error reports (with prefix MFLERR, see
A.1.5) are negative, the function can be used to return
a positive integer, like an identifier for a parameter,
instead of just MFL.DK.
To insure correct operation of the file handling
routines, some function groups have to be called in a
specific order. These groups will now be cliscussed.

Creating a new (numeric) data file
Before a new numeric data file can be created, its
structure must be defined. Before a structure can be
defined, an in-memory data structure has to be
prepared by calling MFL-StartRegister (A.3.1,
page 76). The MFLJ'ara.ms handle created by this
function must be passed to the registration functions
on subsequent calls.
Next we register our functions, or dependent
parameters by calling MFL.JlegisterDependent (A.3.5,
page 77). Since we have to specify the dependencies of
a function when registering it, the identifiers of our
arguments, or independent parameters, must be
obtained first by registering them with
MFL.Jlegisterlndependent (A.3.4, page 77). Although
there is no need to register all independent parameters
before all dependent parameters, the registration order
must be chosen so that all independent parameters that
are the dependencies of a certain function are
registered before the function itself.
When all functions are registered, the in-memory data
structure must be completed by calling
MFL-StopRegister (A.3.2, page 77). After that, the
MFLJ'ara.ms handle can be used to create one or more
files with this structure. To create a file, call
MFL_CreateFile (A.2.3, page 76). After the desired
number of files is created, the MFLJ'arams handle can
be removed from memory by calling MFL.IillRegister
(A.3.3, page 77).

Creating a new (non-numeric) data file
'define
'define
'define
'define
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MFL_TYPEBYTE
MFL_TYPEWORD
MFL_TYPEIIT
MFL_TYPEFLDAT

1
2

3
4

If a non-numeric data file has to be created, the
registration of functions and arguments can be omitted,
but an (empty) MFLJ'arams handle still has to be

created before creating the actual file by calling the
sequence "FL.5tartRegister (A.3.1, page 76),
"FL.5topRegister (A.3.2, page i7), "FL..createFile
(A.2.3, page 76), "FL..KillRegister (A.3.3, page i7).
After that, (raw) user data blocks can be added to the
file by calling "FL_CreateBlock (A.7.1, page 83).

Opening a data file and retrieving its structure.
After opening an existing data file by calling
"FL.DpenFile (A.2.1, page 75), its structure must be
retrieved to obtain all relevant identifiers for
independent parameters, dependent parameters,
dependencies and user data blocks. (Obtaining the
identifiers can be omitted when they are still known
from the registration and creation of the file, e.g. when
the file wasn't closed between creating it and writing to
it. )
The data from the file header, as passed to
"FL..createFile (A.2.3, page 76) can be obtaiued by
calling "FL..GetFileHeader (A.4.1, page 78). The data
on an independent parameter can be obtained by
calling "FL..GetIndep (A.4.2, page 78). This function
expects the independent parameter to be identified by
its identifier. A list of identifiers of independent
parameters can be obtained by calling
"FL_GetFirstlndep (A.4.3, page 79), which returns the
first identifier and a handle. Passing this handle to
"FL_GetlextIndep (A.4.4, page 79) until "FLERR..ID"DRE
is reported retrieves all other identifiers. (In the current
implementation of the file format identifiers range from
1 to number.J)fjndeps, so calling getfirst/getnext and
only storing the maximum number is sufficient. Since
tills is not part of the file fonnat specification, though.
you cannot rely on future versions of the library having
tills property.) The values of a nonequidistant
independent parameter can be obtained by calling
"FLJletIndepVals (A.4.5, page 79).
"FLJletDep (A.4.6, page 80) can be used to ret.rieve the
data on dependent parameters. whose identifiers can be
obtained by "FL_GetFirstDep (A.4.7. page 80) and
"FL..GetlextDep (A.4.8. page 80). Dependencies of a
dependent parameter can be retrieved by calling
"FL..GetFirstDeplndep (A.4.9, page 81) and
"FLJletlextDeplndep (A.4.10, page 81). All
getfirst/getnext function pairs work as described above
for the "FL..GetFirstIndep/"FL..Getlextlndep pair.
To retrieve the identifiers of user dat.a blocks for
modification, "FLJlodifyBlock (A.7.2, page 83), or
reading back, "FL..JleadBlock (A.7.3, page 83), the
function pair "FLJletFirstBlock (A.7,4,
page 83)/"FL..GetlextBlock (A.7.5, page 84) can be
used. Since user data blocks can be assigned a type by
the application. this type can be specified for retrieving
only a subset of the user data blocks. U the type
"FL.1JSEIlALL is specified, all block identifiers are
retrieved.

(A.5.2, page 82), an array of coordinates with respect
to the arguments for the function must be passed. The
coordinates are index numbers, starting with zero. per
independent parameter, in the order in which they were
registered as dependencies for the function. For
nonequidistant parameters, the index is the index in
the value array. For equidistant parameters, the value
can be calculated as start + index .. 8l:~;.~~~rt.
Note that the dependencies have to be registered in
such an order that the most varying axis is the last
dependency and the least varying the first. When doing
multiple read or write calls keep in mind that the
values of the most varying axis are stored closely
together in the file, so varying only the last axis on
subsequent calls is most efficient.
When reading or writing multiple subsequent elements
for the most varying axis, using the "FL..JleadAxis
(A.6.1, page 82) and "FL_VriteAxis (A.6.2, page 82)
functions boosts perfonnance. Keep in mind that,
although the coordinate for the last axis does not have
to be specified for these functions, space should be
available to store it, because this space is used
internally by the routines.

A.1.5 Error codes
The following error codes are available:

MFL_OK no error in function
MFLERR_MALLOC malloc failed
MFLERR_NULLARG invalid NULL argument
given

MFLERR_COMPLETE data not complete
MFLERR_NOTREG registering not started
MFLERR_NOMORE No more elements in
first/next

MFLERR_UNKTYPE unknown datatype
MFLERR_OPEN file opening error
MFLERR_WRITE write error
MFLERR_DIRTY file not properly closed
MFLERR_READONLY file is open in read only
mode

MFLERR_READ read error
MFLERR_HEAD invalid header
MFLERR_SEEK seek error
MFLERR_FOULEDUP fatal error; adt damaged !
MFLERR_UNKNOWN unspecified, nonfatal error

A.2

Creating, opening and
closing data files

A.2.1

MFL..DpenFile: Open an existing
March Data File

SYNOPSIS

Reading and writing numeric data
When reading or writing single function values with
"FL..JleadParam (A.5.1, page 81) or "FLJilriteParam
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A.2.3

DESCRIPTION
"FL.DpenFile tries to open an existing March
data file with name name. If it succeeds, i.e.
the file is opened and checked for integrity,
file will contain a March file handle and either
"FL_OK or "FLERR_DIRTY will be returned,
depending on whether the file was correctly
closed previously or not, otherwise an error
code is returned stating the cause of the
failure.

HFL_CreateFile: Create a new

March Data File
SYNOPSIS
int MFL.CreateFilo (int8 typo.
CbAI .Il .....

char .title,
char *cla.ss.
cha.r .opera.tor.
char *orguisAtioD.
MFL.Pu .......dt.
MFL.Filo "filo);

BUGS
Currently, the only way to force a file to be
opened read· only is to set it read-only, e.g. by
executing chmod a-v name from the Unix
command prompt, before calling
"FL.DpenFile. If a file is opened in read-only
mode, the application is not notified of this
fact before it actually tries to change the file.

DESCRIPTION
"FL_CreateFile creates a new March data file,
initializing all data to zero whilst allocating
space for the file. The file will be named
name, and the file header will list the title,
elass (for classification string), name of the
operator and organisation. The point.er file
will point to a valid March data file handle
after successfully opening the file. A valid
registration handle, obtained from a
"FL-StartRegister, "FL.Jlegister... ,
"FL-StopRegister sequence must be passed as
the adt pointer. Either "FL_OK or an error
code will be returned.

SEE ALSO
MFLCreatoFilo (A 23.
(A.2.2, page 76)

A.2.2

pag~

76). MFLClosoFilo

HFL_CloseFile: Close a March

Data File

BUGS
"FL_CreateFile overwrites an existing file
without asking for confirmation. If the file
exists and is read-only, an "FLERR_OPEI error
will be returned.

S)'NOPSIS

DESCRIPTION

SEE ALSO

"FL.CloseFile tries to close an open March
data file, denoted by file handle J. If it
succeeds, "FL_OK is ret urned, otherwise an
error code.

BUGS

If the dirty bit was set and resetting it fails
for some or other reason, no attempt is made
to recover the data and "FLERRJOULEDUP is
returned to notify the application that the
resulting file is in such an inconsistent state
that it will probably be unusable.

SEE ALSO
MFL..DponFilo (A.2.1. page 75), MFL_Cru.toFilo
(A2.3, page 76)
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MFL.OponFilo (A.2.1, page 75), MFL_Clo.oFilo
(A.22, page 76), MFL.5urtRogistor (A.3.1,
page 76), MFL_CotFiloHu.dor (AA.I, page 78).

A.3

Defining the file structure

A.3.1

HFL..5tartRegister: Start

registration of file parameters
SYNOPSIS

DESCRIPTION
"FL-StartRegister will initialize an in
memory structure which can hold the
registration data describing the structure of a
March dat.a file. Pointer adt will be pointing
to this structure after successful return from
this function. The return value is an error
code.

int MFL.llogistorlndopondont CMFL.Params -adt,

BUGS

cha.r .name.
ch..r .unit.

U adt points to another structure before
calling IIFL.5tartRegister. this memory will
be lost since no check is made to handle this
situation.

iDtS typo,
iDtS discroto.
iDtS oqDi.
MFL.NDmVaI -surt.
MFL.NDmVaI -stop.
int32 Dumber.

IIFL.NuVal -vals);
SEE ALSO
MFLJlogiltorlndopondont (A.3.4, pag€ 77),
MFLJlogiltorOopondont (A.3.5, page 77),
MFL.5topllogistor (A.3.2, page 77),
IIFL.xillllogistor (A.3.3, page 77).

DESCRIPTION
IIFL.Jlegisterlndependent adds an
independent parameter to the structure,
pointed to by adt, which describes the file
structure of a March data file. The
parameter's name and unit are strings of at
most 80 characters. U the equi flag is not set,
vals points to an array containing the values
for this dependent parameter, otherwise the
values are determined by the .tart value. stop
value and the number of values. Since start
and stop are single values, they can be
referenced either explicitly as IIFL_IumVal or
as their intrinsic type. The vals array must be
of type IIFL_IumVal since in general it will
contain more than one value.

A.3.2 HFL..5topRegister: Stop
registration of file parameters
SYNOPSIS

DESCRIPTION
IIFL.5topRegister toggles a flag in the
structure, pointed to by adt which indicates
that the file structure is complete and can be
used by IIFL_CreateFile.

On return. either an error code (less than
zero) is returned. or an identifier for the
newly added independent parameter (larger
than zero and less than 256), by which it can
be referenced when using it in the
dependencies list of a dependent parameter.
When reading back an existing file, the
identifiers must be retrieved by the
"FLGetFirstIndep/"FL..Getlextlndep pair,
after which the associated data can be
retrieved by IIFLGetlndep.

SEE ALSO
IIFL.5urtllogistor (A.3.l, pag€ 76),
MFL.xillllogistor (A.3.3, page 77)

A.3.3

HFLJCillRegister: Kill registration
data

BUGS
SYNOPSIS

DESCRIPTION
IIFL.J[illRegister removes the structure,
pointed to by adt from memory. to clean up
the memory e.g. after calling IIFL.CreateFile.

SEE ALSO
MFL.5tartllogistor (A.3.l, page 76),
IIFL.5topllogistor (A.3.2, page 77).

The usage of the IIFL_lumVa.l data type for
specifying the list of nonequidistant
independent parameters can be a major
annoyance, depending on the way the data
passed to the registration functions is
available in the application program.

SEE ALSO
MFLJlogistorOopondont (A.3.5, page 77),
MFL.5tartllogistor (A.3.1, page 76),
MFL.5topllogistor (A.3.2, page 77),
MFL.xillllogistor (A.3.3, page 77), IlFL.GOtIDdop
(A.42, pag€ 78), IlFL.GotFirstIndop (A4.3,
page 79), MFL.GotNoxtIndop (A.4.4, page 79),
MFL.GotIndopVo.11 (A.4.5, page 79).

A.3.4 HFL.Jtegisterlndependent: Register
an independent parameter

A.3.5 HFL.JtegisterDependent: Register a
dependent parameter

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS
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i.t "FL.RegistorOependent ("FL.ParilJlls ..dt.

A.4

Retrieving the file structure

A.4.1

MFLGetFileHeader: Retrieve file

char -name.

cha.r _unit.

intS type.

header

intB extused.

"FL.HumVal _min.
"FL.HumV i.l _max.
i.tS _dependenoes);

SYNOPSIS
int "FL_CetFileHeader (i.t32 -filetype.
alo.g ot iIIedate.

DESCRIPTION
KFL.JtegisterDependent is the dual function
to KFL.Jtegisterlndependent for registration
of dependent parameters. The identifiers of
the independent parameters on which the
dependent parameter depends are stored into
an array. This array is delimited by O. (All
identifiers for independent and dependent
parameters are larger than zero.)
dependencio points to this array. If the
extused Bag is set, the extremes (minimwn
and maximum) for the function are stored in
the min and max fields.
KFL.JtegisterDependent returns either the
identifier of the newly added dependent
parameter, or an error code. The identifier
can be used on subsequent calls to the read
and write functions. The order in which the
independent parameters are listed in the
dependencies array determines the order in
which they form the coordinates for these
functions. It is common practice to list them
from least varying to most varying. so the last
parameter is the axis for the most varying
independent parameter. The high performance
functions depend on this ordering.

cha.r *cl&ss.

chu -title,
Cb&I .Opel a. tor.
chu *org,

"FLJile of);

DESCRIPTION
KFL.GetFileHeader retrieves the data from a
March data file, whose handle is f, stored by
KFL_CreateFile. In addition to the data
entered there, the time and date of the file
creation is retUITled at the location pointed to
by timedate as the number of seconds passed
since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1,1970.

BUGS
There is no way of retrieving only some
indi vidual fields from the file header. If one of
the pointers passed to the function is NULL,
error code KFLERR.IULLARG is retUITled. There
is no way of determining whether the file is
open in read/write or read/only mode. The
status of the dirty bit cannot be retrieved.

SEE ALSO

BUGS
Currently the extremes can only be specified
at registration time. No function is provided
to change them. The coordinates at which the
extremes occur are not stored with the
dependent parameter. If a more Bexible
approach is needed, the application can store
the extremes in a user data block, if necessary.

"FL_CreateFile (A.2.3, page 76).

A.4.2

MFL_GetIndep: Retrieve
independent parameter by
identifier

SYNOPSIS
SEE ALSO

int "FL.CetIndep (i.tI6 id,
char _Due.
char _unit,

"FL.Jlegisterlndependent (A.3A, page 7i),
"FL.5urtRegistor (A.3.1, page 76),
"FL.5topRegister (A.3.2, page 77),
"FL.KillRegistor (A.3.3, page 77), "FL.CetOep
(A.4.6, page 80), "FL_CetFirstOep (AA.7,
page 80), "FL..GetHextOep (AA.8, page 80),
"FL..GetFirstOepIndep (A.4.9, page 81),
"FL..GetHextOepIndep (AA.10, page 81).

i.t16 _type.
int16 -diecteto.
i.tl6 -equi.
"FL.NamVAl -.tut.
"FL_H••Val -.top,
ulo.S ....ber,
"FLJile -f);

DESCRIPTION
KFL_Get lndep retrieves the data on an
independent parameter, as registered by
KFL.Jtegisterlndependent, identified by id
from March file handle f. Note that ,tart and
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&top, although declared as being of type

IIFL_lumVal, may also be of the intrinsic type,
since exactly sizeof(intrinsic-1ype) bytes will
be written.

AA.4 MFL_GetNextIndep: Retrieve
identifiel' of next independent
parameter
SYNOPSIS

SEE ALSO

int IIFL.GetNextlndep (intl6 oid.
int8 ohandle.
IIFL.File of);

IIFL.GetFirstlndep (A.4.3, page 79),
IIFL.GetNextlndep (A.4.4, page 79),
IIFL-GetlndepVals (A4.5, page 79),
IIFL.Aegisterlndependent (A.3.4, page 77).

DESCRIPTION
IIFLGetlextlndep tries to fetch the next
identifier with respect to handle. It updates
handle so that IIFLGetlextlndep can be used
to fet ch all subsequent identifiers until
IIFLERR_IOIIORE is returned.

AA.3 MFL_GetFirstIndep: Retrieve
identifier of first independent
parameter
SYNOPSIS
int IIFL.GetFirstlndep (int 16 oid.
int8 ohandle.
IIFL.File of);

BUGS
Since IIFLGetFirstlndep and
IIFL_GetlextIndep are actually almost
identical, both in calling convention and in
implementation, a single routine with an
additional flag (first/next) would have been
more elegant.

DESCRIPTION
IIFLGetFirstlndep will return the identifier
for the first independent parameter residing in
the March data file whose handle is f into the
location pointed at by id. It will also return a
handle in location handle, which has to be
passed to IIFL.GetlextIndep to retrieve
additional identifiers for the other
independent parameters.
The return code is an error code. Error
IIFLERR.IOIIORE indicates that no independent
variables at all are present in the data file.
This can be the case e.g. when the data file
only consists of user data blocks.

SEE ALSO
IIFL.GetFirstlndep (A .4.3, page 79), IlFL_GetIndep
(A 4.2, page 78), IIFL_GetlndepYals (A.4.5,
page 79). IIFL.Aegisterlndependent (A.3.4,
page 77,)

A.4.5

MFL_GetIndepVals: Retrieve
nonequidistant values for
independent parameter

SYl'\OPSlS

BUGS
Since in the current implementation of the
March File Handling Library, all identifiers
are in the range 1 number..o£Jndependent.parameters, the
GetFirst/GetNext system may be overkill,
but the consecutiveness of identifiers is
currently not part of the file format
specification, so a general routine for
retrieving the individual identifiers is needed
from a formal point of view.

int IIFL.GetlndepVals (intl6 indop.
IIFL.NnmVal oval ••
IIFL.File of);

DESCRIPTION
IIFL.GetIndepVals can be used to retrieve the
values for a nonequidistant independent
parameter, identified by indep, from file f.
The elements are returned as an array of
IIFL.lumVals pointed to by val&.

SEE ALSO
IIFL-GetNextlndep (A.4.4, page 79,). IIFL.GetIndep
(A.4.2, page 78), IIFL_GetlndepVals (A.4.5,
page 79), IIFL.Aepsterlndependent (A.3 4,
page 77)

BUGS
Since the values are returned as array of
IIFL.lumVals, the application may have to
convert them to an array of the intrinsic type
before being able to process them. Currently
there is no separate error code for indep not
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variables at all are present in the data file.
This can be the case e.g. when the data file
only consists of user data blocks.

being nonequidistant. Instead, MFLERR_IOMORE
is returned, as is the case when indep is an
invalid identifier.

SEE ALSO

BUGS

IIFL.Getlndep (A.4.2. page (8), HLGetFustlndep
(A.4.3, page (9), IIFLGetNextlndep (A 4 4,
page (9), IIFLJleglSterlndependent (A.3.4,
page 77).

A.4.6

Since in the current implementation of the
March File Handling Library all identifiers are
in the range 1 number.Df..dependent..parameters, the
GetFirst/GetNext system may be overkill,
but the consecutiveness of identifiers is
currently not part of the file format
specification, so a general routine for
retrieving the individual identifiers is needed
from a formal point of view.

KFL_GetDep: Retrieve dependent
parameter by identifier

SYNOPSIS
int IIFt.GetOep (intl6 id.
cbar .name.
char .unit,

SEE ALSO

intl6 -type.

HFLGetOep (A.4.6, page 80), IIFLGetNextOep
(A .4.8, page 80), IIFL.GetFirstOeplndep (A .4.9,
page 81), IIFLGetNoxtOepIndep (A.4.10, page 81),
IIFLJlegisterOependent (A.3.5, page 77).

int16 •• xtused,

IIFL.NumVal -min.
IIFL.NumVal -max.
IIFLJile -f),

DESCRIPTION
MFLGetDep retrieves the data on a dependent
parameter, as registered by
MFL..RegisterDependent. identified b~' id from
1I1arch file handle f.

A.4.8

MFL_GetNextDep: Retrieve identifier
of next dependent parameter

SYNOPSIS
int IIFL.GetNextOep (lntl6 -id.
int8 _handle.
IIFLJile -f);

SEE ALSO
IIFLGetFirstOep (A 47, page 80), IIFL.GetNextOep
(A 4.8, page 80), HFL.GetFirstOeplndep (A 49.
page 81), IIFL.GetNoxtOeplndep (A 4 10, page 81 ),
IIFLJlegisterOependent (A.3.5, page (7).

DESCRIPTION
MFLGetlextDep tries to fetch the next
identifier with respect to handle. It updates
handle so that MFL.GetlextDep can be used to
fetch all subsequent identifiers until
MFLERR_IOMORE is returned.

A.4.7 MFL_GetFirstDep: Retrieve

identifier of first dependent
parameter
BUGS
SYNOPSIS
int IIFL.GetFirstOep (intl6 -id.
int8 -handle.
IIFLJile -f);

Since MFL.GetFirstDep and MFL_GetlextDep
are actually almost identical, both in calling
convention and in implementation, a single
routine with an additional Bag (first/next)
would have been more elegant.

DESCRIPTION
SEE ALSO
MFL..GetFirstDep will return the identifier for
the first dependent parameter residing in the
March data file with handle f into the location
pointed at by id. It will also return a handle
in location handle, which has to be passed to
MFL..GetlextDep to retrieve additional
identifier for the other dependent parameters.
The return code is an error code. Error
MFLERR_IOMORE indicates that no dependent
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IIFL.GetOep (A.4.6, page 80), IIFL.GetFiratOep
(A.4.7, page 80), IIFL.GetFiratOeplndep (A.4.9,
page 81), IIFL.GetNextOeplndep (A.4.10, page 81),
IIFLJlegisterOependent (A.3.5, page 77).

A.4.9

MFLGetFirstDeplndep: Retrieve

identical, both in calling convention and in
implementation, a single routine with an
additional flag (first/next) would have been
more elegant.

first dependency
SYNOPSIS
iJlt HFL_GotFirstOoplndop (iDtl6 'iDdop.
intl6 dop.
iDt8 -handlo.
HFLJilo -f);

SEE ALSO
HFL.GotFirstOopIndop (A.4.9, page 81), HFL.GotOop
(A.4.6, page 80), HFL.Gotlndop (A.4.2, page 78),
HFL..JlogistorOopondont (A.3.5, page 77),
HFL..JloglOtorlndopondont (A.3.4, page 77).

DESCRIPTION
"FLJletFirstDepIndep retrieves the identifier
into indep of the first independent parameter
on which dependent parameter dep depends.
It returns a handle in handlE which has to be
passed to "FLGetlextDepIndep to retrieve
additional dependencies.

A.5
A.5.l

Reading and writing single
data elements
MFL..ReadPara.m: Read an array

element
BUGS
SYNOPSIS
Currently, there is no other way of
detenni.n..ing the number of dependencies
other than by retrieving them all, thus forcing
the application either to retrieve them twice
(once for determining their number and
allocating memory, once for retrieving their
identifiers) or to aIlocate a fixed amount of
memory to hold the dependencies.

'f.

int HFL.RoodParam (HFL.Filo
lnt8 id.
ulong -coord.
HFL.NumVol -.oluo);

DESCRIPTION
"FLJteadParam returns the value of
dependent parameter id in value from March
file f, using the coordinates in array coord.
Each entry in this array corresponds with an
independent parameter for a dependency,
where the order is detennined by the order in
which the independent parameters were
returned by "FL_GetFirstDepIndep and
"FLGetlextDepIndep.

SEE ALSO
HFL.GotNntOoplndop (A.4.IO, page 81), HFL.GotOop
(A.4.6, page 80), HFL.Gotlndop (A4.2, page 78),
HFL..JlogistorOopondont (A.35, page 77),
HFL..JloglOtorlndopondont (A.3.4, page 77).

A.4.10 MFL_GetNextDeplndep: Retrieve

The return value is either "FL_OK or an error
code.

next dependency
SYNOPSIS
,nt HFL.GotHntOoplndop (,ntI6 OlDdop.
int16 dop.
int8 'hondlo.
HFLJllo -1).

DESCRIPTION
"FL_GetlextDepIndep tries to fetch the next
dependency with respect to handle. It
updates handle so that "FLGetlextDepIndep
can be used to fetch all subsequent
dependencies until "FLERR_IO"ORE is
returned, indicating no more dependencies
are available.

BUGS
"FLJteadParam calls fseekO and freadO,
which effectively flushes the standard file
cache, making the function very inefficient
when it is called repetitively. For reading
multiple values, consider the use of
"FLJteadAxis instead.

SEE ALSO
HFL.WritoParam (A.5.2, page 82), HFL..Rudbis
(A6.1, page 82), HFL.Writobis (A.6.2. page 82),
HFL.GotFirstOoplndop (A4.9, page 81),
HFL.GotHntOoplndop (A.4.IO, page 81).

BUGS
Since "FL.GetFirstDepIndep and
"FL.GetlextDepIndep are actually almost
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A.5.2

MFL_WriteParam: Write an array

axis for dependent variable id {rom March
file f, using coord as coordinates for the
other axes, in the order as they were
returned by "FLGetFirstDeplndep and
"FL_GetlextDeplndep. The {unction returns
"FL_OK or an error code.

element
SYNOPSIS
int MFL_WriteParam (MFL_File .f
intS id.

Note that the array coord must have space
available to store the coordinate {or the last
axis as well, since this space is used
internally by the {unction!

ulong .coord.

MFL_NumVal 'value);

DESCRIPTION
"FLJ/riteParam sets the value of dependent
parameter id {rom 'ValuE in March file f,
using the coordinates in array coord. Each
entry in this array corresponds with an
independent parameter {or a dependency,
where the order is determined by the order in
which the independent parameters were
returned by "FL_GetFirstDeplndep and
"FLGe t I ext Deplndep.

BUGS
The perfonnance drops to that o{
"FLJleadParam when multiple dependent
parameters are stored into a single array
block.

SEE ALSO

The return value is either "FL_OK or an error
code.

MFLWuteAxis (A 6.2, page 82), MFLJl..dPar ....
(A.5.1, page 81), MFLWritePar.... (A5.2,
page 82), MFL_CotFu5tOeplndep (A.4.9, page 81),
MFLCetNextOeplndop (A.4.10, page 81).

BUGS
"FLl/riteParam calls fseekO and fl/riteO.
which effecti "ely flushes the standard file
cache, making the {unction "ery inefficient
when it is called repetitively. For writing
multiple values, consider the use o{
IIFL_l/riteAxis instead.

A.6.2

MFLWriteAxis: Write an array

aXIs
SYNOPSIS
int MFL_WriteAlis (MFL_File .f,
int8 id.

ulong .coord.
ulong start,
ulong stop,

SEE ALSO
MFLJl..dParam (A.5.1, page 81), MFLJl..dAxis
(A.6.1, page 82), MFLWriteAlis (A.6.2, page 82),
MFL_CetFirstOeplndep (A 4.9, page 81),
MFLCetNextOeplndep (A.4.1 0, page 81)

A.6

Reading and writing
multiple data elements: high
performance functions

A.6.1

MFL..ReadAxis: Read an array axis

yoid .va.lues);

DESCRIPTION
"FL_l/riteAxis writes values {rom index start
to index stop for the last (i.e, most varying)
axis {or dependent variable id into March file
f, using coord as coordinates {or the other
axes, in the order as they were returned by
"FL_GetFirstDeplndep and
"FLGetlextDeplndep. The {unction returns
"FL_OK or an error code.
Note that the array coord must have space
available to store the coordinate {or the last
axis as well, since this space is used
internally by the {unction!

SYNOPSIS
int MFL_R..dl11S (MFLJilo 'f.
intS id.
ulong ",oord,
ulong start,
ulong stop.

BUGS

char .values);

DESCRIPTION
IIFLJleadAxis reads 'Values {rom index start
to index stop {or the last (i.e. most varying)
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The perfonnance drops to that o{
"FL_I/ri teParam when multiple dependent
parameters are stored into a single array
block.

with as many bytes starting from block as
the original block with function
"FL_CreateBlock contained. The function
returns "FL_OK or an error code.

SEE ALSO
IIFLJleadlxis (A.6.1, page 82), IIFLJleadParam
(A.5.1, page 81). IIFL.WriteParam (A.5.2,
page 82), IIFL.GetFirstOepIndep (A 4.9, page 81),
IIFL.GetHutOepIndep (A 4.10, page 81)

BUGS

A.7

User data blocks

A.7.1

KFL_CreateBlock: Create a user

Currently, there is no way to change the size
of a block or delete a user data block from a
file.

data block
SEE ALSO
SYNOPSIS

IIFL.Crea.te81ock (A.7.1, page 83), IIFLJlea.dBlock
(A 7.3, page 83), IIFL.GetFirstBlock (A.7A,
page 83), IIFL.GetHutBlock (A.7.5, page 84).

int IIFL_CroateBlock (IIFLJile -f,
int8 blocktype,
ulong blocksize,
vOld -block),

A.7.3

MFL..ReadBlock: Read a user data

block
DESCRIPTION
SYNOPSIS
"FL.CreateBlock adds block, size blocksize
bytes, with type identifier blocktype to March
file f. If the operation is successful,
"FL.CreateBlock returns the identifier for the
newly added block, otherwise it returns an
error code.

int IIFL.ReadBlock (IIFL_File - f,
int8 blocknum,
.oid -block);

DESCRIPTION

BUGS
There is no other way to creale a J\'larch file
consisting only of user data blocks other than
by first calling "FL..5tartRegister,
"FL..5topRegister, "FL..createFile and
"FL..lillRegister.

"FL..ReadBlock retrieves the user data block
with identifier blocknum from March file f
into the memory pointed to by block. The
function returns "FL_OK or an error code.

BUGS
There is no way to retrieve only part of a
user data block.

SEE ALSO
IIFLJlodifyBlock (A.i2, page 83), IIFLJlea.dBlock
(A.7.3, page 83), IIFL_GotFirstBlock (A 7.4,
page 83), IIFL.GetHutBlock (A.7.5, page 84),
IIFL.CreateFile (A.2.3, page 76),
IIFL-SurtRegister (A.3.1, page 76),
IIFL-StopRegister (A.3.2, page 77),
IIFL..KillRegister (A.3.3, page 77).

A.7.2

SEE ALSO
IIFL_Crea.teBlock (A.7.1, page 83), IIFL..IIodifyBlock
(A.7.2, page 83), IIFL.GetFirstBIock (A.7A,
page 83), IIFL.GetHut81ock (A.7.5, page 84).

MFL...HodifyBlock: Modify a user

A.7.4

data block

KFL_GetFirstBlock: Find first

matching user data block

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

int IIFL_IIodify81ock (IIFL_File - f,
int8 blocknum,
void -block);

int IIFL.GetFirst81ock (int8 oblocknlllll,
int8 oblocktype.
ulong oblocksize.
int8 ohandle,
int8 blocuask,
IIFL.File -f);

DESCRIPTION
"FLJlodifyBlock overwrites the user data
block with identifier b/ocknum in March file

f
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DESCRIPTION
MFLGetFirstBlock searches March file f for
user data blocks with block type blockmask,
where MFL_USERALL acts as a wildcard for all
user data blocks. If found, the identifier is
returned in blocknum, its type in blocktype
and its size in blocksize. The function returns
a handle which has to be passed to
MFL.GetlextBlock to find more blocks
matching blockma.k. The function returns
either MFL.OK, MFLERR.IOMORE indicating no
matching blocks are available, or an error
code.

BUGS
There is no way to determine the number of
blocks available of a certain type other than
retrieving them all.

SEE ALSO
"FL.GetFirstBlock (A.7.4, page 83),
"FL.Cr. .teBlock (A.7.1, page 83), "FLJlodifyBlock
(A.7.2, page 83), "FLJI.. .dBlock (A.7.3, page 83)

A.8

The filefonn. inc HP· UX Fortran include file defines
Fortran equi\'alents for all file handling routines. By
specifying which parameters are passed by reference
and which by value, the application need not worry
about the calling conventions. Pointers to MFL.Params
and MFL.File can be stored as being of Fortran type
I1TEGER.4. The return value of all functions is of
Fortran type I1TEGER.4, and represents the error code.
A list of the Fortran names for the error codes can be
found in fileform. inc.

A.8.l
SEE ALSO
KFL.GotNextBlock (A 7.5, page 84),
KFLCruteBlock (A 7 I. page 83), KFLJlodlfyBlock
(A.7.2. page 83), KFL.Jl. .dBlock (A 7.3, page 83)

A. 7.5

Fortran calling conventions

MFLOpenFile (see A.2.l,
page 75)

$ALlAS MFL.OPEIFlLE

z

'"FL_OpenFile' (XREF,XREF)

The MFL.File pointer is stored as an I1TEGER.4.
Append a trailing 'Zero (I /CHAR(O» to the file name
bdore passing it to the function.

MFL.GetN ext Block: Find next

matching user data block
SYNOPSIS
int KFL.GetNextBlock (int8 oblocknum,
int8 Oblocktype,
ulong -blocks i2Q.
int8 ohandle,
int8 bl ockmask.
KFL.File of);

DESCRIPTION
MFLGetlextBlock searches for the next block
from handle, passed from a call to
MFL.GetFirstBlock or a previous call to
MFL.GetlextBlock. It updates handle so that
subsequent calls can return all other
matching blocks until MFLERR.IOMORE is
returned.

A.8.2

MFL_CloseFile (see A.2.2,
page 76)

$ALlAS MFL.CLOSEFlLE = 'MFL_CloseFile' (XVAL)

A.8.3

MFL.CreateFile (see A.2.3,
page 76)

$ALlAS MFL.CREATEFlLE =
'MFL.CreateFile'
(%VAL.%REF.Y.REF,Y.REF,Y.REF,XREF,XVAL,XREF)
Append a trailing zero to all strings passed to this
function.

A.8A

MFL-StartRegister (see A.3.l,
page 76)

$ALlAS MFL_STARTREGlSTER = 'MFL.StartRegister' (XREF)
The MFL.Params pointer is stored as an I1TEGER.4.

BUGS

A.8.5
Since MFL.GetFirstBlock and
MFLGetlextBlock are actually almost
identical, both in calling convention and in
implementation, a single routine with an
additional flag (first/next) would have been
more elegant.

MFL-StopRegister (see A.3.2,
page 77)

$ALlAS MFL_STOPREGlSTER = 'MFL.StopRegister' (XVAL)

A.8.6

MFL-KillRegister (see A.3.3,
page 77)

$ALlAS MFL.KlLLREGISTER
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= 'MFL.KillRegister'

(XVAL)

A.8.7

MFL.-Registerlndependent
(see A.3.4, page 77)

SALlAS ftFL_REGISTERIIDEPEIDEIT =
'ftFL_Registerlndependent'
(%VAL,%REF,%REF,%VAL,%VAL,
%VAL,%REF,%REF.%VAL,%REF)

Append a trailing zero to all strings. The single
ftFL.JulftVal values can be replaced by their intrinsic
type. For the array of nonequidistant values, however,
you should use an array of the STRUCTURE
/ftFL_IIDlVAL/, as defined in fileforlft. inc.

A.8.8

MFL.-RegisterDependent
(see A.3.5, page 77)

SALlAS ftFL_REGISTERDEPEIDEIT
'ftFL_RegisterDependent'

=

(%VAL.%REF.%REF,%VAL,~VAL,%REF,%REF,%REF)

A.8.l3 MFL_GetFirstlndep (see A.4.3,
page 79)
SALlAS ftFL_GETFIRSTIIDEP .,
'ftFL_GetFirstlndep' (%REF. %REF, %VAL)
The handle should be of type IITEGER-l and the id of
type IITEGER-2.

A.8.14 MFL_GetNextlndep (see A.4.4,
page 79)
SALlAS ftFL_GETIEXTIIDEP =
'ftFL_Getlextlndep' (XREF. %REF. %VAL)

A.8.15 MFL_GetIndepVals (see A.4.5,
page 79)
SALlAS ftFL_GETIIDEPVALS .,
'ftFL_GetlndepVals' (%VAL, %REF. %VAL)

Append a trailing zero to all strings.

1'\01 e

A.8.9

A.8.16 MFL_GetDep (see A.4.6,
page 80)

MFL_WriteParam (see A.5.2,
page 82)

SALlAS ftFL_WRITEPARAft =
'ftFL_WriteParam' (%VAL,%VAL,%REF,%REF)

The coordinate array should consist of unsigned longs.
Since in Fortran no equivalent type is available. you
can emulate unsigned longs by negative integers.

A.8.l0 MFL.-ReadParam (see A.5.l,
page 81)

SALlAS ftFL_READPARAft =
'ftFL_ReadParam' (~VAL,%VAL,%REF,~REF)

the use of an ftFL.JIulftVal array.

SALlAS ftFL_GETDEP •
'ftFL_GetDep'
(%VAL, %REF, %REF, %REF.
~REF, %REF, %REF, %VAL)
Note: convert strings.

A.8.17 MFL_GetFirstDep (see A.4.7,
page 80)

SALlAS ftFL_GETFIRSTDEP =
'ftFL_GetFirstDep' (%REF. %REF, %VAL)

The coordinate array should consist of unsigned longs.

A.8.l8 MFL_GetNextDep (see A.4.8,
page 80)
A.8.11 MFL_GetFileHeader (see A.4.I,
page 78)

SALlAS ftFL_GETFILEHEADER =
'ftFL_GetFileHeader'
(%REF. %REF. %REF, %REF, %REF, %REF, %VAL)
The function returns C zero-delimited strings. They
can be converted to Fortran strings by
s ., s (1: STRLEI (s» after checking the return value of
STRLEI. For this purpose, an alias STRLEI for the C
function strlen() is supplied in fileform. inc.

A.8.l2 MFL_Getlndep (see A.4.2,
page 78)
SALlAS ftFL_GETIIDEP .,
'ftFL_Getlndep'
(%VAL, %REF, %REF, %REF, XREF,
%REF. %REF, %REF, %REF, %VAL)
Note: convert strings. The number field is unsigned.

SALlAS ftFL_GETIEXTDEP =
'ftFL_GetlextDep' (%REF. %REF. %VAL)

A.8.l9 MFLGetFirstDeplndep
(see A.4.9, page 81)
SALlAS ftFL_GETFIRSTDEPIIDEP .,
'ftFL_GetFirstDeplndep' (%REF. %VAL. %REF. %VAL)

A.8.20 MFL_GetNextDeplndep
(see A.4.l0, page 81)
SALlAS ftFL_GETIEXTDEPIIDEP .,
'ftFL_GetlextDeplndep' (%REF. %VAL. %REF. %VAL)

A.8.2l MFL..ReadAxis (see A.6.1,
page 82)
SALlAS ftFL_READAXIS .,
'ftFL_ReadAxis' (%VAL.%VAL.%REF,%VAL,%VAL,%REF)
Warning. the st,art value, stop value and coord array
are unsigned longs.
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A.8.22 MFL_WriteAxis (see A.6.2,
page 82)

=

$ALIAS ftFL.WRITEAXIS
'ftFL_WriteAxis' (~VAL.~VAL.~REF.~VAL.~VAL.%REF)
Warning, the start value, stop value and coord array
are unsigned longs.

A.8.23 MFL_CreateBlock (see A.7.1,
page 83)
$ALIAS ftFL_CREATEBLOCK =
'ftFL_CreateBlock' (~VAL.~VAL.~VAL.~REF)
Warning. the block size is an unsigned long.

A.8.24 MFLModifyBlock (see A.7.2,
page 83)

$ALIAS ftFL_ftODIFYBLOCK =
'ftFL_ftodifyBlock' (%VAL.%VAL.%REF)

A.8.25 MFL..ReadBlock (see A.7.3,
page 83)

$ALIAS ftFL_READBLOCK =
'ftFL_ReadBlock' (%VAL.~VAL.%REF)

A.8.26 MFL_GetFirstBlock (see A.7.4,
page 83)
$ALIAS ftFL_GETFIRSTBLOCK =
'ftFL.GetFirstBlock'
(~REF.~REF,~REF.~REF,%VAL.%VAL)

Warning, the block size is an unsigned long.

A.8.27 MFL_GetNextBlock (see A.7.5,
page 84)
$ALIAS ftFL_GETIEXTBLOCK =
'ftFL_GetlextBlock'
(~REF.%REF.%REF.%REF.%VAL.%VAL)

Warning, the block size is an unsigned long.

A.9

Advanced topics

A.9.1

Tuning the performance

The file handling library tries to create the smallest
possible files for the given structure definition by
storing functions depending on the same set of
arguments in a single block of the file. This behaviour
slows down file operations, though, when trying to use
the high performance functions on a file in which many
functions are stored into a single block. If performance
is crucial, try to store multiple functions depending on
the same set of arguments, in different files.
When using the high performance functions, make sure
the most varying axis is the last dependency. If the last
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axis contains so many values for a single coordinate set
for the other axes that it doesn't fit in the internal
cache of 64k (the default value of ftFLlRIL_ftAXCACHE in
fileform.h), try increasing this value and recompiling
the file handling library.
With all file operations, keep the file structure in mind
and try to minimize seek operations on the file. See
section A.9.2 for a full description of the file format.

A.9.2

Low-level description of the file
format

This section merely serves as a survey of the file
format. Manipulating March data files without the use
of the file handling library is strongly discouraged! (To
gain access to the structure definitions for the file
handling library, 'define ftFL_IERIEL before including
fileform.h. )
A March Data file consists of a header (which contains
a directory of all other blocks), followed by 1 or more
data blocks.

File Header Block
The header block is 1024 bytes large and consists of:
Magic Number (8 bytes): The magic number
serves two purposes. First of all, it is part of
the signature which identifiers March data
files from other files. Second, it can be used
to determine if the CPU on which the file
was created is big-endian or little-endian.
The magic number for the current file format
is "ftaRcHfIl". When a file is created under
HPUX, this string appears unmodified in the
data file. If a file were created under DOS,
OS/2 or VMS, however, the signature would
end up in the file as "cRaftlIfH".
Version Number (4 bytes): This is the version
number of the file handling library that was
used to create the file. It is currently set to
"E001", making the total, human readable
start of a March Data File "ftaRcHfIlE001".
(Note that the version number is stored as
"lOOE" under DOS, OS/2 or VMS.)
File Type (4 bytes): This user-definable field can be
used to store an integer, denoting the type of
file (e.g. 1= AntelUla measurement, 2=RCS
measurement, 3=calculated image).
Time and Date (4 bytes): This field contains the
time and date the file was created, stored as
an unsigned long counting the number of
seconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January I,
1970.
Classification (80 bytes): This user-definable,
zero-delimited string can be used to store the
classification of the file (e.g.·
"UNCLASSIFIED", "CLASSIFIED", "TOP
SECRET").
File Title (80 bytes): This user-definable
zero-delimited string can be used to store a
description of the file (e.g. "RCS Image of
Stealth Bomber").

Name of Operator (80 bytes): This user-definable
zero-deliInited string contains the name of
the operator (e.g. "Harry Stox").
Name of Organization (80 bytes): This
user-definable zero-delimited string contains
the name of the organization (e.g. "March
Microwave Inc., Nuenen, The Netherlands.").
Dirty flag (2 bytes): This flag is set to non-zero
between the time a file is written to and a file
is properly closed. The flag being non-zero
when an existing file is opened indicates that
it was not closed properly the last time and
therefore something could be wrong with it.
Number of Entries (2 bytes): Contains the total
number of directory entries, both in the main
dir and in the directory extension blocks.
Reserved (156 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.
Reserved (4 bytes): idem.
Main Directory Block (516 bytes) Contains a
directory (extension) block representing the
main directory. Of this block. the opcode,
operand, and length field are set to zero.
Reserved (4 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.

Directory Extension Block
A directory (extension) block consists of:
Opcode (2 bytes): In the main directory block, this
field is zero. In directory extension blocks,
this field contains "FLKRIL_OPCODJIlEXT. 1.
Operand (2 bytes): Currently set to 0 for all
directory blocks.
Length (4 bytes): In the main directory block. this
field is zero. In directory extension blocks,
this field contains t he length of a directory
extension block: 516.
42 directory entries (each 12 bytes): Consisting
of:
Opcode (2 bytes): Opcode of the block,
currently one of:
MFLKRNL_OPCOEMPTY (0):
Empty directory entry. Indicates
the current entry can be used to
add a new block. Initially all
entries are set to this opcode.
MFLKRNL_OPCODIREXT (1):
Directory extension block.
Indicates the block contains an
extension to the directory. Note:
Only entry 41 of every directory
block may contain the entry for a
directory extension block. This
entry may not contain any other
values. With this restriction, the
main directory block and all
directory extension blocks form a
linked list in the file.
MFLKRNL_OPCOHEADER (2):
Data header block. This block
contains the description of the
independent parameters,
dependent parameters and their
dependencies. Currently, exactly
one data header block must be
present in a March data file.

MFLKRNL_OPCOARRAY (4):
Array data block. This block
contains numeric data. The
interpretation of the data can be
derived from the data header
block.
MFLKRNL_OPCOUSER (8): User
data block. This block contains
raw user data.
Operand (2 bytes): Is set to 0 for
directory extension blocks and the data
header block. For array blocks, it
contains the global array number. For
user data blocks, it contains the
encoded value of both the block
identifier and the user-defined type.
Index (4 bytes): Contains the ftellO
offset of the block in the file.
Length (4 bytes): Contains the length (in
bytes) of the block.
Reserved (4 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.

Data Header Block
The file structure is stored in a data header block. This
block consists of a block header, followed by 1 or more
array header entries, each occupying 256 bytes, making
the total size of the block equal to 8 (size of block
header) + 256 • number.DLdataheader..entries. If no
numeric data is a\'ailable in the file, the block only
consists of a block header.

Block Header
A block header consists of:

opcode (2 bytes): Contains opcode of the block
(copied from directory entry).
operand (2 bytes): Contains operand of the block
(copied from directory entry).
length (4 bytes): Contains the length of the block,
including blockheader (copied from directory
entry).

Data Header Entry
A data header entry consists of a type (2 bytes) and,
depending on the type, either a description of an
independent parameter, a description of a dependent
parameter, or a description of an array (each 254
bytes). The type can have one of the following values:
MFLKRNL_TYPEEMPTY (0): Indicates an
invalid situation
MFLKRNL_TYPEINDEP (1): Indicates that the
remaining bytes of the data header entry are
the description of an independent parameter.
MFLKRNL_TYPEDEPND (2): idem for
dependent parameter.
MFLKRNL_TYPEARRAY (3): idem for array
description.

Independent Parameter Description
The description of an independent parameter is 254
bytes and consists of:
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Identifier (2 bytes): Id as returned by
IlFL..Registerlndependent (A.3.4, page i7),
IlFL_GetFirstlndep (A.4.3, page 79) or
IlFL_Getlextlndep (A.4.4, page 79).
Name (80 bytes): Zero-delimited string containing
the name.
Unit (80 bytes): Zero-delimited string containing the
unit.
Datatype (2 bytes): One of:
MFLTYPEBYTE (1): A single (signed)
byte.
MFLTYPEWORD (2): Two bytes
representing a (signed) short integer.
MFLTYPEINT (3): Four bytes
representing a (signed) long integer.
MFL_TYPEFLOAT (4): Four bytes
representing a float (REAV'4).
MFLTYPEDOUBLE (5): Eight bytes
representing a double (REAL"S).
MFLTYPECOMPLEX (6): Eight bytes
representing a complex number
(COMPLEX"8). consisting of two
floats for real and imaginary part.
MFL_TYPEDBLCMPLX (7): Sixteen
bytes representing a complex number
(COMPLEX"16). consisting of tll'O
doubles for real and imaginary part.
Discrete (2 bytes): Non-zero if the axis consists of
discrete values.
Equidistant (2 bytes): Non-zero if the axis is
equidistantly distributed.
Start value (16 bytes): An IlFL_IumVal (i.e. intrinsic
type, padded if necessary)
Stop value (16 bytes): An IlFL_IumVal
Number (4 bytes): Number of values for axis.
Array number (2 bytes): Number of array block
containing values in case the parameter is
nonequidistant.
Reserved (4 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.
Reserved (44 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
formal. Do not change.

Reserved (4 bytes): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.
Reserved (4 bytes): idem.
Reserved (4 bytes): idem.
Reserved (40 bytes): idem.

Arrav Description
The description of an array is 254 bytes and consists of:
Array identifier (2 bytes): The identifier for the
array block (e.g. as given in the Array
Identifier field of a dependent parameter
description).
Array number (2 bytes): The number of the
corresponding array block (also the operand
for that block).
Entry length (4 bytes): Total size of a single entry
in the block (i.e. sum of sizes of types of all
dependent parameters stored in the block).
Array size (4 bytes): Total size of the block.
excluding block header.
Numbel' of dependencies (1 byte): Number of
useful entries in the Dependencies array.
Reserved (1 byte): Set to 0 in the current file
format. Do not change.
Dependencies (240 bytes): Array of 40 entries of 6
bytes each consisting of:
Identifier (2 bytes): Identifier of
independent parameter.
Coefficient (4 bytes): Multiplication
factor for coordinate for this axis. (See
IlFLKRIL_travindes and
IlFLKRIL_ElemPos in fileform.c.)

Array Block
An arrav block consists of a block header followed by
the numeric data.

User Data Block
Dependent Parameter Description
The description of a dependent parameter is 2·54 bytes
and consists of:
Identifier (2 bytes): Id as returned by
IlFL..RegisterDependent (A.3.5, page 77),
IlFL_GetFirstDep (A.4.7, page 80) or
IlFL_GetiextDep (A.4.8, page SO).
Name (80 bytes): Zero-delimited string containing
the name.
Unit (80 bytes): Zero-delimited string containing the
unit.
Datatype (80 bytes): See independent parameter
description.
Extrema (2 bytes): Non-zero if the extremes are
stored in the next two fields.
Minimum (16 bytes): An IlFL_iumVal
Maximum (16 bytes): An IlFL_IumVal
Array identifier (2 bytes): Identifier for the array
block in which the parameter is stored.
(Note: this is not the NUMBER of the array
block!)
Array offset (2 bytes): Offset in an entry of this
array block for this parameter.
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A user data block consists of a block header followed by
the raw dala.

Appendix B
Reference manual for the experimental OS/2 Graphics and Font
library

B.t

Introduction

Under OS/2, for now only the large model
library is available.

Grath is a simple graphics library for the IBl\1 Color
Graphics Adapter (CGA), Enhanced Graphics Adapter
(EGA), and compatibles, written by Scott Snyder. It
consists of two parts: a collection of simple primitives
and a collection of routines that emulate some of the
most cornmon functions of the popular HALO graphics
library.

Note that 9_init must be the first function in
the library to be called, and that 9_open
must be the second. When you finish with
the graphics display, you should call 9_clo,e
to reset the display to text mode.

Supported hardware

The Hershey fonts are a set of scalable vector fonts
which contain several font fanlilies and additional
symbols. Dov Grobgeld wrote a Turbo Pascal unit to
use these fonts. This unit was converted to a set of C
functions.

B.2

The Grafix library currently supports the
following graphics hardware under DOS:
IBM Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) with a
Color Display or equivalents.
IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA)
with a Enhanced Graphics Display, with a
Color Display, or with a Monochrome
Display or equivalents.

Intrinsic Grafh functions

The next two sections are a modified version of the
original documentation accompanying the Grafix
library, written by Scott Snyder.

B.2.!

Under OS/2, currently only VGA support is
available. When opening the graphics device,
identify the card as EGA and its mode as
CGA_320.

intro: introduction to graphics
functions

Colors
It should be kept in mind that the color
values which are passed to the graphics
routines and written into the graphics buffers
correspond only indirectly to the colors
actually displayed on the screen. The
mapping between color values and displayed
colors can be changed by the 9_,ethack and
9_setpa/ functions. See the colors (B.2.2,
page 89) manual page for a description of the
available colors.

DESCRIPTION

Using the library
When writing a program that uses the Grafix
library, you should include the file graf.h.
This file defines prototypes for all the
graphics functions and several symbolic
constants. When linking, simply include the
Grafix library in the list of libraries you
supply to LINI\. The small model library is
named grafix.lib, and the medium,
compact, and large model libraries are
named grafixm.Iib. grafixc.lib, and
grafixI.lib, respectively.

Note: the 9_lCthack and 9_lCtpa/ functions
are currently not available under OS/2.

B.2.2

colors: summary of displayable

colors
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function (or 9_setback for color value 0). The
default mapping is as follows:

DESCRIPTION

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CGA 320 by 200 four color mode
(DOS only)
In this mode, color value 0 is the
background. By default it is black but may
be changed by use of the 9_.etback function
to any of the following colors:
value
c%r
o black
1
blue
2
green
3
cyan
4
red
5
purple
6
brown
7
white
8
grey
9
bright blue
10
bright green
11
bright cyan
12
bright red
13
bright purple
14
bright yellow
bright white
15

9

10
11
12
13

14
15

o
1
2
3

pa/ette::: 0
background
green
red
yellow

CGA. 640 bl' 200
(DOS onlyj

tlVO

palette::: 1
background
cyan
magenta
white

EGA sixteen color mode (DOS); VGA
sixteen color mode (OS/2)
The EGA has 64 displayable colors (VGA
256),16 of which can be displayed at any
time. The displayable colors are represented
as a six-bit value with format rgbRGB,
where the intensities of the primary colors
(red, green, and blue) are in the range 0-3
and represented as the two-bit values Rr, Gg,
and Bb. The mapping of color values to these
colors can be changed using the 9_lftpa/
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black
blue
green
cyan
red
purple
brown
white
grey
bright blue
bright green
bright cyan
bright red
bright purple
bright yellow
bright white

o
1
2
3
4
5
20
7
5
57
58
59

60
61
62
63

i.tro (B 2.1, page 89).

B.2.3

g_box: draw a rectangular box

SYNOPSIS
.old g.box(xl, yl, x2, y2, color)
int Xl, yl, x2, y2;
unslgned color;

DESCRIPTION
The 9_box function draws the rectangular box
defined by the points (xl, yl) and (x2, y2) in
the current drawing buffer with color c%r. If
xor mode is on, the rectangle will be logically
xor'ed with the existing data in the buffer.

color mode

In this mode. color value 0 is the background
and is always displayed as black. Color
value 1 is the foreground and has a default
color of white. This may be changed,
however, with the 9_setpa/ function to any of
the colors listed as a CGA background color
in the previous section.

six· bit value
(EGA only)

SEE ALSO

Color values 1-3 are the foreground, and
two color mappings or "palettes" are
available. By default, palette 1 is active, but
it may be changed with the 9_setpa/ function
with the following results:
c%r value

c%r

c%r value

The following summarizes the displayable
colors in the various supported graphics
modes.

SEE ALSO
g.h.e (B.2.11 ,page 92).

B.2.4

g_circle: draw a circle

SYNOPSIS
void g_circle(x. y, r. color)
int x, y. r;
uusigned color;

DESCRIPTION
The 9.circle function draws a circle centered
on the point (x, y) with radius r. The circle

is drawn in the current drawing buffer with
color color. If xor mode is on, the circle is
logically xor'ed with the existing data in the
buffer. The radius is taken to be half of the
horizontal diameter of the circle, in pixels
(because of the graphics display's aspect
ratio, this will not in general be the same as
the vertical radius of the circle).

B.2.7

g_close: terminate graphics

drawing
SYNOPSIS
.oid g.closeO

DESCRIPTION
SEE ALSO

The 9_c/ose function terminates graphics
drawing and resets the display to SO-column
text mode.

g.ellipse (B.2.8,page 91).

B.2.5

g_clear: clear the area within the

clipping boundary to a given
color

SEE ALSO
g.lnlt (B.2.10,page 92), g.open (B.2.12,page 92).

SYNOPSIS

B.2.8

g_ellipse: draw an ellipse

void g.clear(color)

unsigned color.

SYNOPSIS
vOld g.ellipse(x. y. r .SUb.II, aspect, color)

DESCRIPTION

Int J, Y. f_sub_m.
float aspect;
unsigned color;

The 9.c/ear function sets all the pixels within
the current clipping boundary in the current
drawing buffer to color color.

DESCRIPTION
The 9.ellip.e function draws an ellipse in the
current drawing buffer with color color
centered on the point (x, y) with semi· major
axis length r_nb_rn and aspect ratio a.pect.
The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the
vertical diameter of the ellipse to its
horizontal diameter, and the semi·major axis
lengt h is half the length of the largest
diameter (which is vertical if a.spect > 1.0
and horizontal if a.spect < 1.0). If xor mode is
on, the ellipse will be logically xor'ed with
the existing data in the buffer. Note that this
routine can only be used to draw ellipses that
have their axes oriented horizontally and
vertically.

SEE ALSO
g.clearall (B.2.6,page 91), g.regtill
(B.214,page 93), g.setclip (B.2.15,page 93)

B.2.6

g.clearall: clear the entire buffer

to a specified color
SYNOPSIS
void g.clearall(color)
unsigned color;

DESCRIPTION
The 9.c/earall function sets the entire current
drawing buffer to color color, regardless of
clipping boundaries. For clearing the entire
screen, 9.c/earall should be somewhat faster
than 9_c/ear.

BUGS
The aspect ratio of the screen is not
accounted for in this routine. If you want to
have an ellipse drawn in the same shape on
all supported displays, get the display's
aspect ratio with the 9_info call and multiply
your desired aspect ratio by it before passing
it to 9_ellipse.

SEE ALSO
g.clear (B.25,page 91)

SEE ALSO
g.circle (B.2.4,page 90), g.iu1o (B.2.9,page 92).
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B.2.9

g...info: get information about the
graphics device in use

SYNOPSIS

DESCRIPTION
The 9-info function copies parameters for the
current mode and adapter into the
structure info. The g_info structure is defined
in the file graf.h as:

will attempt to determine what graphics
hardware is attached. The di5p/ay parameter
is ignored in this case and may be omitted. If
card is one of the (non-zero) symbolic
constants for graphics adapters defined in
graf.h, the graphics library assumes that
that card is attached. In this case, the
parameter di5p/ay must also be specified as
one of the symbolic constants defined in
graf.h.
Note: autodetect does not work under OS/2.
This function must be called before any
others.

struct g_info {
unsigned card;
unsigned display;
unsigned xsize, ysize;
unsigned xchsize, ychsize;
unsigned colormax;
unsigned pages;
unsigned curpage;

SEE ALSO

};

SYNOPSIS

g_op.n (B.2.12,page 92), g_clos. (B.2.7,page 91),
g_into (B.2.9,page 92).

B.2.11 g...1ine: draw a line

Card and di5p/ay contain the current types

of the graphics card and the graphics display,
respectively (the types are defined in
graf.h). X5izt and Y5iu contain the X and
Y sizes of the display, reh5izt and yeh .."
contain the size of the screen ill characters.
and c%rmar contains the maximum color
value (i.e., if there are four colors. co/armor
will be 3). Page. contains the number of
displayable pages that the graphics adapter
supports and curpagt contains the page that
is currently being displayed.
Note: under OS/2 the palette cannot be
changed and only one graphics page is
available.
G_info must be called after the display is
opened with g_open.

SEE ALSO
g_init (B.2.10,page 92), g_op.n (B.2.12,page 92).

void g_lin.(xl. yl, x2. y2. color)
lnt xl, yl. x2, y2,
unSlgn.d color.

DESCRIPTION
The g_/ine function draws a line in the
current drawing buffer with color c%r
between the points (xl, yl) and (x2, y2). If
xor mode is on, the line is logically xor'ed
with the existing data in the buffer.

SEE ALSO
g_box (B.2.3,page 90), g_point (B.2.13,page 93).

B.2.12 g_open: turn on graphics mode
and prepare for drawing
SYNOPSIS

B.2.10 g...init: initialize the graphics
library
.nsign.d lIod.;

SYNOPSIS
DESCRIPTION
.nsign.d card. display.

DESCRIPTION
The 9_init function initializes the graphics
library for the graphics card and display in
use. If g_init is called with card set to zero. it
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The g_open function switches the display to a
graphics mode and prepares the graphics
routines for drawing. The interpretation of
the mode parameter is device-dependent.
Currently, on the CGA, mode = CGA_640 is
the 640 by 200 two color mode, and
mode = CGA_320 is the 320 by 200 four

color mode. The CGA_640 and CGA_920
constants are defined in graf.h. On the EGA
under DOS and the VGA under OS/2, the
modo parameter is ignored, and the display
is opened in the 640 by 350 (EGA) or 640 by
480 (VGA) sixteen color mode using the
Enhanced Color Display, the 640 by 200
sixteen color mode using the Color Display,
and the 640 by 350 monochrome mode using
the Monochrome Display. To use an EGA in
a CGA mode, pass CGA as the card
parameter to g.init.
Besides setting the graphics mode, the
g.opon function also clears the screen, resets
the color mapping to the default, turns off
xor mode and screen buffering, and resets the
clipping boundaries to the physical
boundaries of the screen.
This function must be called after g_i"it, and
before any other graphics functions.

DESCRIPTION
The g.rogfi/l function sets all the points in
the current drawing buffer within the
rectangle defined by the points (r 1, Y1 ) and
(r2, y2) (and within the CUITent clipping
boundary) to color color.

BUGS
Doesn't support xor mode

SEE ALSO
g_clur (B.2.5,page 91).

B.2.15 g...setclip: set the clipping
boundaries
SYNOPSIS

SEE ALSO
g_lnlt (B.2 lO,page (2), g_clos. (B.2.i,page (1),
g_lnfo (B.2.9.page 92)

B.2.13 g_point: plot a point
SYNOPSIS
void g.point(x, y. color)
1M

x. y,

u.nsigned color;

DESCRIPTION
The g.point function sets the point (x, y) in
the current drawing buffer to color color. If
xor mode is on, the point is xor'ed with Il, ..
existing data in the buffer.

SEE ALSO
g.lin. (B.2.11 ,page 92)

vo ld g.setcl ip(xl. yl. x2. )'2)
1M

XI. yl. x2. y2;

DESCRIPTION
The g.Htclip function restricts drawing to
the rectangular area defined by the points
(xl, yl) and (r2, y2). Points that lie outside
this rectangle (the "clipping boundaries")
will be protected from change by any the
routines that respect the clipping boundaries.
The clipping boundaries cannot be set
outside of the physical screen. The functions
which respect the clipping boundaries are
g.box, g_circle, g.c/ear, g.e/lipH, g./ine,
g_point, and g_regfi/l.

B.2.16 g.setxor: turn xor mode on or off
SYNOPSIS
void g_s.txor(fhg)
.n$lgn.d flag;

B.2.14 g...regfill: fill a rectangular
region with a color
SYNOPSIS
void g.r8gfill(xl. yl, x2. y2. color)
int XI. )'1, x2, y2;
.nsigud color;

DESCRIPTION
The g.Htror function turns xor mode on
if flag is non-zero, or off if flag is zero. When
xor mode is off, drawn objects are simply
written over existing data in the drawing
buffer. But if xor mode is on, drawn objects
are logically xor'ed with the existing data.
Thus if an object is drawn twice in a row in
exactly the same position with xor mode on,
il will be completely erased after the second
drawing and the image on the screen restored
to its state previous to the first drawing.
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position (row, col) with color color. If page is
-I, the character is written to the current
drawing buffer; otherwise it is written to
page page (note: trus is not supported with
the CGA, as it only has one page).

Trus makes xor mode useful for animation
and other effects. Functions wruch support
xor mode are g_box, g_circle, g_ellip5e, g_line,
and g_point.

The characters are written from left to right,
top to bottom. If the writing goes off the
right edge of the screen, it continues at the
beginning of the next line. If the writing goes
off the bottom of the screen, the function is
aborted.

B.2.17 g_writech: write a character
SYNOPSIS
,oid g_vritech(rov. col. ch. color. page)

The only special characters recognized are
newline (octal 12), wruch causes the writing
to wrap around to the beginning of the next
line, and carriage return (octal IS) wruch is
simply ignored.

unsigned row ~ col;
cbar cb;

unsigned color;
i.t page;

DESCRIPTION
The g_writech function writes the single
character ch at character position (row, col)
with color color. If page is -1, the character
is writ ten to the current drawing buffer;
otherwise it is written to page page (note:
trus is not supported with the eGA, as it
only has one page).
Note: Under OS/2, g_llri tech uses Hershey
font Hersheyromans with glyph size (S, 7) to
produce the text. See the bitmap character
functions for fast text output. Under OS/2
the page parameter has no meaning.

BUGS
\\'ith the CGA adapter, the page parameter
is ignored.
Xor mode is not supported.
Clipping boundaries are not respected.
Under OS/2, the page parameter has no
meaning.

SEE ALSO
g_vntoch (B.2 li,page (4)

BUGS
With the CGA adapter, the page parameter
is ignored.

B.3

Halo emulation library

B.3.1

halo: introduction to halo
emulation library

Xor mode is not supported.
Clipping boundaries are not respected.

SEE ALSO
g_vritestr (B.2.l8,page (4)

DESCRIPTION

B.2.18 g_writestr: write a string teletype
style
SYNOPSIS
void g_vritestr(rov, col,

S,

color, page)

.DSig.ed rov. col;
char *,;
uusig.ed color;
i.t page;

DESCRIPTION
The g_write8tr writes the null-terminated
string pointed to by 5 starting at character
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The halo emulation library is a collection of
routines that emulate some of the most
frequently used routines of the popular
HALO graphics library. It was written to
assist in converting HALO programs to the
Grafix library.
To use the halo functions, you should include
the file halo.h at the start of your program
and link with the graprucs library as usual.
Most of t.hese functions are fairly
straightforward; however, there are a few
things you should be aware of. First of all,
and probably most important, all the
parameters to all the halo routines must be
passed by reference, i.e., you must pass
pointers to the desired arguments to the
graphics routines, not the arguments

themselves. Second, the halo routines
remember one point, called the graphics
cursor, and a color, called the current
drawing color. The halo drawing routines use
these values instead of explicitly passed
parameters in many instances. They may be
set with the movab6, movrel, and 6etc%r
functions. And third, the halo drawing
routines always take world coordinates, never
device coordinates (as is possible in the
original HALO library).

B.3.2

B.3.4

coordinates: coordinate systems
used

DESCRIPTION
The halo routines utilize three different
coordinate systems: device, normalized
device, and world. The following sections
explain these coordinate systems and their
interrelationships.

box: draw a rectangular box

SYNOPSIS
.oid bo.(.I. yl, .2. y2)
float *.1. *yl •••2 •• y2.

DESCRIPTION
The box function draws the rectangular box
defined by the points ( *xl, *111) and ( *x2,
*112) (in world coordinates) in the current
drawing buffer with the current drawing
color. If xor mode is on, the rectangle is
logically xor'ed with the existing data in the
buffer.

Device coordinates
The first and simplest coordinate system is
device coordinates. In device coordinates, the
origin is at the upper left corner of the screen
and the axes are scaled in pixels. Thus in the
four-color mode of the CGA, for example,
device coordinates range from (0, 0) to (319,
199). All the graphics routines listed in
section 1 of this manual use device
coordinates. Device coordinates are always
expressed as integers.
(0.0)

(319, 0)

Device coordinates

SEE ALSO
S_bo. (B.2.3,page 90).

B.3.3

cir: draw a circle

(0, 199)

(319,199)

SYNOPSIS
void cir(r)

float .r,

DESCRIPTION
The g_cir function draws a circle centered on
the current graphics cursor with radius r (in
world coordinates). The circle is drawn in the
current drawing buffer with the current
drawing color. If xor mode is on, the circle is
logically xor'ed with the existing data in the
buffer. The radius is taken to be half of the
horizontal diameter of the circle, in world
coordinates.

Normalized device coordinates
In normalized device coordinates, the origin
is still the upper left corner of the screen, but
the point (1.0, 1.0) is fixed at the lower right
Corner. This allows one to specify coordinates
without knowing the physical size of the
screen. Normalized device coordinates are
always expressed as Boats.
(0.0, 0.0)

(1.0,0.0)

Normalized device coordinates
SEE ALSO
g_circl. (B.2.4,page 90).

(0.0, 1.0)

(1.0, 1.0)
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World coordinates

-50.0.
,12" 100.0;
)'2 • 50.0;

}J ..

In world coordinates you can set up a
coordinate system with an arbitrary offset
and scale. For example, if you want to have
the x coordinates range from -100 to +100
and the y coordinates range from -50 to
+50, you would call the .f/world function as
follows:

/- uppu' ritbt COnlU -/

utworldlhJ. Iyl, h2, 1)'2);

This results in the following:
(-100.0,50.0)

(100.0, 50.0)

-----------,---------,

xl E -100.0; /* lover left corner */
)'1
-50.0;
x2
100.0; /* upper right corner */
)'2 .. 50.0;
setvorldCaxl, ayl, ax2, ay2);

Viewport

(-100.0, -50.0)

(100.0, -50.0)

This sequence results in the following
situation:
(-100.0,50.0)

(100.0,50.0)

Note that the viewport corners are specified
using normalized device coordinates.
\Vorld coordinates

SEE ALSO

(-100.0, -50.0)

m.pdton (B.3.8, page 97), ...pdtov (B.3.9,
page 97), m.pntod (B.3.10, page 97), ".pntov
(B3 11, page 98), ...pvtod (B.3.12, page 98),
...pvton (B.3.13, page 98), •• tvorId (B.3.18,
page 99), •• tyiOVport (B.3.17, page 99).

(100.0, -50.0)

Coordinate transformations
The following routines are available for
converting points from one coordinate system
to another:

B.3.5

routines
SYNOPSIS

mapdton - converl device to normalized
device coordinates
mapdlow - convert device to world
coordinates

halo-init: initialize the halo

YOld h.10.lnitO

DESCRIPTION

mapntod - convert normalized device to
device coordinates

The halo_init function initializes the halo
routines, resets the viewport to the entire
screen, and resets world coordinates to device
coordinates (i.e., x coordinates range from 0
to the x size of the device, similarly for y
coordinates). It also moves the graphics
cursor to (0, 0) and sets the current drawing
color to O. This function must be called after
every call to g_open and before any other
halo routines are used.

mapntow - convert normalized device to
world coordinates
mapwtod - convert world to device
coordinates
mapwton - convert world to normalized
device coordinates

Viewports
Viewports allow one to draw only on a
portion of the screen. For example, if we
wanted the same coordinate system as we
had in the last example but we wanted to use
only the upper left corner of the screen, we
could use:
xl • 0.0;
)' 1 • 0.0;
.12 • 0.5;
'12 • 0.5;
( • ·1:

/ .. upp.r

h1~

/- lawn rltbt

eorur 01 Yl.i1port in IIDe -/
COrtlU 01

g.open (B.2.12,page 92).

B.3.6

lnabs: draw a line to a specified

point

yuvport in 'OC -,

,- DO bord.,. or clu.nnt .}
UtyuwpoTl(hJ. Ill, '.12, l)'~. Ie. Ie);
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SEE ALSO

SYNOPSIS

void lnabs(x. y)

DESCRIPTION

float ox. oy;

The mapdton function converts the device
coordinates (·dx, ·dy) to the corresponding
normalized device coordinates (·nx, ·ny).

DESCRIPTION
The Inab. function draws a line from the
current graphics cursor position to the
point (Ox, ·lI) in world coordinates and the
graphics cursor is set to (·x, ·lI). The line is
drawn in the current drawing buffer with the
current drawing color. If xor mode is on the
line is logically xor'ed with the existing data
in the buffer.

SEE ALSO
coordinaus (B.3.4, page 95), mapdtov (B.3.9,
page 97), mapntod (B.3.IO, page 97), mapntov
(B.3.11, page 98), mapvtod (B.3.12, page 98),
map.ton (B.3.13, page 98), setvorld (B.3.18,
page 99), •• tvi••port (B.3.17, page 99).

B.3.9
SEE ALSO
g_lin. (B.2.11,page 92), Inr.l (B.3 7, page 97).

mapdtow: map device to world
coordinates

SYNOPSIS
void mapdtov(dx. dy. vx. vy)

B.3.7

Inrel: draw a line relative to the
current graphics cursor position

SYNOPSIS
void InI01(dx, dy)
float odx, ody.

DESCRIPTION
The InTel function draws a line from the
current graphics cursor to the point
(C"T_X + ·dx, C"T_lI + ·dy) in world
coordinates, where (C"T_X, C"T_Y) is the
current posi tion of the graphic cursor. After
the line is drawn, the graphics cursor is
moved to (C"T_X + ·dx, C"T_y + ·dy). The
line is drawn in the current drawing buffer
with the current drawing color. If xor mode
is on the line is logically xor'ed with the
existing data in the buffer.

int odx. ody,
float o.x. ovy;

DESCRIPTIO'"
The mapdtow function converts the device
coordinates (·dx, ·dy) to the corresponding
world coordinates (·wx, ·wy).

SEE ALSO
coordinaus (B3.4, page 95), mapdton (B.3.8,
page 97), mapntod (B.3.IO, page 97), mapnto.
(B 311, page 98), mapvtod (B.3.12, page 98),
map.ton (B3 13, page 98), .. tvorld (B.3.18,
page 99), •• tvi••port (B.3.17, page 99).

B.3.10 mapntod: map normalized device
to device coordinates
Sl'NOPSIS
void lIapntod(nx. ny. dx. dy)

SEE ALSO
gJino (B.2.11,page 92), lnabs (B.3.6, page 96).

B.3.8

mapdton: map device to
normalized device coordinates

SYNOPSIS

float on. ony;
int .dx, *dy;

DESCRIPTION
The mapntod function converts the
normalized device coordinates ("nx, "nll) to
the corresponding device coordinates ("dx,
·dy).

void lIapdton(dx. dy, nx, ny)
lnt *dJ.. *dy;

float *nx. -ny;

SEE ALSO
coordlnaus (B.3.4, page 95), mapdton (B.3.8,
page 97), mapdto. (B.3.9, page 97), mapnto.
(B.311, page 98), map.tod (B.3.12, page 98),
lIapvton (B.3.13, page 98), setvorld (B.3.18,
page 99), .. tvi•• port (B.3.17, page 99).
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B.3.1l mapntow: map normalized device
to world coordinates
SYNOPSIS

DESCRIPTION
The mapwton function converts the world
coordinates ("wx, "wy) to the corresponding
normalized device coordinates ("nx, "ny).

void mapntov(nx, ny, vx, vy)
float .nx ••ny;
floa.t

."1 ~

SEE ALSO

*"y;

coordinatos (B.3.4, page 95), aapdton (B.3.8,
page 97), mapdtov (B.3.9, page 97), map"tod
(B.3.IO, page 97), mapntov (B.3.ll, page 98),
mapvtod (B.3.12, page 98), senorld (B.3.18,
page 99), setyievport (B.3.17, page 99).

DESCRIPTION
The mapntow function converts the
normalized device coordinates ("nx, "ny) to
the corresponding world coordinates ("wx,

"wy).

B.3.14 movabs: move the graphics cursor
to a specified point
SYNOPSIS

SEE ALSO
coordlnatos (B.3.4, page 95), mapdton (B.3.8,
page 97), mapdtov (B.3.9, page 97), mapntod
(B.3 10, page 97), mapvtod (B3 12, page 98),
mapvton (B 3.13, page 98), setvorld (B.3 18,
page 99), setyuvport (B317, page 99)

void moyabs(x, y)
float .x, .y;

DESCRIPTION

B.3.12 mapwtod: map world to device
coordinates

The movabs function moves the graphics
cursor to the position ("x, "y) in world
coordinates.

SYNOPSIS
YOld mapvtod( .. , vy. dx, dy)
float

."1 .• "y;

SEE ALSO
movrel (B.3.15, page 98).

int .dx ••dy;

DESCRIPTION
The mapwtod function converts the world
coordinates ("wx, "wy) to the corresponding
device coordinates ("dx. "dy),

B.3.15 movrel: move the graphics cursor
relatively
SYNOPSIS
YOld movrel(dx, dy)
float .dx . •dy.

SEE ALSO
coordinatu (B.3.4, page 95). mapdton (B.3.8,
page 97), mapdtov (B.3.9, page 97), mapntod
(B.3.IO, page 97), mapntov (B3.11, page 98),
mapvton (B.3.13, page 98). setvorld (B.3.18,
page 99), setyievport (B.3.17, page 99).

B.3.13 mapwton: map world to normalized
device coordinates
SYNOPSIS
YO id mapvton (vx, vy. nx, ny)
float .vx, .vy;
flo>.t .nx, .ny;
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DESCRIPTION
The movTeI function moves the graphics
cursor to the position (CUT-z + "dx,
CUT_Y + "dy) in world coordinates where
(CUT_X, CUT_Y) is the current position of the
graphics cursor.

SEE ALSO
monbs (B.3.14, page 98)

B.3.16 set color: sets the current
drawing color

SEE ALSO
coordInate. (B.3.4, page 95), let.ie.port
(B.3.17, page 99).

SYNOPSIS
void aetcolor(c)

B.3.19 setxor: turn xor mode on or off
SYNOPSIS
void setxor(flag)

DESCRIPTION
The sftcolor function sets the current
drawing color to c. If c is greater than the
maximum color value available on the
graphics device in use, the maximum value is
used instead.

int oflag;

DESCRIPTION
The setxor function turns xor mode on if
·fia.g is non-zero, or off if ·fiag is zero.
'When xor mode is off, drawn objects are
simply written over existing data in the
drawing buffer. But if XOr mode is on, drawn
objects are logically xor'ed with the existing
data. Thus if an object is drawn twice in a
row in exactly the same position with xor
mode on, it will be completely erased after
the second drawing and the image on the
screen restored to its state previous to the
first drawing. This makes xor mode useful for
animation and other effects. Functions which
support xor mode are g_box, g.circlf,
g_ellipse, g_linc, g_point, box, cir, Inabs, and
Inrel.

B.3.17 setviewport: set the active
viewport
SYNOPSIS
void .et.ievport(xl, yl, x2, y2, border, backgnd)
float oxl, oyl, ox2. oy2.
lnt .border . • backgnd.

DESCRIPTION
The sftvifwport function sets the viewport
and the clipping boundaries to the
rectangular area defined by the points (x I,
yI) and (xE, yE) in normalized device
coordinates. If Lord er is not -1, a bordel' of
color border will be drawn around the
viewport. (if there is room for it), and
if backgnd is not -1, the interior of the
viewport will be cleared to color Lackgnd.

B.4

Hershey Fonts

This section contains a modified version of the original
documentation accompanying the Usenet distribution
of the Hershey fonts at
camp. sources. unix/volume5/hersh. tar.Z by James
Hurt.

SEE ALSO
g_utclip (B.2.15,page 83), coordinate. (B.34.
page 95), snvorld (B.3.18, page fl9)

B.3.18 setworld: set world coordinates
SYNOPSIS
void setvorld(xl, yl, x2, y2)
float ox I, oyl, oX2, oy2;

B.4.1

Use restriction

This distribution of the Hershey Fonts may be used by
anyone for any purpose, commercial or otherwise,
providing that:
1.

The following acknowledgements must be
distributed with the font data:
e
The Hershey Fonts were originally
created by Dr. A. V. Hershey while
working at the U. S. National Bureau
of Standards.
e
The format of the Font data in this
distribution was originally created by

DESCRIPTION
The Sf two rid function changes the current
world coordinate system. The world
coordinates of the lower left corner of the
viewport become (xl, yI), and the world
coordinates of the upper right corner of the
viewport become (x2, y2).

James Hurt
Cognition, Inc.
900 Technology Park Drive
Billerica, MA 01821
(mit -eddie!ci-dandelion!hurt)
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2.

The font data in this distribution may be
converted into any other format EXCEPT
the fonnat distributed by the U.S. NTIS
(which organization holds the rights to the
distribution and use of the font data in that
particular fonnat). Not that anybody would
really want to Use their format. .. each point
is described in eight bytes as "xxx yyy:",
where xxx and yyy are the coordinate values
as ASCII numbers.

PLEASE be reassured: The legal implications of
NTIS' attempt to control a particular form of the
Hershey Fonts are troubling. HOWEVER: We have
been endlessly and repeatedly assured by NTIS that
they do not care what we do with our version of the
font data, they do not want to know about it, they
understand that we are distributing this information all
over the world, etc etc etc ... but because it isn't in their
exact distribution fonnat, they just don't care!'! So go
ahead and use the data with a clear conscience! (If you
feel bad about it. take a smaller deductioH for
something on your taxes next week ... )

BA.2

General Description

The Hershey Fonts:
•

•

•

•

•

are a set of more than 2000 glyph (symbol)
descriptions in vector ( < I, Y >
point-tcrpoint) format
can be grouped as almost 20 'occidental'
(English, Greek, Cyrillic) fonts, 3 or more
'oriental' (Kanji, Hiragana, and Katakana)
fonts, and a few hundred miscellaneous
symbols (mathematical, musical,
cartographic, etc etc)
are suitable for typographic quality output
On a vector device (such as a plotter) when
used at an appropriate scale.
were digitized by Dr. A. V. Hershey while
working for the U.S. Government National
Bureau of Standards (NBS).
are in the public domain, with a few caveats:
They are available from NTIS
(National Technicallnfo. Service) in a
computer-readable from which is not in
the public domain. This format is
described in a hardcopy publication
"Tables of Coordinates for Hershey's
Repertory of Occidental Type Fonts
and Graphic Symbols" available from
NTIS for less than $20 US (phone
number +1 703 48i 4763).
NTIS does not care about and doesn't
want to know about what happens to
Hershey Font data that is not
distributed in their exact format.
This distribution is not in the NTIS
format, and thus is only subject to the
simple restriction described at the top
of this file.

Hard Copy samples of the Hershey Fonts are best
obtained by purchasing the book described above from
NTIS. It contains a sample of all of the Occidental
symbols (but none of the Oriental symbols).
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BA.3

Font description

This section provides a brief description of the contents
of the Occidental Hershey Font Files. For a complete
listing of the fonts in hard copy, order NBS Special
Publication 424, "A contribution to computer
typesetting techniques: Tables of Coordinates for
Hershey's Repertory of Occidental Type Fonts and
Graphic Symbols". You can get it from NTIS (phone
number is +1 7034874763) for less than twenty dollars
US. A hard copy of these fonts can also be found in
appendix B.9.

Basic Glyph (symbol) data
hersh.ocl
hersh.oc2
hersh.oc3
hersh.oc4

numbers
numbers
numbers
numbers

1 to 1199
1200 to 2499
2500 to 3199
3200 to 3999

These four files contain approximately 19 different fonts
in the A-Z alphabet plus greek and cyrillic, along with
hundreds of special symbols, described generically
below.
There are also four files of Oriental fonts
(hersh.or[l-4]). These files contain symbols from three
Japanese alphabets (Kanji, Hiragana, and Katakana).
It is unknown what other symbols may be contained
therein. nor is it known what order the symbols are in
(I don't know Japanese!).
The rest of this section deals with the Occidental fiJes.

BAA

Fonts

RomaH: Plain, Simplex, Duplex, Complex Small,
Complex, Triplex
Italic: Complex Small, Complex, Triplex
Script.: Simplex. Complex
Got.hic: German, English, Italian
Greek: Plain. Simplex, Complex Small, Complex
Cyrillic: Complex
A hardcopy of the available fonts can be found in
appendix B.8.

B.4.5

Symbols

Mathematical (227-229,232,727-779,732,737740.1227-1270,2227-2270, .
1294-1412,2294-2295,2401-2412)
Daggers (for footnotes, etc) (1276-1279,2276-2279)
Astronomical (1281-1293,2281-2293)
Astrological (2301-2312)
Musical (2317-2382)
Typesetting (fIl,fi,fi sorts of things) (miscellaneous
places)
Miscellaneous (mostly in 741-909, but also
elsewhere):
•
Playing card suits
•
Meteorology
•
Graphics (lines, curves)
•
Electrical
•
Geometric (shapes)

•
•
•
•

•
B.4.6

Cartographic
Naval
Agricultural
Highways
Etc ...

Dov Grobgeld
Department of Chemical Physics
The Weizmann Institute of Science
Israel
(dov@menora. weizmann.&c.i1)

ASCII sequence translation files

The Hershey glyphs, while in a particular order, are not
in an ASCII sequence. I have provided translation files
that give the sequence of glyph numbers that will most
closely approximate the ASCII printing sequence (from
space through -, with the degree circle tacked on at the
end) for each of the above fonts:
File names are made up of fffffftt . hmp,
where ffffff is the font style, one of:
roman Roman
greek Greek
italic Italic
script Script
cyril Cyrillic (some characters not placed in
the ASCII sequence)
gothgr Gothic German
gothgb Gothic English
gothit Gothic Italian
and tt is the font type, one of:
p Plain (very small. no lower case)
s Simplex (plain, normal size, no serifs)
d Duplex (normal size, no serifs, doubled
lines)
c Complex (normal size, serifs, doubled lines)
t Triplex (normal size, serifs. tripled lines)
cs Complex Small (Complex, smaller than
normal size)
The three sizes are coded with particular base line
(bottom of a capital letter) and cap line (top of a
capital letter) values for 'y':
Size

Base Line

Cap Line

Very Small
Small
Normal

-5

+4

~

+7
+12

-9

and was put in the public domain, to be used for any
purpose whatsoever. The author is not liable for any
damage, or monetary loss caused by the use of the
program.

B.5.1

SYNOPSIS
void bershey.init(void);

DESCRIPTION
hershey ..init sets the initial color to WHITE,
moves to position (0,0), chooses the
Hersheyrornans font, sets the glyph size to
(5.5), the angle to 0, the justification to
(-1,0) and the size/aspect ratio to (640,1).

SEE ALSO
hersheysetcolor (B.5.16, page 104), bersheymove
(B.5.10, page 103), bersheysetfont (B.5.9,
page 103), hersheyletglyphlize (B.5.6,
page 102), hersheyseungle (B5.14, page 104),
hersheysetstnngJustify (B.5.15, page 104),
hersheysetmux (B.5.7, page 102).

B.5.2

hersheyloadglyphs: Initializes
the in-memory structures for
Hershey fonts

SYNOPSIS
void hersheyloadglyphl(void);

(Note: some glyphs in the 'Very Small' fonts are
actually 'Small')
The top line and bottom line, which are normally used
to define vertical spacing, are not given. Maybe
somebody can determine appropriate values for these!

hershey-init: set up some initial
values for the Hershey functions

DESCRIPTION
henheyloadglyphs initializes the in-memory
structures for the Hershey fonts, contained in
the graphics library.

The left line and right line, which are used to define
horizontal spacing, are provided with each character in
the database.
BUGS

B.5

Hershey font functions

These functions are ported from Turbo Pascal to C,
using Samuel H. Smith's Turbo Pascal to C translator
version 1.7. The original TPHersh version 0.1 beta,
dated September 9, 1991, Was written by:

Since we also have a separate hersheyinit
function, these two functions should be
merged.

SEE ALSO
bershey-ait (B.5 1, page 101),
hersheydilposetont (B.5.8, page 103).
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B.5.3

hersheydisplayglyph: display a
glyph (i.e. Hershey symbol)

SEE ALSO
hersheyouttextxy (B.5.4, page 102).

SYNOPSIS
void hershoydisplayglyphCint glyphnuUl);

B.5.6

hersheysetglyphsize: set the
width and the height of the
characters

DESCRIPTION
hersheydisplayglyph displays glyph
glyphnum at the current position in the
current size and rotation. It updates the
Hershey current position to fit for the next
character.

SYNOPSIS
void hersheysetgl yphsize Cdouble u,
double ys);

SEE ALSO
Appendix B8 for a hardcopy of all available
glyphs by number

B.5.4

DESCRIPTION
hersheysetglyphsize sets the width (r5)
and the height (Y5) of the characters. The
size is gi ven in Percent of the external
Hershey character box with respect to the
maximal x position.

hersheyouttextxy: output a text
string at specified location

Note that most characters don't fill their
character boxes and thus will be much
smaller than what might be believed.

SYNOPSIS
void hersheyouttextxY(lnt x.
lnt Y.
char os),

Also note that both the height and width are
given in terms of percent of the maximal x
value. The aspect ratio can be modified by
the function hersheysetmaxx.

DESCRIPTION
hersheyouttextxy outputs the string 5 at
position (r,y) in the current font and in the
current string justification, symbol size,
rotation and color. Calling hersheyouttextxy
is equivalent to calling hersheyroove, followed
by hersheyoutt ext.

SEE ALSO
hersheymo.e (B.5.10, pag" 103), hersheyouttext
(B.55, page 102)

B.5.5

hersheyouttext: output a text
string at current text location

SYNOPSIS

SEE ALSO
hersheysetUlux (B.5.7, page 102).

B.5.7

hersheysetmaxx: set the maximum
x value and aspect ratio

SYNOPSIS
void hershey.etUluzCdoublo ...xx,
double upoctutio);

DESCRIPTION
hersheysetlllaxx sets the maximum x value
and the aspect ratio which are used in the
calculation of the glyph size.

void heraheyonttextCchar os);

DESCRIPTION

SEE ALSO
hersheysetglyphsize (B.5.6, page 102).

hersheyouttext outputs the string 5 at the
current Hershey text position in the current
font and in the current string justification,
symbol size, rotation and color,
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B.5.8

hersheydisposefont: clean up

in-memory structure

vOld hersheymove (lnt x.
in t y);

SYNOPSIS
DESCRIPTION
void horshoydisposofont(Yoid);

hersheymove sets the new Hershey current
text position to (x,y).

DESCRIPTION
hersheydisposefont removes the in-memory
structures created by hersheyloadglyphs.

SEE ALSO
horshoyouttextxy (8.5.4, page 102).

SEE ALSO

B.5.1l hersheyglyphwidth: return the
horshoyloadglyphs (B.5.2, page 101).

B.5.9

hersheysetfont: change the

current Hershey font

width of a glyph
SYNOPSIS
doublo hershoyglyphVldth(int glyphnum);

SYNOPSIS
void horshoysetfont(yoid .pfont).

DESCRIPTION
hersheyglyphllidth returns the width of
glyph glyphnum.

DESCRIPTION
hersheysetfont set s the current font used by
hersheyouttext. hersheyouttextxy and
hersheystring>1idth. Argument plont is a
pointer to an array of 128 integers. of which
offsets 32 to 12i represent the number of the
glyph corresponding with an ASCII character
in the current font. In the header files, the
following arrays are predefined (see also
subsection 8.4.6);
predehned font

de.coption

HeuheYC)'lilc
Heube Y.«Olh gbt
Henbeygo\bgr\
Hersheygo\hill
Heuhe)'greekp
Herahe)'greekl
HfOnheygreekcl
Heuhe)'greekc
Henheyita.hcci
Heuheyita.licc
Henheyita.hc\
Heraheyroma.np
Henheyroma.DJ
Heuhe)·roma.ud
Henbeyroma.nci
Henbeyroma.nc
HfOubeyroma.nt
HeflheYlcriptl
Huebey,cliptc

CpiHi<: Complex
Gothl.: Englilh Tuple.
Gothic Germ .. n Tnplex
GothIC Ita-h.n Triple.
Greek Plain
Greek Simplex
Greek Complex Small
Greek Complex
Ita-lie Complex Sma.ll
It.lie Comple:-:
Ju.lie Triplex
Rom .. n Plain
ROmo.b Simplex
Rom .. n Duplex
Rom .. n Complex Sm .. n
RomA.n Complex
Rom .. n Triplex
Rom .. n Script Simplex
Rom. .. n Script Com.plex

SEE ALSO
hershoystnngvidth (B.5.12, page 103),
hershoyglyphheight (8.5.13, page 103)

B.5.12 hersheystringwidth: return the

width of a string
SYNOPSIS
double borsheystringvidth(char .s);

DESCRIPTION
hersheystringvidth returns the width of the
string. with respect to the current font.

SEE ALSO
SEE ALSO
Appendix B.8 for a hard copy of the available
glyphs by font, hershoyouttext (85.5.
page 102), horshoyouttextxy (8 5.4, page 102),
horshoystringvidth (8.512, page 103).

hershoyglyphvidth (8.5.11, page 103),
hershoyglyphhoight (B.5.13, page 103),
hersheysetfont (B.5.9, page 103).

B.5.13 hersheyglyphheight: return the

height of a glyph
B.5.10 hersheymove: set the current

Hershey text position
SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS
double horshoyglyphhoight(int glyphnum);
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DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

hersheysetcolor sets the current color index
to color. The following color indices are
predefined in the header file: BLACK, BLUE,
GREEI,CYAI, RED, MAGEITA, BROWI,LIGHTGRAY,
DARKGRAY, LIGHTBLUE,LIGHTGREEI,
LIGHTCYAI, LIGHTRED,LIGHTMAGEITA, YELLOW,
WHITE.

hersheyglyphheight returns the height of
glyph glyphnum.

SEE ALSO
herlheyglyphwidth (B.511, page 103),
heraheystringwidth (B.5.12, page 103).

B.5.14 hersheysetangle: set the font
rotation angle

B.6

Bitmapped fonts

In addition to Hershey fonts, our graphics library also
SYNOPSIS
void horshoysotangle(double thota).

DESCRIPTION

supports bitmapped fonts. They are based on the text
routines in Gra{demo. Two flavours are provided: 'raw'
routines for fast output and 'fancy' routines with more
capabilities.

B.6.1

hersheysetangle sets the angle of writing to
th eta degrees.

setfont: set the bitmapped font
height

SYNOPSIS

B.5.15 hersheysetstringjustify: sets the
justification of strings
SYNOPSIS

void utfont(int height);

DESCRIPTION
setfont selects one of the three bitmapped
fonts a\'ailable in the VGA video bios. Since
all fonts are 8 pixels wide, the font Can be
specified by its height, which can be 8 (CGA
font), 14 (EGA font) or 16 (VGA font).

void hersheysetstnngjustify(lnt honzontal.
lnt vertica.l),

DESCRIPTION
hersheysetst ringjust ify changes the
justification of a string as follows:
for horizontal values:

BUGS
setfont does not check the height argument
for validity.

-1: Left justify the string (default)
0: Center justify the string
1: Right justify the string
for tlertical values:
-1: Justify the string at the bottom
0: Center justify the string
1: Top justify the string
Note that hersheysetstringjustify only
effects the string functions. It has no effect
on the justification of hersheydisplayglyph.

B.5.16 hersheysetcolor: set the current
color
SYNOPSIS

SEE ALSO
write-char (B.6.2, page 104), write-tnt (B.6.3,
page lOS), attr-char (B.6.4, page 105),
attr-telt (B65, page lOS).

B.6.2

vri te-char: write a character in
the current bit mapped font

SYNOPSIS
YO id vr i t4l_char (int J._pOB.

int y_pOI.
int c.

void hersheysotcolor(int color);
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int color);

B.6.4

DESCRIPTION
'IIri te..char writes character c at the screen
so that the top-left pixel is at (x_pos,y_pos).
color contains the encoded value for
foregroWld and backgroWld color:
color

attr-char: write a bitmapped
character with attributes

SYNOPSIS
Yoid a.ttr_cha.r(int X_pOI,

= 256 .. background + foreground

int y_po••
int c,
int color.

If the foregroWld color equals the backgroWld
color, the character is written in xor-mode
with foregroWld color on a transparent
backgroWld. This feature can be used for
marker text, since writing xor'ed text twice
removes the text and restores the original
backgroWld.

int dbll,
int dbly.
int rot);

DESCRIPTION
attr_char performs 'IIrite..char(x_pos,y_pos,
c,color) with some enhancements. First of
all, the x position is not rOWlded down to the
next multiple of 8, which allows
pixel-accurate positioning of the character.
Next, the flags dblx, dbly and rot indicate
optional special operations to be perfonned
before displaying the character:

BUGS
The x position is rounded down to a multiple
of 8 before writing the character. (The y
position remains intac!.) Thus the screen is
automatically divided into 80 columns. Use
att r _char if you want to be able to
determine the x position exactly.

d blx: If this argument is non-zero, the width
of the character is doubled to provide
16 pixels wide characters.
dbly: If this argument is non-zero, the
height of the character is doubled to
change the effective font height to 16,
28 or 32. (Note that the 16 pixel high
font obtained by Il8tfont (8) and
set ting this flag is different from the
intrinsic 16 pixel high font.)
rot: If this argument is non-zero, the
character is rotated 90 degrees AFTER
performing the other attributes.

SEE ALSO
•• tfont (8.6.1, page 104), WIlte-text (B.6.3,
page 105), ..nr-char (B.6.4, page 105),
>.ttr-tnt (B.6.5, page 105).

B.6.3

write-text: write a string in the
current bitmapped font

SYNOPSIS
vOld write_text(int x_pos,

BUGS

int y_pos,

attr..char is much slower than 'IIrite..char.
The internal operation should be speeded up!

cha.r .text.

int color);

DESCRIPTION
'IIri te_text writes strmg text at the screen
using consecutive calls to 'IIrite..char,
incrementing the x position by 8 pixels after
every character. No wrapping occurs when
writing to the screen. If the rightmost
column is reached, remaining characters in
text are not written at all.
Note: because of screen locking techniques,
using 'IIrite_text for displaying a sequence of
characters is much faster than making
individual calls to 'llTite..char for every
character.

SEE ALSO

SEE ALSO
•• tfont (B 6.1, page 104), write-char (B.6.2,
page 104), >.ttr-tnt (B.6.5, page 105).

B.6.5

attr-text: write a bitmapped
string with attributes

SYNOPSIS
void >.ttr_tnt(int I_pO••
int y_po••
cha.r _text,

int color,

int dhll,
int dbly.
int rot);

•• ttont (B.6.1, page 104), write-char (B.6.2,
page 104), >.ttr-char (B.6.4, page IDS),
>.ttr-tnt (B.6.5, page IDS).
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DESCRIPTION

'''#$%&:'()*+''

attr_text calls attr..char on all characters of
string text. After every character, the
position is updated according to the current
font height and the attribute flags.
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attr _text is much much slower than
write_text. The internal operation should be
speeded up drastically!
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SEE ALSO
• etfont (B.6.I, page 104), .ttr-char (B.6.4,
page 105), write-text (B.6.3. page 105).
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B.7

Fortran calling conventions

Since the interface descriptions between Fortran and C
in MS-Fortran are highly self-descriptive, please refer to
GRAFlX. lIC, which needs to be included at the
beginning of a Fortran file, before all function,
subroutine or program definitions. HERSHEY. lIC
contains the function type definitions and all hershey
font index arrays. It should be included in every
function, subroutine or program using the Grafix and
Hershey functions.
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Hershey glyphs by number
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